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Adebate on Delhi’s alarming
pollution level kicked off in

the Lok Sabha on Tuesday on
the second day of the Winter
Session with Congress MP
Manish Tewari suggesting a
standing committee on pollu-
tion and climate change.

Trinamool Congress’
(TMC) Kakoli Ghosh Dastidar,
who wore a mask during her
speech in the Lok Sabha, called
for a Swachchh Hawa Mission.
She said Delhi is staring at mass
asphyxia.

Many MPs reasoned that it
is was unfair to blame only
farmers for stubble burning,
while keeping a blind eye to
major polluters like industry,
vehicles, civil constructions in
Delhi. They criticised the Delhi
Government for its failure to
provide clean water. 

Initiating the debate,
Tewari pointed out how Beijing
recovered from the hazardous
pollution by curbing industri-
al and thermal wastes. He
urged the Centre and the Delhi
Government to resolve the
issue with integrated actions.

Tewari said stubble burn-
ing is not a major pollutant in
Delhi and adjoining areas,
hence small farmers should not
alone be blamed for the present
situation in Delhi.  

Participating in a discus-
sion on “pollution and climate
change”, BJP MP from West
Delhi Pravesh Verma slammed
the AAP Government for pass-

ing the buck to neighbouring
States where stubble burning is
an annual phenomenon
around this time every year.  

The BJP MP alleged that
the AAP Government had
spent �70 crore on publicising
the odd-even road rationing
scheme but did not take steps
to increase the number of pub-
lic buses. People are using per-
sonal vehicles due to inade-
quate and poor public trans-
port facilities in Delhi, he said.

He alleged �600 crore was
spent by the Delhi Government
on advertisements but little
was done to curb pollution.

Earlier Delhi Chief
Minister Arvind Kejriwal used

to cough, but now the entire
city and members of
Parliament are coughing, he
said sarcastically. 

Verma claimed the pollu-
tion level in Delhi has has
reached a saturation point
point and that is why many res-
idents want to leave the city. He
questioned the usefulness of
the purchase of 50 lakh masks
by the City Government. 

Verma alleged that by
blaming villagers for pollu-
tion, Kejriwal was only widen-
ing the urban-rural divide.

The Speaker reminded
Verma not to take the name of
Kejriwal, but he went on attack-
ing the Delhi CM. 

Verma also called upon the
MPs to donate �2 crore from
their Members of Parliament
Local Area Development
(MPLAD) fund for setting up
pollution control towers in
Delhi as they spend over 200
days of the year in the city.  

Pinaki Misra (BJD) too
said stubble burning is not a
major contributor to pollution
in Delhi and the farmers
should not be vilified. However,
he suggested utilising stubble
for bio gas to incentivise farm-
ers against burning it. Misra
urged for combined efforts of
the Centre and States in curb-
ing the rising pollution levels of
water and air.

Meanwhile, the
Parliamentary Committee on
air pollution in Delhi is sched-
uled to meet on Wednesday
after most of its members and
senior officials were absent at
its last meeting. Their absence
from the meeting had triggered
outrage and raised questions
about their seriousness in fight-
ing the menace.

Panel’s head and BJP MP
Jagdambika Pal had written to
the Speaker over the matter,
expressing his “displeasure” at
the absence of Government
officials who were scheduled to
brief MPs on the pollution
crisis, especially in 
Delhi. 
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The Delhi Police on Tuesday
filed two FIRs against the

students of Jawaharlal Nehru
University (JNU) for damaging
public property, rioting and
obstructing public servants
from discharging their duty
during the protest against the
hostel fee hike. Police action
came after the clash between
police and students during the
protest march by the protesters
on Monday. 

However, the JNU
Students’ Union (JNUSU), on
Tuesday demanded that no
administrative or legal action
should be taken against the
students protesting against the
hostel fee hike. 

JNUSU president Aishe
Ghosh said they had a meeting
with the Joint Secretary of the
Human Resource Development
(HRD) Ministry, GC Hosur,
and requested him to ensure no
administrative action was ini-
tiated against the students for
the protest. 

Hundreds of JNU students
had swarmed the street on
Monday, bringing several parts
of the city to a halt. The stu-
dents took out a protest march
opposing the recent fee hike

against which an agitation has
been going on for over three
weeks.

Some 30 police personnel
and 15 students were injured in
the scuffle during the eight-
hour agitation. Police said that
one FIR has been registered at
South West Delhi’s Kishangarh
police station, and another at
South Delhi’s Lodhi Colony
police station.

According to Atul Kumar
Thakur, the Deputy
Commissioner of Police

(DCP), South District, a case
under sections 186 (obstruct-
ing public servant in discharge
of public functions), 353
(assault or criminal force to
deter public servant from dis-
charge of his duty), 332 (vol-
untarily causing hurt to deter
public servant from his duty),
188 (disobedience to order
duly promulgated by public
servant) of the IPC has been
registered at the Lodhi Colony
p o l i c e
station.
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The ruling Congress on
Tuesday secured control

over 20 local government bod-
ies out of the 49 where elections
were held last week in
Rajasthan, with the BJP reach-
ing the majority mark in only
six.  

The Congress won 965 out
of the 2,105 wards in the urban
local bodies, leaving the BJP
trailing at 736, according to the
results declared by the state
election office.

The Bahujan Samaj Party
won 16 wards, the CPI(M) got
three and the Nationalist
Congress Party two in the elec-
tions held on Saturday, the
first municipal polls since the
Congress came to power in the
State last December.

Altogether, 385 indepen-
dents won in the polls con-
ducted across 24 of Rajasthan’s
33 districts.

The results translated into
clear majority for the Congress
in 20 of the 49 ULBs. The BJP
crossed the halfway mark in six
urban bodies and the inde-

pendents form the majority in
23. Both the Congress and the
BJP claimed they could muster
support from independents to
control nine or 10 other munic-
ipalities, apart from the ones
where they emerged as clear
winners.

Chief Minister Ashok
Gehlot said the results were as
expected. “It is a matter of hap-
piness that people have given a
mandate considering the per-
formance of the Government,”
he told 
reporters.
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Following criticism by some
ex-Army officers and

remarks of Opposition leaders,
Rajya Sabha Chairman M
Venkaiah Naidu on Tuesday
ordered a review of the new
military-style uniform of mar-
shals in the House. 

The uniform was restyled
from traditional Indian attire
comprising turbans to dark
navy blue and olive green mil-
itary-style outfits with caps.
Naidu mentioned in the House
that the Secretariat of the Rajya
Sahba had come out with a new
dress code for marshals.
However, there have been sug-
gestions and comments by
politicians and well-meaning
individuals on the same, he
said.

“I have decided to ask the
Secretariat to revisit the same,”
Naidu said. On Monday, when
the marshals came wearing
the new uniform together with
aiguillette, some members
commented if “marshal law was
being imposed”.

Customarily, the presid-
ing officer of the House is
flanked by two marshals who
march ahead of the chairman
to announce the commence-

ment of proceedings and also
assist the chair in organising
the desk and bringing up order
papers. Marshals earlier wore
safari suits during summer
and Indian bandgalas during
the winter along with turbans.

The turbans were viewed
by some as colonial legacy,
leading to review of the uni-
form. On Monday, Congress
leader Jairam Ramesh had
sought to raise a point on the
marshals’ new uniform. “Sir,
the marshals...,” he began only
to be interrupted by Naidu.

Ramesh, however, insisted
that there has been “a very sig-
nificant change” in their attire.
“Okay. You always make sig-
nificant point at an insignifi-
cant time,” Naidu had
remarked on Monday. Some
former Army officers have also
criticised the new uniforms for
marshals, terming them illegal. 

Former Indian Army chief
Ved Malik too objected to the
new uniform of Rajya Sabha
marshals, and called it “illegal
and a security 
hazard”.
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In the last 50 years, sea level
along the Indian coast has

risen by 8.5 cm with the decade
between 2003 and 2013 show-
ing the annual average rise at
a greater speed. 

On an average, the sea
level along the Indian coast is
considered to be rising at about
1.70 mm/year, but during the
last decade (2003-2013) (till the
time the reading was made) it
experienced a rise at a rate of
6.1 mm/year, the Centre
informed the Rajya Sabha on
Tuesday. 

Union Minister Babul
Supriyo, however, said since no
long-term data on land subsi-
dence or emergence are avail-
able the rate of increase of sea
level due to climate change can-
not be attributed with certain-
ty. He was responding to a

question on whether several
cities will be submerged as
temperatures are rising due to
global warming.

“However, the coastal areas
that might get inundated due to
the rising sea level need to be
evaluated based on their ele-
vation above mean sea level.
Since no long-term data on
land subsidence or emergence
are available for these locations,
the rate of increase of sea level
due to climate change cannot
be attributed with certainty,” he
said. 

“For example, the higher
rate of sea level increase at
Diamond Harbour is also due
to the larger land subsidence
happening there. The same
may apply to Kandla, Haldia
and Port Blair as well,” Supriyo
told the Rajya Sabha.

The Minister further said
that the rising sea levels can

exacerbate the coastal inunda-
tion along the low lying areas
during extreme events such as
tsunami, storm surge, coastal
flooding and coastal erosion.

The Government’s obser-
vation comes close on the
heels of statement from UN
Secretary General Antonio
Guterres who has described
climate change as the biggest
threat to sustainability as he
voiced deep concern over the
rising level of oceans.

“The most vulnerable
areas are in Japan, China,
Bangladesh and India,”
Guterres said speaking to
reporters in Bangkok after
attending the ASEAN Summit.

A report of the UN’s Inter-
Governmental Panel on
Climate Change (IPCC) too
had warned that global sea lev-
els are set to rise by at least 1m
by 2100 if carbon emissions go
unchecked, submerging hun-
dreds of cities, including
Mumbai and Kolkata, and in
some cases entire countries. 

“Extreme sea level events
that used to happen once a
century will occur every year
in many parts of the world by
the middle of the century
because of global warming”,
the panel has warned.

The IPCC also warned
that glaciers will continue to
decline around the world, los-
ing more than a third of their
mass by 2100 under worst
case emissions scenarios, with
some disappearing entirely.
Such losses pose “unavoidable
consequences for river runoff

and local hazards”, and will
cause problems for the billions
who rely on the water for
drinking supplies and 
irrigation.
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After a brief breather, air
quality in Delhi deterio-

rated  again on Tuesday with
overall Air Quality Index
(AQI) at 249 μgm-3, mainly
due to wind losing speed and
resumption of farm fires in
neighbouring States.

The Ministry of Earth
Sciences’ air quality monitor
SAFAR said as stubble trans-
port-level winds are
favourable, stubble burning is
expected to account for 14 per
cent of Delhi’s pollution on
Wednesday. It was 13 per cent
on Tuesday. Kuldeep
Srivastava, a senior scientist at
the India Meteorological
Department (IMD), said the
maximum wind speed
dropped from 18 kilometres
per hour on Monday to 10
kmph on Tuesday. 

Calm winds and low ven-
tilation index are predicted for
the next two days and the con-
dition is conducive for the
sudden accumulation of pol-
lutants in the Delhi region,
SAFAR said. The Central
Pollution Control Board
(CPCB) said on Tuesday that
air quality will slip into very
poor category from poor cat-
egory. Particulate Matters (PM

2.5 and PM 10) were record-
ed 179 and 111 respectively. 

Pollutant values will esca-
late three folds, according to
pollution monitoring agen-
cies. PM 10 will exceed 400
and PM 2.5 will cross 250 by
Wednesday.   

Delhi’s 13 hotspot areas are
facing tough time in dealing
with air pollution. Dwarka
Sector 8 recorded 460  μgm-3,
Greater Noida (272), and
Noida (256). RK Puram,
Punjabi Bagh, Anand Vihar,
Mandir Marg, Mundka wit-
nessed toxic air.

The Supreme Court-man-
dated anti-pollution authority,
EPCA, asked Delhi-NCR to
step up surveillance and
enforcement to check local
sources of pollution and crop
burning in view of the pre-
dicted dip in air quality.
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With the increasing crime
rate in the district, it has

become all the more important
for the areas to be properly reg-
ulated. As it is impossible to
deploy enough force to cover all
junctions and roads, the
authorities also take help from
CCTV cameras installed all
around the district. 

From checking the areas
with choked traffic to identi-
fying the routes taken by cul-
prits, CCTV cameras play a
vital role in police investiga-
tions. Considering this, the
district officials have stated
that more CCTV cameras
should be installed in the rural
areas of the district. These will
be installed as soon as the
required budget is released.

As per the information
provided by district police,
there are in total 241 CCTV
cameras installed in the district.
The majority of which are
installed in the city area includ-
ing at least eight CCTV cam-

eras installed in the Kotwali
area. 

Thirty CCTV cameras are
installed in the rural areas
and 11 are installed in
Rishikesh. In addition to that,
in each police station, four
cameras are installed making
it a total of 80 CCTV cameras
there. At least 12 CCTV cam-
eras are installed at main junc-
tions including Kargi Chowk,
near Naya Gaon post and near
Sabhawala post. 

There, 56 CCTV cameras
which are fixed in their posi-
tion out of which 39 are
installed in the city area while
32 CCTV cameras are of Pan
Tilt Zoom (PTZ) technology
out of which 19 are installed
inside the city domain. For
keeping a check on traffic
offences, 28 Automatic
Number Plate Reader (ANPR),
seven Red Light Violation
Detector (RLVD) and seven
speed radar cameras are also
installed.

Out of the 241 CCTV
cameras in the district, only 79

cameras have live feed being
checked in the control room
set up at SSP Office. 

The other feed of other
CCTV cameras are checked
either police stations or the
posts concerned. A district
official said that they are sup-
posed to keep CCTV cameras
footage of 30 days, but to be on
the safer side they usually
keep the footage of a longer
period of time.

It is pertinent to mention
here that Director General
(Law and Order) Ashok
Kumar has initiated a cam-
paign on behalf of police head-
quarters to encourage private
shop owners and general pub-
lic to install CCTV cameras
around their shops and hous-
es respectively.
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Taking cognisance of the
trend in which culprits

after stealing vehicles can be
found using parking spaces as
the place to keep stolen vehi-
cles for some time and then sell
them to the buyers, Dehradun
Senior Superintendent of Police
(SSP) Arun Mohan Joshi had
instructed parking space own-

ers to verify the
vehicles parked
at such places
for long.

SSP Joshi
said that it is a
trend that is
d e v e l o p i n g
here that park-
ing spaces are
being used to
keep the stolen
vehicles. So, the
parking space
owners have
been intimated
to ensure veri-
fying those
vehicles which
have been
parked for long
period of time. 

They have
also been
instructed to
install CCTV
cameras at
these parking
slots and prop-
erly monitor
t h e m .
Superintendent
of Police (city)
is also con-
ducting a series
of checking for
the same.

In the
same campaign
on Tuesday, 12
such two-

wheeler vehicles were identified
as unclaimed by the district
police that were parked at
parking spaces at Dehradun
Railway Station out of which
seven are motorbikes and five
are scootys. 

The unclaimed vehicles
will be verified and upon
reaching to their owners and
then further actions will be
taken accordingly.  

SP, City, Shweta Choubey
,said it is already suspicious
that even after Dehradun
Railway Station being closed
for sometime in regards with
the yard remodelling work,
vehicles were parked there.
Upon verifying, 12 vehicles
were registered under
unclaimed category.  

It is pertinent to mention
here that  the month of
August, district police had
arrested three accused of an
inter-state gang and had
recovered 20 two-wheelers
amounting to nearly �10
lakhs. 

The accused reportedly
used to work as a gang with
two on the lookout and one
person using the master key
to start the vehicle and then
all three of them used to
park it at ISBT Dehradun or
in the corn field at the back-
side of  Mahant Indresh
Hospital. 

Then, SSP Joshi had
instructed all parking space
owners to verify vehicles
which are parked there for a
long period of  
time.
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In a letter to the Garhwal
Commissioner, the president

of Mahanagar City Bus Sewa
Union requested for the details
regarding the operation of elec-
tric buses between Dehradun
and Mussoorie, stating that
the transport department
should publicise the details
about the pilot project in pub-
lic domain, so that private
operators can also understand
the merits of buying electric
buses.

The president of the union,
Vijay Vardhan Dandriyal, said
that for the operation of electric
buses, the district still lacks

proper infrastructure. The
Uttarakhand Transport
Department should tell the gen-
eral public about the profits they
made by operating these electric
buses from Dehradun to
Mussoorie for one month. If the
profits are good, private opera-
tors will also get attracted
towards buying electric buses.
He claimed that the department
has not done proper study of the
project, as to make sure that the
project will be beneficial for the
private operators or not.

He further said that trans-
port department is planning to
stop the operation of diesel
vehicles and allow permit to
only CNG vehicles, which is

again a non-committed plan as
the district still does not have
appropriate infrastructure for
the same. He requested that
without proper infrastructure,
such decisions should not be
implemented, as the decisions
will affect transport employees
financially.

Dandriyal also raised his
concern about the rumour of
Regional Transport Authority
(RTA) planning to prohibit all
vehicles which are 10 or more
years older from operating.
He stated that without giving
enough time for the vehicle
owners the decision will lead to
financial crisis for many fam-
ilies.
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Local products need to be
marketed better and

through locals so that they may
benefit more. The Governor
Baby Rani Maurya said this
while participating in the
Jauljibi trade and cultural fair
in Pithoragarh district on
Tuesday.

Speaking on the occasion,
the Governor said that all will
have to make combined efforts
to commemorate this 200-
year-old fair on a larger scale.
Stating that the locals, espe-
cially the women, have kept this
event alive, she said that the fair
needs to be made high-tech.
Pointing at the importance of
herbs and handicrafts in this
region, Maurya said that herbs
need to be encouraged and
marketed better. 

The marketing of local
products needs to be improved
through the local residents,
she said. 

Appreciating the works
being undertaken by women

self help groups, she said that
women need to do commend-
able work in their fields to
establish their separate identi-
ty. 

She exhorted the women
to boost the talents of their
daughters while also appealing
them to take initiatives like
blood donation camps, activ-
ities under Beti Bachao Beti
Padhao campaign and sanita-
tion campaign forward.
Maurya also interacted with
members of women groups
from various areas and learnt
about their works and issues.
She said that they should also
inform the district magistrate
and chief development officer
about their problems so that
the issues can be resolved
soon.

Pithoragarh district mag-
istrate Vijay Kumar Jogdande
said that the Jauljibi Mela is a
trade fair involving people of
India, Nepal, China and Tibet.
Its form has changed in the
present but the locals have kept
it alive.
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Municipal Corporation of
Dehradun (MCD) had

started a comprehensive cam-
paign against the use of poly-
thene and plastic in which 30
schools participated. The
Government primary school,
Dobhalwala, won the first prize
for collecting the maximum
quantity of polythene bags.

Earlier in August, a meet-
ing was chaired by the mayor
Sunil Uniyal ‘Gama’ which was
attended by the principals and
teachers of the schools which
fall under the jurisdiction of
MCD. 

The municipal commis-
sioner Vinay Shankar Pandey
had said that the principals and
teachers of all the schools must
spread awareness among stu-
dents about the ill effects of
polythene bags. He had called
for setting up of plastic banks
in schools wherein the students
will deposit the polythene bags

used in their homes. He had
also announced that the school
which will collect the maxi-
mum quantity of polythene
bags will be awarded �1 lakh.  

The school which will
secure second and third posi-
tion will be awarded �50,000
and �20,000 respectively.

The Government primary
schoo, Dobhalwala, came first
with its students collecting 50
kilogrammes polythene bags.
Bajaj Institute of Learning at

Rajpur Road secured second
position by collecting 22.60
kilogrammes polythene while
the third position was secured
by the Government Primary
School, Dalanwala which col-
lected total of 19 kilogrammes
polythene bags.

The municipal commis-
sioner said that the prizes and
certificates will be distributed in
the presence of all the students
and teachers in each
school.
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Under the pro-
ject for genet-

ic improvement of
Azadirachta indi-
ca for developing
high oil and
azadirachtin yield-
ing varieties, fund-
ed by the Indian
Farmers Fertiliser Cooperative
Limited (IFFCO), a monitoring
and coordination meeting  was
held at the Forest Research
Institute here on Tuesday.

During the meeting, the
IFFCO managing director US
Awasthi emphasised upon
developing neem varieties that
have favourable characteris-
tics and be proposed for vari-
ety releasing committee for
large scale deployment. 

The FRI director, AS
Rawat, along with scientists
involved with the project in
leadership of Ashok Kumar,
assured that varieties that have

high seed yield and oil content
with short gestation period
would be identified and a pro-
posal would be sent accord-
ingly to the member secretary
of Variety Releasing Committee
by July 2020. 

During the meeting, insti-
tute scientists including Rama
Kant, Ajay Thakur and YC
Tripathi also made their inter-
ventions and assured to work
jointly for releasing the varieties
within stipulated time. Various
officials of IFFCO and scien-
tists of FRI were also among
those present in the 
meeting.
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An inmate of the Roorkee
sub-jail in July this year has

been arrested by the police. The
inmate identified as Shahrukh,
a native of Tanda Bhaneda in
Manglaur area of Haridwar,
had been booked in four cases.
However, during July, when the
prison authorities were busy in
cleaning and preparing for
Independence Day, he climbed
a tree to scale over the prison
walls and escape.

Addressing the media, the
Haridwar senior superinten-
dent of police Senthil Avoodai
said that considering his crime
sheet, the Garhwal DIG and
Haridwar SSP had declared
cash rewards of �5,000 and �
2,500 for his arrest. 

The police team formed for
the purpose got information
that he was working in the bor-
der area between Bihar and
West Bengal. 

On reaching the location,
the police came to know that
the escaped inmate had been
working as a labourer there
under an assumed identity of a
man from Delhi. 

The police team also learnt
that he had left to bring his
father from his native village in
Haridwar district. 

On tracing him, the police
succeeded in catching him in
Haridwar on Tuesday, said the
district’s SSP.
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The birth anniversary of
Ammembal Subba Rao

Pai, the founder of Canara
Bank was celebrated at the
bank’s 114th foundation day at
its regional office here on
Tuesday. The bank’s regional
head and assistant general
manager Pravin Kumar Singh
presided over the various pro-
grammes held to mark the
occasion.

In a blood donation camp
held on the occasion, 114

employees and others donated
blood while a doctor also
administered health checks to
the bank’s employees and cus-
tomers. 

Customers of various
branches also attended a cus-
tomers’ meet. In another event,
the children from poor and
needy families were presented
school dresses and other items
by Singh. 

He said that Pai was a great
humanitarian and social
reformer. He had undertaken
various works for the better-

ment of society ranging from
facilitating education for girls
to establishing the bank.
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Hearing on a public
interest litigation

regarding the spread of
dengue in the State, the
High Court has directed
the State Government to
submit its reply in a
week. In the hearing on
Tuesday, the Government
counsel informed the
division bench of chief
justice Ramesh
Ranganathan and justice
Alok Kumar Verma that
dengue is now under
control in the State.
However, the petitioner
objected to this con-
tention, stating that hos-
pita ls  are receiving
dengue patients even
now. Hearing the argu-
ments, the division bench
directed the Government to
submit a report along with an
affidavit.

According to the case
detai ls ,  the Youth Bar
Association had filed the pub-

lic interest litigation in the
high court. 

In its petition, the YBA
had stated that a number of
people had suffered from
untimely death due to dengue
in the State. 

The steps taken by the
health department and the
urban local bodies were not
adequate to tackle the prob-
lem of dengue. 

The petitioner had fur-
ther stated that a medical

board should be formed for
tackling dengue. 

Experienced doctors
should be nominated to this
board so that proper checks
and effective treatment of the
patients can be ensured.
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The State administration is
sitting over the recruit-

ment of 314 new Medical
Officers (MO) as it is not
clearing the file of syllabus of
the selection process sent by the
Uttarakhand Medical Services
Selection Board (UMSSB) from
last three months. The board
has sought approval of the
State administration on syl-
labus and the selection criteria
of the MOs in the recruitment
drive. In July this year, the State
administration had sent a req-
uisition for recruitment of the
MOs for the State Health
Services to the UMSSB. The

board then sought the approval
of the State administration on
syllabus of the recruitment
drive which is pending for last
three months. 

The Uttarakhand
Government accords top pri-
ority to the recruitment of
doctors for its health system
which is plagued by shortage of
medical officers. 

In such a situation, the
delay in approval for a routine
issue like syllabus raises ques-
tions about the style of func-
tioning of the health system in
the State. Interestingly, the
inordinate delay and laxity of
the state administration is com-
ing into fore at a time when the
entire health system of the
state is under scanner of cen-

tral agencies. 
Recently the National

Institution for Transforming
India (NITI) Aayog had down-
graded Uttarakhand in its
index of health services. The
Aayog has kept the State in the
list of 14 States that have per-
formed poorly on various para-
meters of providing health ser-
vices. The immediate fall out of
the low score on the report card
of NITI Aayog was that the
National Health Mission
(NHM) inflicted a cut the
incentive offered by it to the
state.

When contacted, the chair-
man of UMSSB, Dr D S Rawat
said that the board is waiting
for the approval and on its
receipt would release the

recruitment advertisement. He
added that the board has done
all the necessary preparation
for the recruitment drive.

It is learnt that in the new
drive 86 posts out of 314 would
be for general category candi-
dates while rest would be kept
reserved.

The selected MO would be
inducted in the pay scale of
56100-177500 (level 10) of
state health services. The new
recruitment drive would be
the second such drive after
October 2017, when UMSSB
had  released the recruitment
advertisement for 712 posts of
MO in the State Health
Services. However it could not
find candidates of reserved
categories in 213 posts.
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In accordance with the
vision to stay contextually

relevant, remain socially con-
scious and contribute to the
society and nation as a whole,
Indian Inst itute of
Management (IIM) Indore
signed a memorandum of
understanding with Lal
Bahadur Shastri National
Academy of Administration
(LBSNAA), Mussoorie. The
MoU has been signed with a
view to exchange faculty
members for various training
programmes,  special ly
designed modules and joint
case study developments.

The MoU signed by IIM
Indore director professor
Himanshu Rai and LBSNAA

director Sanjeev Chopra
intends to strengthen techni-
cal cooperation between the
two institutes through sharing
experiences, best practices
and knowledge in the area of
capacity building of public
officials and public private
education. 

The two organisations
have also agreed for joint
participation in research
activities of common interest
in the areas of public admin-
istration, management and
public policy. 

Apart from exchange of
best practices in the area of
training and development,
the two institutions have
agreed for any other
exchanges and cooperative
activities that may jointly be

decided as per the objectives
of the MoU.

Chopra said,  “We at
LBSNAA believe that syner-
gies can be created with
increased collaboration with
academia. IIM Indore is a top
business school of our coun-
try with some exceptional
teachers and researchers. 

The academy would look
at launching joint  pro-
grammes that help adminis-
trators and corporates under-
stand each other as well as
look for collaborations. We
would also look at exploring
PhD programmes for civil
servants and jointly write
case studies.”

Within a month from the
signing of the MoU, both the
institutions shall draw up the

procedures, plan and recom-
mended programmes of
cooperation to take the
process further.

Expressing his happiness
signing the MoU, Rai said,
“This is yet another opportu-
nity for us at IIM Indore to
contribute towards nation
building. LBSNAA is an
amazing training ground for
the civil servants who form
the backbone of the executive
of our country. 

It  a lso has immense
amount of data and knowl-
edge from the experiences of
the IAS officers, which needs
to be captured, documented,
and converted into material
which can help bureaucrats,
corporates and academia
alike. 

We will be launching joint
programmes and doing col-
laborative research to provide
policy guidance to our coun-
try.’ This will also provide
opportunity to design pro-
grammes on public policy
and business government
relations,” professor Rai
added.

The two institutions will
carry out the exchange of
working or study visits to
share experiences and ideas in
the area of public affairs in the
form of joint courses, work-
shops, forums, seminars in
the area of public adminis-
tration, management and
public policy. 

Research activities and
training sessions would also
be conducted.
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Chief Minister Trivendra
Singh Rawat said that

industrialists should come for-
ward to establish enterprises in
mountainous areas too. He
said that special focus is being
accorded in the State to devel-
oping an atmosphere con-
ducive for industry.

Necessary facilities and
assistance are being provided to
industries through the State
Infrastructure and Industrial
Development Corporation of
Uttarakhand Limited (SIID-
CUL). Necessary approvals are
being granted through the sin-
gle window system for this.
Interacting with representa-
tives of industries set up in
SIIDCUL industrial estate in
Haridwar on Tuesday, the Chief
Minister also assured that their
issues would be resolved.

Rawat said that the peace-
ful atmosphere in Uttarakhand
is suitable for industries. The
mutual relations between
industrialists and workers are
also cordial. 

Industrialists should also
come forward to set up indus-
tries in the mountainous
regions of the state. The CM
also visited ITC and Mahindra
and Mahindra, interacting
with prominent industrialists
and listening to their prob-

lems.
The SIIDCUL managing

director SA Murugesan, MLA
Adesh Chauhan, Dehradun

mayor Sunil Uniyal ‘Gama’,
SIIDCUL manufacturing
association head Harendra
Garg and SIIDCUL industri-

al association head Arun
Saraswat among others were
also present during the inter-
action.
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The leaders and workers of
the Congress party remem-

bered former Prime Minister
(PM) Indira Gandhi on her 102
birth anniversary on Tuesday.
A programme was organised in
the state party office of the
Congress on the day in which
floral tributes were paid to the
former Prime Minister. The
Congress workers and leaders
remembered Indira Gandhi
for her sacrifices for the nation
and resolved to march ahead
on the path shown by her.

On the day, Congressmen
led by Mahanagar President,
Lal Chand Sharma garlanded
statue of former PM at Indira
market. Speaking on the occa-
sion, Sharma said that Indira
Gandhi played a key role in
bringing the nation ahead on
the path of progress with her
immense talent and intelli-
gence. 

The speakers also remem-
bered her role in nationalisa-
tion of banks, poverty allevia-
tion and conceptualising twen-
ty point programme. 

The Congress leaders said
that the Indira Gandhi attained

worldwide recognition and
fame and attracted the atten-
tion of the world towards India
with her hard work.

The spokesperson of the
state unit of Congress party R
P Raturi said that Indira
Gandhi showed her steely
resolve when she made the
enemy bow before the mother
India in the war of 1971. 

He said that Gandhi
entered into Shimla pact for
peace in the region. Raturi
further said that Indira Gandhi
led the Non Aligned
Movement (NAM) which
uplifted the image of the coun-

try in the world community.
The speakers on the occasion
were of the view that Congress
party has always strived to
maintain peace and harmony
in the country but some divi-
sive forced are taking the nation
back. 

The Congress workers
resolved to fight such elements
and put pressure on the gov-
ernment to work on the right
path.

Former Rajpur road MLA,
Rajkumar, General secretary
Navin Joshi, district president
Sanjay Kishore and others were
present on the occasion.
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The founder of Matri Sadan,
Swami Shivanand has

accused the State Government
of failing to curb illegal mining
activities in the State. He also
lambasted the Haridwar Rural
MLA Swami Yateeshwaranand,
referring to him as ‘Chambal ka
Sardar’ for allegedly being close
to those involved in illegal min-
ing. However, the MLA has
rejected the allegations.

Addressing the media here
on Tuesday, Shivanand said
that while the movement for
cleaning of the Ganga river is in
full swing, the Haridwar Rural
MLA is going to inaugurate
mining activity from Kotawali
to Rawasan river as mining near
the Ganga is closed from
Raiwala to Bhogpur.

Demanding that the
National Mission for Clean
Ganga should also clarify its
stand regarding illegal mining,
the ascetic further alleged that
the BJP MLA of Haridwar Rural
is supported by those indulging
in illegal mining activities. He

also questioned the bureaucra-
cy and their role in the contin-
ued illegal mining and smug-
gling of alcohol. "The illegal
mining is against my will and I
will fight against it till my last
breath," said Swami Shivanand.

Meanwhile, the MLA
Swami Yateeshwaranand
stressed that he will not support
any illegal mining activity at any
cost. He said that he is not
against any legal mining activ-
ity which is undertaken as per
the law and procedure put in
place by the Government.

It is pertinent to mention
here that Matri Sadan under
Shivanand has been the centre
of consistent protest against
illegal mining in the Ganga.
Undertaking a fast unto death
against illegal mining, one of
Shivanand’s disciples,
Nigamanand had died in 2011.
More recently, Gyan Swaroop
Sanand (GD Agrawal) also died
in 2018 after undertaking a fast
unto death against illegal min-
ing in the Ganga and demand-
ing legal provisions to prevent
this.
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The State Minister for coop-
erative, higher education and

dairy development, Dhan Singh
Rawat, has directed the officials
to submit proposals for con-
struction of buildings of schools,
ITIs and polytechnic colleges
under Pradhan Mantri Jan Vikas
Karyakram (PMJVK) within
next seven days. He gave the
orders while undertaking a
meeting of officials of social wel-
fare and minorities department
at his office in Vidhan Sabha on
Tuesday. The Minister said that
the union minorities welfare
ministry has released a sum of
�47 crore for the Haridwar,
Nainital, Udham Singh Nagar
and Dehradun districts and the
nodal officers of the districts con-
cerned would be responsible
for proper utilisation of this
budget. The Minister was told
that a sum of � 6.5 Crore is ear-
marked for construction of sci-
ence block of government degree

college, Vikasnagar under
PMJVK. Similarly a Detailed
Project Report (DPR) of �50
crore is sent for construction of
hostels, library, examination halls
and science faculty for colleges
of Kichha, Rudrapur, Kashipur,
Laksar and Chudiyala.  In addi-
tion to these projects a propos-
al of �30 crore for Pantnagar,
Kashipur and Bajpur colleges is
submitted.

In the meeting decision to
handover Shikhar Degree college
of Haridwar and Jaspur college
of Udham Singh Nagar to high-
er education department. These
colleges are at present being
operated under the minorities’
welfare ministry.

The meeting was attended
by the director of minorities wel-
fare department Suresh Joshi,
director Higher education S C
Pant, director of technical edu-
cation Hari Singh, deputy direc-
tor of minorities’ welfare Raees
Ahmed, principal of
Government degree college
Daksha Joshi and others. 
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Taking strong cognizance of
the allegations on medical

officer for dereliction of duty in
providing timely treatment to
Jagmail Singh who subse-
quently died at PGIMER,
Chandigarh, Punjab Health
Minister Balbir Singh Sidhu on
Tuesday directed the Principal

Secretary (Health) Anurag
Aggarwal to probe the matter
and submit comprehensive
report in three days.

As per media reports,
Jagmail Singh was initially taken
to the government hospital and
the medical officer on duty did
not discharge his duty proper-
ly and did not file the MLR
(medico-legal report), said the
official spokesperson of the
H e a l t h
Department.Spokesperson
added that the media reports had
levelled serious allegation on the
part of medical officer on duty
which became one of the reasons
for Jagmail Singh’s death.Sidhu,
taking strong notice of this case,

asked the Principal Secretary
(Health) to inquire the role of
medical officer on duty and sub-
mit report to him in three days.

National and state SC panels
to conduct joint probe

Punjab State Commission
for Scheduled Castes (PSCSC)
on Tuesday formed a two-
member team comprising
Commission members Gian
Chand Diwali and Poonam
Kangra to enquire the killing of
the dalit youth. They would
probe the issue jointly with the
National Commission for
Scheduled Castes and submit
its report to the Commission.

PSCSC chairperson

Tejinder Kaur said that the
Commission had taken suo-
motu of this serious issue on
the basis of news reports pub-
lished on November 15 and
sought a comprehensive report
from Sangrur SSP.She said that
Commission members — Raj
Kumar Hans and Poonam
Kangra — had met victim’s
family the same day to initiate
proceedings. The chairperson
said that on Monday, she also
met the family members at
PGIMER.The Commission has
decided to conduct a joint
inquiry with the National
Commission for Scheduled
Castes to get into the bottom of
the incident. 
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Chandigarh/Sangrur: Punjab
Cabinet Minister Vijay Inder
Singla along with Punjab State
Planning Board’s vice chair-
person Rajinder Kaur Bhathal
and other senior officials on
Tuesday  handed over Rs six
lakh cheque to Jagmail Singh’s
family.

The compensation cheque
was given to Jagmail’s mother
Bhagwan Kaur and his widow
Manjit Kaur in the presence of
other family members.

Singla informed that the
remaining amount of com-
pensation would be given to
the family on Jagmail’s bhog.
The State Government has
promised �20 lakh compensa-
tion to the family.

“Such incidents are intol-
erable and Punjab
Government stands with the
family of the deceased,” said
Singla while talking to the
mediapersons.

He said that all efforts

would be made to ensure
stringent punishment to the
culprits within three months.
“Deceased’s widow would be
provided a job by govern-
ment. Besides, the State would
provide �1.25 lakh for the
repair of the house of Jagmail
Singh. The Government has
also decided to provide free
education up to graduation
level to the deceased’s children
studying in class ninth, sixth
and first,” the Minister added.
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Acceding to Punjab Chief
Minister Capt Amarinder

Singh’s demand, IT giant
Google has removed the seces-
sionist, “anti-India” mobile
application ‘2020 Sikh
Referendum’ from its Play Store
with immediate effect.

“This app is not available
any more on Google Play Store
for mobile users in India,” said
a spokesperson of the Chief
Minister’s office.

The Chief Minister, who
had also urged the Central
Government to persuade
Google in the matter, had
asked the state Director
General of Police (DGP) to
coordinate with central security
agencies to tackle the threat
resulting from the launch of the
app, created by ‘ICETECH’.

The app had asked the
general public to register them-
selves to vote in the ‘Punjab
Referendum 2020 Khalistan’. A
website with the address of

www.yes2khalistan.org was
also launched on the same
lines for the same purpose.

During analysis of the said
application and the website in
the DITAC Lab, Punjab, it was
found that the data of voters
registered through the app was
also linked and stored in the
web server of the website,
n a m e l y
www.yes2Khalistan.org, creat-
ed and handled by ‘Sikhs For
Justice’ (SFJ), an Association
banned by the Indian
Government.

Based on these findings,
the Cyber Crime Centre of
Bureau of Investigation,
Punjab, had moved to get the
App removed from the Google
Play Store and the website
blocked for usage in India.

Subsequently, on
November 8, 2019, a notice
under Section 79 (3) B of
Information Technology Act
was sent to the Google Legal
Cell for immediate removal of
the mobile application from the

Google Play Store.
After obtaining approval

from the Additional Chief
Secretary (Home), a request let-
ter was sent to Cyber Law
Division, Department of
Electronics and Information
and Technology, Government
of India, for blocking the
mobile application from
Google Play Store and the
website, under Rule 9 (Blocking
of Information in case of
Emergency) of Blocking Rule
(IT Procedure and Safeguards
for Blocking Access of infor-
mation by public) Rules, 2009.

On November 9, 2019, IGP
Crime Nageshwar Rao and in-
charge State Cyber-cum-
DITAC Lab raised the issue
with the Legal Cell of Google
India, which was convinced
that the Google platform was
abused for committing illegal
and anti-national activities by
banned association ‘Sikhs For
Justice’, followed by their deci-
sion to remove the app from
their Play Store.
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Haryana Chief Minister
Manohar Lal on Tuesday

directed the officers of the
Agriculture and Farmers
Welfare Department to speed
up the process of including the
International Fruit and
Vegetable Terminus, Ganaur
in the Market of National
Importance (MNI).

He said that the process
should be done in collaboration
with the Central Government.

The Chief Minister was
presiding over the review meet-
ing of Haryana State
Agricultural Marketing Board
regarding various pending pro-
jects. Agriculture and Farmers
Welfare Minister Jai Prakash
Dalal was also present in this
meeting.

The Chief Minister said
that under the first phase, this
project is developed on 537
acres, 5 Kanal and 13 marla
land and an amount of Rs 400
crores will be collected through
Haryana State Agricultural

Marketing Board, HSIIDC,
HAFED and Haryana State
Warehousing Corporation
besides State Government grant
and thereafter it will be invest-
ed as equity capital with a spe-
cial purpose for this scheme. 

Necessary steps should be
taken to get the remaining
amount in the form of a grant
from the Union Finance
Ministry or loan from National
Capital Region Planning Board
(NCRPB) and NITI Aayog, he
said.

During the meeting, the
Chief Administrator Haryana
State Agricultural Marketing

Board, Dr. J. Ganeshan gave a
detailed presentation on the
proposed Apple Mandi of HMT
Pinjore, the proposed flower
market in Sector-52-A,
Gurugram. He also informed
that, the Haryana International
Horticulture Marketing
Corporation has already been
constituted for International
Fruit and Vegetable Terminus,
Ganaur.  Apart from this Dr R.
Yadav has been appointed as the
Chief Executive Officer of
Special Purpose Vehicle (SPV).

The Chief Minister said
that for transparency every
auction should be done through
e-auction. And, the pending
projects of the Haryana State
Agricultural Marketing Board
will be reviewed every 15 days,
he added.

Manohar Lal was apprised
that the Gannaur Mandi will
have to be removed from the
Agricultural Produce
Marketing Act before it could
be included in the project of the
Market of National Importance
(MNI).
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As the much looked-for
Kartarpur Corridor con-

tinued to witness low footfall of
pilgrims even after 10 days of
its opening, the political lead-
ers in Punjab are seeking eas-
ing of the process to visit the
gurudwara at the other side of
the border from both Indian
and Pakistani Governments.

Punjab Cabinet Minister
and senior Congress leader
Sukhjinder Singh Randhawa
on Tuesday demanded the
Prime Minister Narendra
Modi’s personal intervention
urging him to ease the process
for visiting Sri Kartarpur Sahib.

At the same time, Shiromani
Akali Dal (SAD) president
Sukhbir Badal urged Pakistan
Prime Minister Imran Khan to
implement his “passport waiv-
er announcement” besides
removing the 20 dollars service
fee condition.

Randhawa said that the
“complex” process to visit
Gurudwara Sri Kartarpur Sahib
in Narowal district of West
Punjab in Pakistan is the
biggest impediment for the
Nanak Naam Leva Sangat, and
it should be eased keeping in
view their sentiments.

He appealed to the Prime
Minister to intervene person-
ally in the matter and issue

orders for making the process
simplified to enable the sangat
to visit Gurudwara Sri
Kartarpur Sahib.

The Minister also demand-
ed the waiving of conditions
pertaining to the police verifi-
cation and applying in advance.
The condition of passport must
also be lifted and the issue
needs to be taken up with the
Pakistan Government, he
added.

“After the news of Pakistan
Prime Minister Imran Khan
tweeting regarding waiving the
passport condition got out, the
confusion has increased for the
sangat as when they began to
fill the online forms, they

encounter the column asking
for passport details,” he point-
ed while appealing to the Prime
Minister to direct the Union
Home Ministry to do away
with the passport details col-
umn.

“If the condition is still in
force, then take up the issue
with Pakistani counterpart,”
he said adding that most of the
pilgrims belongs to the
advanced age groups who don’t
have passports but they have a
desire to visit Gurudwara Sri
Kartarpur Sahib.

“The Home Ministry has
imposed unnecessary condi-
tions such as verification etc on
the pilgrims applying for visit-

ing Gurudwara Sri Kartarpur
Sahib, whereas the Indians
going to Pakistan via Wagah
and other countries don’t have
to encounter such issues,” he
pointed out.

SUKHBIR URGES
IMRAN KHAN TO IMPLE-
MENT PASSPORT WAIVER
A N N O U N C E M E N T ,
REMOVE $20 SERVICE FEE
CONDITION

SAD president Sukhbir
Badal on Tuesday asked
Pakistan Prime Minister Imran
Khan to waive the requirement
of passport identification to
access the Kartarpur Corridor
besides asking him to do away

with the 20 dollar service fee
being levied on pilgrims.

“Though the Pakistan
Prime Minister had announced
that a passport would not be
needed to gain access to the
Kartarpur Corridor by Indian
pilgrims and that any valid
identify would suffice, the
Pakistan army had clarified
later that entry would be given
on the basis of a passport
based identity only,” he said.

Sukhbir asked Khan to
instruct Pak Government offi-
cials to accept any valid iden-
tity except passports from the
devotees. “Majority of people in
the rural areas do not have
passports. Moreover, making a

passport for this visit alone
amounts to an additional
expenditure of around Rs
2,000. Most of the devotees
plan to travel in family groups
and this means an average
family would have to spend at
least Rs 8,000 on preparation of
passports besides additional
expenditure on reaching Dera
Baba Nanak,” he said.

He added that if the 20 dol-
lars service charge is also taken
into account, an average fam-
ily of four would have to spend
around Rs 15,000 to visit Sri
Kartarpur Sahib which is
beyond the reach of under
privileged sections of society.

Sukhbir said that even

presently, passport was not
needed except for identification
purposes as no visa was being
issued for the visit to Kartarpur
Sahib.He also urged the Pak PM
to waive off 20 dollars service fee
being charged from pilgrims
going to Sri Kartarpur Sahib
through the Corridor. “The ser-
vice fee is unjustified as it is
against the basic tenets of
Sikhism which stipulated that
there should not be any obsta-
cle in the way of ‘darshan’ of
‘Guru ka ghar’. Removal of this
fee would be in keeping with the
spirit behind establishment of
the Corridor to allow ‘khule dar-
shan deedar’ of the last abode of
Sri Guru Nanak Dev,” he said.
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Haryana Pond and Waste
Water Management

Authority will develop 18
model ponds on a pilot project
basis and based on their expe-
riences, a future action plan will
be prepared for the renovation
of other ponds in the state. 

This was stated by Chief
Secretary Keshni Anand Arora
on Tuesday during a meeting of
the Pond and Waste Water
Management Authority here.
A presentation on the action
plan for the next 10 years for
the renovation of the ponds
was also made during the
meeting. Arora directed the
officials that the classification
of the ponds should be done in
such a way that fish farming
can be promoted and they can
be used as a traditional water
source in the villages.

She said that the draft
pond Altus list prepared by the

Authority should be sent to the
departments concerned as
soon as possible so that the rec-
ommendations from all depart-
ments can be published by
January 14, 2020.

Arora also directed that the
ponds which are at present
being used for fish farming
should be included in the pond
list.  She further directed that
new techniques should also be
used for cleaning the ponds.

It was informed that in this
draft pond Altus prepared by
the authority, every pond has
been surveyed and each pond
has been given a different ID,
about which all the types of
information related to the pond
can be obtained through the
software. It was further
informed that for solid and liq-
uid waste management, reha-
bilitation of 1323 ponds are
being done by Panchayati Raj
Department, out of which work
on 465 has been completed.
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The mortal remains of a
Dalit man, who was forced

to drink urine and died after
being mercilessly thrashed,
were consigned to flames four
days after his death on Tuesday
at his native village of
Changaliwala in Punjab’s
Sangrur district.Earlier in the
day, the post-mortem of 37-
year-old Jagmail Singh was
conducted at the Post-Graduate
Institute of Medical Education
and Research (PGIMER) here.
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The ruling BJP in Haryana
seems to be inclined to

favour Honeypreet Insan, an
accused in the Panchkula vio-
lence case, to meet jailed Dera
Sacha Sauda chief Gurmeet

Ram Rahim Singh, who was
convicted in August 2017 for
raping two of his disciples.

Haryana Home Minister
Anil Vij on Tuesday said that
if law permits, Honeypreet
can meet Dera chief Ram
Rahim.

While talking to the medi-
apersons after reviewing the
Police Department function-
ing in his first meeting after
assuming charge, Vij said that
the government has asked the
police to re-examine the issue.

“The government is taking
legal opinion on the applica-
tion of Honeypreet to meet
Ram Rahim and if there is no
issue, she can meet him,” Vij
said, adding however, no deci-
sion has been taken on the
issue so far.

“If there is positive report,
we will allow them to meet
very shortly,” the Home
Minister added.

Honeypreet, whose origi-
nal name is Priyanka Taneja,
was released from Ambala jail
on November 6 after she got

bail from Panchkula court.
Her bail came days after the
trial court dropped sedition
charges against Honeypreet
and 35 other accused.

It is learnt that after being
released from the jail,
Honeypreet reached Sirsa
based Dera Sacha Sauda head-
quarters and since then she has
made several attempts to meet
her foster father Gurmeet Ram
Rahim.

Sources said that the meet-
ing between Ram Rahim and
Honeypreet could create law
and order problem in the
state.

On the issue of law and
order situation, Anil Vij said,
“All the aspects including law
and order are being looked
into minutely. Law and order
situation will not be allowed to
deteriorate at any cost. Every
person has the equal right to
meet the convict and the law
can’t stop anyone from meet-
ing any person. 

The law will be applied
same for Honeypreet.”
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Opposition parties in Punjab
— Shiromani Akali Dal

(SAD) and the Aam Aadmi Party
(AAP) — on Tuesday lashed out
at the ruling Congress holding its
leaders responsible for illegal
mining activities.

Alleging that the Congress
leaders are directly responsible
for illegal mining activities in
Nangal, Kharar and
Zirakpur–Dera Bassi belt, the
SAD has asked the Ropar and
Mohali Deputy Commissioners
to identify and prosecute them.

At the same time, the AAP
has slammed the State
Government for “extending pro-
tective patronage” to the mighty
sand ‘mafia’ in the state.

“The recent seizure of an
advanced excavator at Chhat vil-
lage and complaints of collection
of ‘goonda’ tax in Zirakpur –
Dera Bassi belt to the District

Administration are proof of ille-
gal mining being done in the area
in connivance with Congress
leaders,” said senior Akali leader
and former MP Prem Singh
Chandumajra.

He said that as per com-
plaints made to Mohali Deputy
Commissioner by stone crush-
er owners, sand mafia is col-
lecting goonda tax amounting
to Rs 2,000 to Rs 8,000 per
truck from them.

The complainants had also
brought it to the notice of the
Deputy Commissioner that
members of the sand mafia
used to sit close to a police sta-
tion while collecting the goon-
da tax indicating that they
had political patronage, he
said.

Chandumajra said that this
was not all, as a day before,
Mohali District
Administration seized an
advanced excavator from

Chhat village following wide-
spread complaints of 
illegal mining in the area.
“The very fact that advanced
excavators which could mine
huge quantities of sand are
being allowed to operate with
impunity and are only checked
after a public outcry is 
proof that leaders of the ruling
Congress government 
are behind such activities,” he
said.

Akali leader said that there
were widespread media reports
of illegal mining going on
unabated in Anandpur Sahib
parliamentary constituency.
“There are reports that the trol-
leys are transporting the boul-
ders to tippers who are lifting
these boulders illegally,” said
Chandumajra adding that
despite confirming that such
activity was illegal, the Mining
Department had not tried to
stop this till now.
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The exercise for Government
formation in Maharashtra

made no headway on Tuesday
with the scheduled meeting
between the leaders of the
Congress and NCP to thrash
out niggling issues called off
due to the former’s “pre-occu-
pation with late former Prime
Minister Indira Gandhi’s birth
anniversary events”. 

But then, Congress chief
Sonia Gandhi did chair a meet-
ing with senior party leaders
Mallikarjun Kharge, AK
Antony and Ahmed Patel, who
have been tasked to hold the
discussions with the likes of
Praful Patel, Sunil Tatkare, Ajit
Pawar from the NCP. 

Despite of several rounds
of talks between leaders of the
three parties in Mumbai and
Delhi, possibility of a Sena-led
Government still remains at a
nascent stage. NCP president
Sharad Pawar held a meeting
with Congress chief Sonia
Gandhi in Delhi on Monday
who later said if the NCP-
Congress have to take a view on
Government formation, they
have to first discuss it between
themselves.

In the meeting Congress

decided to hold another round
of talks with NCP in New
Delhi to finalise the draft com-
mon minimum programme
(CMP) while Kharge will lead
the talks along with Party
General Secretary K C
Venugopal and state leaders.

AICC sources said that
Congress leadership was
informed that NCP is pushing
for the rotational arrangement
for the Chief Minister post
between Sena and NCP. The
deliberations on power sharing
will be finalised by the high-
powered committee for the
three parties in this week and
the final stamp will be put by
the leaders of all the three par-
ties.

As per the deal negotiated
till the end of Sonia-Pawar
meeting, sources said Congress
will rest with Speaker’s post and
a Deputy Chief Minister post
in the Government while NCP
will get post of legislative coun-
cil chairman. All three parties
are likely to get an equal share
in the Council of Ministers. 

“The parties are negotiat-
ing for portfolios and the grand
old party is seeking Home and
Revenue while NCP desires to
sit over Finance and
Cooperatives. The Ministry of
Coperatives is Maharashtra is

perceived a important portfo-
lio,” said a senior Congress
leader closely monitoring the
Maharashtra developments
adding that Congress wants
finalisation of the CMP before

moving forward to an official
announcement. 

The UPA alliance partners
have deputed leaders for hold-
ing talks on a possible alliance
with the Shiv Sena, a party

closely associated with Hindutva
and anti-Congressism.

Amid cautious approach by
the NCP -Congress, Shiv Sena
too has called a meeting of all
its MLAs and senior leaders on

Friday to be chaired by Sena
chief Uddhav Thackeray. 

In the last month’s assembly
polls, the NCP and the
Congress, pre-poll allies, won 54
and 44 seats, respectively in the

288- member assembly where
the majority mark is 145. Shiv

Sena has 56 seats in its bag BJP
emerged largest at 106 seats. 
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As long-time allies BJP and
the Shiv Sena remain

unrelenting on their stance
with the latter choosing to
break the alliance, RSS chief
Mohan Bhagwat on Tuesday
had a word of caution and
advise for the two sides with-
out naming them. 

“Everyone knows that self-
ishness is a bad thing but very
few people give up their self-
ishness. Everybody knows that
both of them will face loss if
they are going to fight over a
matter,” he said. 

The head of the RSS to
whom both the BJP and the
Shiv Sena show their  ideo-
logical adherence to, warned
them of the adverse impact of
fallout of their tug-of-war for
power in Maharashtra. 

Bhagwat, without naming
the two former partners of the

previous alliance Government
in Maharashtra, warned that
“both will face loss” if they
fought over any matter.

“Everyone knows that self-
ishness is a bad thing but very
few people give up their self-
ishness. Take the example of
the country or of individuals,”
Mr Bhagwat said at an event in
Nagpur on Tuesday,  news
agency ANI quoted him as say-
ing.

“Everybody knows that
both of them will face loss if
they are going to fight over a
matter,” he said.

The Sena’s insistence of
sharing Chief Ministership
with the BJP had led both
falling apart on the  issue of
Government formation in
Maharashtra with  former
making friends with political
rivals Nationalist Congress
Party and the Congress in its
bid to wrest power in the State.
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The CRPF has written to
States and Union

Territories about the new pro-
tocols for Congress president
Sonia Gandhi and her family
members’ security and will
soon seek Government nod for
raising one more battalion for
securing them. 

But in the meantime, the
Congress has given a notice to
move an adjournment motion
in the Lok Sabha against the
withdrawal of SPG cover of the
Gandhi family. Describing the
move as “arbitrary”, the
Congress in the notice said the
security cover was withdrawn
ignoring the existing and prob-
able threats to the Gandhi
family. 

The Union Home
Ministry central Government
earlier this month replaced the
Special Protection Group
(SPG) security cover given to
Sonia Gandhi, her son Rahul
Gandhi and daughter Priyanka
Gandhi Vadra by the ‘Z-plus’

category security of the
Central Reserve Police Force
(CRPF). 

Officials said the paramil-
itary force will seek sanction
from the government for pro-
curement of specialized
armoured vehicles to secure the
new protectees including for-
mer prime minister
Manmohan Singh besides the
Gnadhi family. 

Informing the States and
the UTs, the CRPF has articu-
lated that the Gandhi family
has been accorded an advance
security liaison (ASL) protocol
and this will require the “sup-
port” of their intelligence,
police and administrative
machinery prior to any of the
five new protectees -- Sonia
Gandhi, Rahul, Priyanka,
Manmohan Singh and his wife
Gursharan Kaur -- reaching
their jurisdictions on official or
personal tours.

Former PM
Manmohan Singh’s SPG secu-
rity cover was withdrawn by
the Centre in August.

As part of the ASL drill, a
special CRPF team will travel
at least 24 hours in advance to
the location to be visited by
these protectees and liaise with
local authorities to sanitise the
venue and isolate the areas that
the VVIPs will visit.

Through the official com-
munication, the five protectees
will need to be given all admin-
istrative and police support
along with route plans and
travel maps. 

In the Lok Sabha, the
Congress on Tuesday gave a
notice to move an adjournment
motion against the withdraw-
al of Special Protection Group
(SPG) cover of the Gandhi
family.

Describing the move as
“arbitrary”, the Congress in
the notice said the security
cover was withdrawn ignoring
the existing and probable
threats to the Gandhi family.

An adjournment motion is
moved to stop the proceedings
of the House to take up the
issue raised in the motion.
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The Union Home Ministry
on Tuesday informed Lok

Sabha that security forces had
arrested 765 people in con-
nection with stone pelting cases
and incidents of stone pelting
has declined in J&K since the
abrogation of Article 370.
“Since August 5, 2019 to
November 15, 2019, 765 peo-
ple have been  arrested in 190
cases registered relating to
stone pelting/law and order.

From January 1, 2019 to August
4, 2019, 361 such cases were
registered,” said Minister of
State for Home G Kishan
Reddy,  replying to a written
question in the Lok Sabha.

“Investigation has revealed
that various separatist organi-
sations and activists, which
are part of the Hurriyat, have
been behind the incidents of
stonepelting in the Kashmir
valley. The NIA has
chargesheeted 18 persons in
terror-funding cases so far,” he
said.

Reddy said the
Government had adopted
multi-pronged policies to check
the stonepelting menace and
had succeeded in curbing it to
the extent that a large number
of troublemakers, instigators
and mob mobilisers were iden-
tified and various preventive
measures taken against them,

including detention under the
stringent Public Safety Act
(PSA) and preventive arrests.

Replying to another ques-
tion, Reddy said the J&K
administration had informed
that a total of 34,10,219 tourists,
including 12,934 foreigners,
visited J&K in the last six
months and an income of �
25.12 crore was earned through
tourism during this period.
The Minister said after the
abrogation of Article 370, ini-
tially, attendance of students
was thin in the schools of J&K,
which gradually picked up and
at present, stood at 99.7 per
cent during the ongoing exam-
ination.

On a question related to
use of pellet guns since August
5, the Minister said pellet guns
were used with abundant cau-
tion, only to deal with severe
law-and-order problems to

avoid civilian casualties. 
Regarding Left Wing

Extremism, the Minister said
violence dropped by 43 per
cent between May 2014 and
April 2019 compared to the five
years before that, the Centre
said on Tuesday, and disclosed
that only 10 districts account-
ed for two-third of the inci-
dents.  Reddy said that the
steadfast implementation of
policy has resulted in consistent
decline in violence and in the
geographical spread shrink-
ing. 

“Only 10 districts account
for 2/3rd of Left Wing
Extremism violence. The LWE
related incidents of violence
between May-2014 to April-
2019 have been 43 per cent
lesser while compared with
the preceding five years period,”
he said in response to a written
question.
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Lok Sabha Speaker Om Birla
on Tuesday warned that he

will be forced to take action
against members protesting in
the Well as Congress and other
Opposition parties, including
DMK and TMC, indulged in
sloganeering. 

The Speaker also took note
of Congress leader Rahul
Gandhi’s absence from the
House and said he had want-
ed to give a chance to the for-
mer Congress president during
Question Hour as the latter’s
name being  listed for a ques-
tion on `PM Gram Sadak
Yojna’ in Kerala. 

From the word go, Lok
Sabha again  witnessed, for the
second-day, scenes of slogan-
shouting with Congress-led-
opposition trooping in the well
of the house, shouting against
the Modi-Government.

This followed Congress,

DMK and TMC seeking to
raise their respective issues
during the question hour but
were disallowed by the Speaker.
Birla, however, did permitted
them to speak soon after the
question hour which was
forced be undertaken in the
loud din created by the oppo-
sition MPs.

There were around 20
MPs from the Congress who
had collected in the well of the
house shouting  “Tanashahi
nahin chalegi”. 

Besides  the Congress,
members from the National
Conference were also in the
Well. 

Birla repeatedly requested
the protesting members to go
back to their seats as the ques-
tions were about farmers’
issues. 

He asked Congress and
DMK MPs to speak on the
farmers issue which was being
taken up in the house.

As the protests continued
and seemed coming closer to
his chair, an indignant Speaker
warned that action would be
taken against members and
he may even name them.

“There might have been
precedents of protesting in the
Well. From today onwards, no
(member) will protest in the
Well. If not, I will be forced to
take action,” he said. At one
point of time, the Speaker also
said that he would give a
chance for protesting members
to ask supplementaries if they
go back to their respective
seats. 

The members continued
with their noisy protests until the
commencement of the zero
hour when they spoke on their
respective issues including police
action against JNU students, and
thereafter staged a walk-out.

Congress members sought
to raise various issues, includ-
ing the withdrawal of SPG

security cover of party presi-
dent Sonia Gandhi, her son
Rahul Gandhi and her daugh-
ter Priyanka Gandhi Vadra.

The Speaker took note of
Congress leader Rahul
Gandhi’s absence from the Lok
Sabha saying he had wanted to
give a chance to the former
Congress president during
Question Hour.

“His (Rahul Gandhi’s)
question was listed for the
Question Hour and I wanted to
give him a chance had he been
present,” Birla remarked when
K Suresh , Congress MP from
Kerala, got up to speak during
Zero Hour from Rahul’s  seat.

The speaker asked Suresh
to move to his designated seat
and continue.As per the Lok
Sabha schedule, question num-
ber 28 was listed against the
name of Rahul. 

The question pertained to
Pradhan Mantri Gram Sadak
Yojana for Kerala. 
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President Ram Nath Kovind
on Tuesday exuded confi-

dence that the IITs and NITs,
with their specialisations, will be
able to find solutions to address
the problem of air pollution as
well as create sensitivity among
students and researchers. 

He was addressing the
annual ‘visitor’s conference’ at
the Rashtrapati Bhawan,
attended by directors of 23
Indian Institutes of Technology
(IITs), 31 National Institutes of
Technology (NITs) and Indian
Institute of Engineering Science
And Technology (IIEST),
Shibpur.  

“This is that time of the
year when the air quality of the
national capital as well as of
many other cities worsens
beyond all norms. Many sci-
entists and futurologists have
painted doomsday scenarios.
On days of smog and poor vis-
ibility in our cities, we fear the
future might already be here,”
Kovind said. “We are facing a
kind of challenge here that we
have never faced before.
Hydrocarbon energy changed

the face of the world in the last
couple of centuries, but now it
is threatening our very exis-
tence. The challenge is com-
pounded for nations battling to
bring substantial sections of
populations out of poverty.

Yet, we will have to find alter-
natives,” President Kovind said.

He expressed confidence
that institutions like IITs, NITs
with their various specialisa-
tions, would take care to create
a sensitivity and awareness

among students and
researchers towards our com-
mon future,” Kovind said.”I
am sure that your institutes,
with your various specialisa-
tions, will find a solution and
take care to create a sensitivi-
ty and awareness among stu-
dents and researchers towards
our common future,” he added. 

The conference was the
part of regular interactions of
the President with such insti-
tutions in his capacity as a vis-
itor to 152 Central Universities
and institutions of higher learn-
ing.The president said that
after the government’s efforts to
improve India’s ranking on the
Ease of Doing Business Index,
the aim is now to improve the
Ease of Living for all citizens.  

“How can we move for-
ward in that direction, and
make life easier for all, espe-
cially those on the margins of
society? Later this week,
Governors of states will be
here in Rashtrapati Bhavan
and this will be one of the
major points of deliberation in
their conference. I am sure
there are solutions in the area
of Governance,” he said.
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BJP Parliamentary Party
meeting on Tuesday

focused on  Prime Minister
Narendra Modi’s “successful”
visits to several countries as
well as his participation in
events such as the UNGA and
BRICS meetings, and India’s
refusal to join RCEP in “nation-
al interest”.  Modi did not
attend the meet. 

Foreign Minister  S
Jaishankar and Commerce and
Industry Minister Piyush Goyal
briefed BJP MPs on the issue in
the first meeting of the Winter
Session of Parliament and what
it meant for India. 

Interestingly, in the Lok
Sabha BJD leader Bhartruhari
Mahtab, during the day, sought
to know during the zero hour
as what were the gains for the
country by joining BRICS  vis-
à-vis China who he said has
favourable trade deficit and had
emerged an economic power. 

Jaishankar told MPs that
refusal of India to join the
Regional Comprehensive
Economic Partnership (RCEP)
had secured country’s interests.

He spoke in detail about
Modi’s participation in the
United National General
Assembly meeting in the US in
September and the ‘Howdy
Modi’ rally, attended by thou-

sands of people of Indian ori-
gin (PIO), which was attended
by US President Donald
Trump.  The Prime Minister’s
participation in the BRICS and
ASEAN meetings besides his
trips to Russia, Saudi Arabia,
Bahrain and Bhutan were also
spotlighted, with Jaishankar
telling the ruling party’s law-
makers that Modi brought the

issue of terrorism to the fore
and found support from most
countries. The Foreign
Minister mentioned the deci-
sion of Saudi Arabia and
Bahrain to accord their high-
est civilian honour on Modi.

In his briefing on India’s
decision to keep out of t the
RCEP,  Goyal said it was in
national interest as joining the
grouping would have widened
India’s trade deficits with some
countries and harmed its
domestic industry, sources said.

Goyal said the UPA gov-
ernment favoured joining the
RCEP but the Modi govern-
ment has stood for the country’s
interest by keeping out of it. 
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Onion production in kharif
and late-kharif seasons of

2019-20 is estimated to fall 26
per cent to 52.06 lakh tonne,
putting pressure on supply and
prices, Food Minister Ram
Vilas Paswan said on Tuesday.

The all-India average
retail price of onion stood at
�60.38 per kg on November 15,
compared with �22.84 per kg
on the same date last year.

In a written reply to the
Lok Sabha, he said onion is a
seasonal crop with harvesting
period of rabi (March to June),
kharif (October to December)
and late-kharif (January-
March). During July to

October, the supply in the
market comes from stored
onions from rabi season.

“During 2019-20, there
was a 3-4 weeks delay in sow-
ing as well as decline in sown
area of the kharif onion because
of late arrival of monsoon.
Further, untimely prolonged
rains in the major growing
States of Karnataka,
Maharashtra and Madhya
Pradesh during the harvesting
period caused damage to the
standing crops in these
regions,” Paswan said. As a
result, the Minister said the
production of kharif crop was
affected.

The rains during
September-October also hit

transportation of crop from
these producing regions to
consuming centres, he said.

“This led to limited avail-
ability of kharif onions in the
market and has put pressure on
its prices,” Paswan said.

During the current year,
the production of kharif and
late-kharif is estimated to be
52.06 lakh tonne, which is
about 26 per cent lower than
the previous year's production
of 69.91 lakh tonne in the
same seasons, the Minister
said.

Paswan said the
Government has banned onion
exports and imposed stock
limits to boost domestic supply
and check prices. 
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Aday after Mamata Banerjee
charged the BJP and All

India Majlis-e-Ittehadul
Muslimeen for conspiring to
lure the Hindu and Muslim
population of Bengal into polit-
ical extremism, war of words
intensified between two sides
with AIMIM chief Asaduddin
Owaisi charging the Chief
Minister with playing a host to
the saffron outfit in the State
while the Trinamool Congress
hitting back by insisting that
Hyderabad party was a paid
agent of the RSS.

Slamming Banerjee, the
AIMIM chief and one of the
most noticeable minority faces
in the country tweeted, “if
Didi (read Mamata Banerjee) is
worried about a bunch of us
from Hyderabad then she
should tell how BJP won 18/42
seats from Bengal.”

By displacing the Left Front
as the main Opposition party
in Bengal the BJP wrested 18
out of 42 seats in this year’s par-
liamentary elections. The TMC
won 22 and the Congress
bagged two seats. What was
more in at least three other
seats the margin of victory for
the Trinamool was between five
thousand and fifty thousand.

Telling reporters that
Banerjee owed an explanation
on the rise of the BJP in Bengal
Owaisi on Tuesday said, the
Chief Minister’s nervous 
comments on the presence of
AIMIM in her State was itself
an admission in favour of  his
party’s growing prowess her
backyard.

“By making allegations
against me you (Banerjee) are

giving the message to Muslims
of Bengal that AIMIM has
become a formidable force in
the State,” Owaisi added,
“Mamata Banerjee is show-
casing her fear and frustration
by making such
comments.”

Addressing a meeting in
North Bengal town of
Coochbehar bordering Assam
the Chief Minister had on
Monday made veiled refer-
ence to Owaisi and his party
saying that there was a party
from Hyderabad which was

hand-in-glove with the BJP
and was in its payroll.

She said a trap was being
laid down by some Hindu and
minority parties (from
Hyderabad) “who are taking
money from the BJP to spread
extremist ideas in Bengal.”

She said, “there is a political
party which is trying to make
inroads in Bengal by fanning a
communal divide. Just like there
are some extremists in Hindus,
same with minorities. They take
money from BJP. They stay in
Hyderabad. They don’t stay
here. They come here and say I’ll
give you protection. Don’t fall
into this trap of my minority 
brothers.”

Hitting back at Owaisi for
his “outrageous statement
against Mamata didi who is like
a mother of crores of people,”
a senior Trinamool leader and
Minister from South Kolkata
on Tuesday said “those who are
thinking of taking place of
Mamata Banerjee in Bengal are
living in a fools’ paradise. Both
the Hindus and Muslims wor-
ship her and a rank outsider,
who is a filthy rich person not
having broken bread with a
poor man is dreaming to mak-
ing inroads in this State. The
people will not let him cross
Dum Dum Airport.”
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The Madras High Court is all
set to pronounce verdict on

the August 30 order issued by
the Tamil Nadu Government to
facilitate the sale and transfer
of missing lands owned by the
temples in the State adminis-
tered by the Hindu Religious
and Charitable Endowment
Department.

A Bench consisting of
Justices M Sathyanarayanan
and N Seshasayee completed
on Monday the hearing of
petition filed by TR Ramesh,
president, Temple Worshippers
Society, questioning the legal-
ity of the order which empow-
ers the Government to issue
pattas to the encroachers of the
temple lands for a nominal
amount. 

More than 50,000 acres of
prime land valued at thousands
of crore rupees and owned by
the temples under the HRCE
Department has been missing
for long. In February 2018,
Justice R Mahadevan of the
Madras High Court had asked

the HRCE Department to trace
the missing lands and update
the details in the website of the
department.

But the Government and
the HRCE Department
remained unperturbed by the
court verdict and came out
with an order to bypass the
February 2018 verdict. 

The lands were donated to
the temple for their upkeep and
also for ensuring the welfare of
the devotees coming under
the jurisdiction of the

temples.
The justices after hearing

both the sides expressed their
shock and asked how the
HRCE could issue an order
without even carrying out a
massive enumeration exercise
with respect to the extent of
lands owned by around 38,000
temples under the department
and the extent of land that was
under encroachment. 

They also questioned the
authority of the HRCE
Department to decide which of

the temple land could
be sold to the govern-
ment and which could
not be when all temple
lands were actually pri-
vate properties that had
been given away by
their owners for the
benefit of temples and
now belong to the
deities of the temples
concerned.

“The HECE
Department was creat-
ed to protect the tem-
ple lands and not to seel
them away,” said the
judges. 

Ramesh said that the whole
episode speaks about “criminal
dereliction of duties and
responsibilities by the staff of
the HRCE Department”. There
exists a criminal axis between
the HRCE staff and encroach-
ers which we could convince
the court”, said Ramesh. This is
the eagerly awaiting verdict by
the temple worshippers and is
equal in importance to the
Ram Janmabhumi case, he
said.

The Madras High Court is

hearing a number of petitions
related to the misappropriation
of temple properties by indi-
viduals in connivance with the
officials of the HRCE officials.
Jebamani Mohanraj , a former
CBI official has filed a case in
the MHC in December 2018
challenging the move by the
trustees of the centuries old
Agastheeswarar Temple at
Nungambakkam in Chennai
to sell the entire temple prop-
erty to a private group. 

The famous Kapaleeswarar
Temple in the city is also in a
controversy as the trustees are
trying to sell off the leased land
of the temple to private indi-
viduals. The Madras 
High Court is hearing this
case too.

Ramesh told this newspa-
per that if the observations
made by the court in the
Government Order case are
any indication, chances are
that the officials of the HRCE
Department are in for trouble
for their failure in maintaining
the data associated with the
properties owned by the 
temple.
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December 5 bypolls to fif-
teen constituencies in

Karnataka are a litmus test to
Chief Minister BS Yediyurappa
who is heading a minority
Government in the State. This
election is also crucial for
Leader of the Opposition of the
Congress, Siddaramaiah who is
facing internal and external
rebellion. 

Both the politicians are
betting high stake in proving a
point need no explanation. For
the lingayat strongman
Yediyurappa, he has to prove to
the high command that he is
indispensable in Karnataka
politics and also consolidate
himself to face political heat
within the party. For
Siddaramaiah, who is leading
the Congress, being an outsider
has to consolidate himself
against the weakened high
command.  

Monday being the last day
for filing of nominations, a total
of 248 candidates including
those belonging to the

Congress, JD(S) and ruling
BJP have filed their nomina-
tions for December 5 bypolls to
15 Assembly constituencies
Among the total 248 candidates
who have filed nominations till
Monday, 56 are from National
parties, 17 from State parties,
47 from registered unrecog-
nised parties, and 128 are inde-
pendents. While the highest-
28 candidates have filed their
nomination from Shivajinagar
constituency, followed by
Hoskote with 27 candidates;
Krishnarajpet has least- 8 can-
didates have filed their nomi-
nations.

Karnataka witnessed a high
political drama and the  bypolls
was necessitated after the res-
ignation and absence of 17

Congress-JD(S) legislators,
which led to the collapse of H
D Kumaraswamy headed coali-
tion government  of JDs and the
Congress and paved way for
BJP to come to power.
Seventeen legislators were sub-
sequently disqualified by the
then Speaker K R Ramesh
Kumar, however the Supreme
Court that heard MLAs’ peti-
tion challenging the disqualifi-
cation, last week allowed them
to contest the by-elections.

All of  them  have joined
the saffron party and now 13 of
them  are contesting the by
polls setting the stage for their
re-entry into the poll fray .

Bypolls to 15 of 17 seats
represented by disqualified
MLAs — 14 of the Congress
and three belonging to the
JDS— will be held on
December five.  Bypolls in the
remaining two segments –
Maski and R R Nagar — have
not been declared due to the
ongoing election-related cases
in court. The strength of the
assembly will be 222, post the
bypolls. 
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Bengaluru: Senior JD(S) leader
Basavaraj Horatti on Tuesday
reaffirmed that there are “all
chances” that his party may
support the BS Yediyurappa-
led-BJP Government, if it falls
short of numbers after the
December 5 bypoll results.

The MLC who met the
Chief Minister felt that MLAs
across political parties do not
want mid-term polls.

“Kumaraswamy and Deve
Gowda have said they will not
let the Government collapse.

On the basis of their state-
ment I have said in case the BJP
falls short of numbers there are
all chances that JD (S) may sup-
port until his three and half
year term ends, I still stand by
it,” Horatti said.

He said, no MLA from the
three political parties -- the BJP,
the Congress and JDS -- are
ready to pull down the gov-
ernment as no one wants mid-
term polls.

“Let any government be in
power, our MLA post should
remain for remaining three-

and-half years, is the feeling
among MLAs...” he added.

In what is being perceived as
JD(S) softening of stand on the
BJP, JD(S) patriarch H D Deve
Gowda -- not wanting mid-term
polls in Karnataka -- had said he
wants the government to com-
plete its term as it would give
him time to build his party. His
son and former Chief Minister
H D Kumaraswamy too had
recently said JD(S) would not try
to dislodge the government.

Fifteen out of 17 assembly
constituencies represented by
disqualified Congress-JD(S) leg-
islators, whose resignation and
absence from trust vote had led
to the collapse of the
Kumaraswamy-led coalition
government and paved way for
BJP to come to power in July,
will go to bypolls on December
5.

The BJP that has fielded
disqualified MLAs as its can-
didates in 13 constituencies,
will need to win at least six of
those 15 seats to remain in
power. PTI

Chennai: Superstar Rajinikanth on
Tuesday said  he would join hands with
actor-turned politician Kamal Haasan for
the welfare of people of Tamil Nadu if
such a situation arose.

Rajinikanth, who has announced he
would launch his political party to con-
test the State Assembly elections due in
2021, was responding to questions from
reporters on Haasan’s remarks earlier on
Tuesday that he (the latter) would join
hands with him for Tamil Nadu’s welfare.
“If a situation arises wherein me and
Kamal have to join hands for the welfare
of people of Tamil Nadu, we will 
surely come together,” Rajinikanth said
in a brief interaction with media at the
airport here.

While backing Rajinikanth’s 
comments on Chief Minister K
Palaniswami which have drawn the ire of
ruling AIADMK, Haasan said he would
“travel together” with his contemporary
for Tamil Nadu’s welfare.

However, Haasan gave no indications
of the two aligning politically.  PTI
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AIMIM chief Asaduddin Owaisi on Tuesday claimed
that the Supreme Court’s verdict on the Babri

Masjid-Ramjanmabhoomi land dispute was by no
means “complete justice” that the powers under Article
142 are required to be used for.

Article 142 of the Constitution deals with the apex
court’s power to exercise its jurisdiction and pass order
as is necessary for doing complete justice in any cause
or matter pending before it.

“The Supreme Court’s judgement in the Babri
Masjid title suit is by no means the complete justice that
the powers under Article 142 are required to be used
for. It is at best incomplete justice or at worst complete
injustice, he tweeted.

Owaisi was responding to media reports on the
Ayodhya verdict and whether judicial discretion and
the resultant directions guarantee complete justice.

The SC, in its verdict in the Babri Masjid-Ram
Janmabhoomi title case on November 9, said the entire
2.77 acres of disputed land should be handed over to
the deity Ram Lalla, who was one of the three litigants.

The five-judge Constitution bench also directed the
Centre to allot a five-acre plot to the Sunni Waqf Board
in Ayodhya to build a mosque.
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Kolkata:  The West Bengal BJP
unit has been asked by its 
Central leadership to refrain
from getting into the frequent
verbal spats between the State
Government and Governor
Jagdeep Dhankhar, a senior
party leader said.

There is a general percep-
tion that the Governor and the
saffron party “complement”
each other through their state-
ments, he said.

A verbal directive in this
regard has been communicat-
ed to the State leadership from
the top echelons of the
party, the senior BJP leader
said.

“We have been asked by our
Central leadership to refrain
from commenting on the war of
words between the state
Government and the governor.
Henceforth, none of our state

leaders will make any comment
on the verbal spat,” he said.

According to party sources,
the move is aimed to allay
charges that the BJP is using the
governor to “pinprick” the state
Government.

“Whenever there has been
a verbal spat between the state
Government and Raj Bhawan,
for obvious reasons, we have
spoken in favour of the gover-
nor, be it the present governor
Jagdeep Dhankhar or his pre-
decessor K N Tripathi,” he said.

The tussle between
Dhankhar and the TMC
Government reached
Parliament on Monday when
its Rajya Sabha MP Sukhendu
Sekhar Roy raised the issue of
the governor “exceeding his
brief and trying to run a par-
allel administration” in the
State. PTI
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Imphal: Normal life was crippled
in Manipur on Tuesday in an 18-
hour shutdown called to protest
against the proposed Citizenship
Ammendment Bill (CAB) which is
likely to introduced in the ongoing
winter session of Parliament.

The shutdown was called joint-
ly by Manipur People Against
Citizenship Ammendment Bill
(MANPAC) and North East
Forum for Indigenous People
(NEFIP) and there was no report
of any untoward incident during
the strike, which ended at 6 pm
Tuesday, the police said.

Official sources said all busi-
ness establishments, shops, ven-
dors, hotels, motels, entertain-
ment houses and oil depots were
closed in response to the call for the
shutdown. No educational institu-
tions functioned during the bandh,
the sources said.

Attendance in Government
offices was thin despite the strict
orders of the State chief secretary

to Government employees and
education institutions to carry out
normal duties or face action.

Inter-State and inter-district
buses did not play. Taxis and
autorickshaws too kept off the
road.

Manipur police arrested
MANPAC convenor Yumnamcha
Dilipkumar along with three other
associates from Manipur’s Imphal
West district during the bandh.

Police also arrested three
women leaders of Khwairamban
Keithel, the biggest women market
of the country which had remained
closed during the day.

The North East has been on
the boil against the proposed CAB,
which the people fear will create a
huge demographic imbalance as
millions of illegal immigrants from
Bangladesh reside in the area.

The CAB was passed by the
Lok Sabha on January 8 this year
but was not tabled in Rajya Sabha
and lapsed. PTI

Srinagar/Jammu: Jammu &
Kashmir police chief Dilbag
Singh on Tuesday asserted that
Pakistan is in no way a friend
of the people of the Union ter-
ritory and said the neighbour-
ing country has only 
brought death and destruc-
tion for them.

He also said Pakistan’s
proxy war against India is not
over yet and the police force
will continue fighting the
enemy to ensure the nation’s
safety.

Singh made the remarks in
an official statement after a visit
to Handwara town of Kupwara
district and Ganderbal dis-
trict.

During his visit, the direc-
tor general of police (DGP)
reviewed the law and order sit-
uation in different areas, inter-

acted with the respective juris-
dictional officers and also
addressed ‘darbars’ of police
personnel.

“Pakistan is in no way a
friend of the people of Jammu
& Kashmir as it has 
brought death and destruc-
tion, and disrupted the peace
and order here,” Singh 
said.

The proxy war that
Pakistan is waging against India
is not over yet and “we will con-
tinue our fight to defeat the
enemy for the security and
integrity of our nation,” he
said.

He also called on officers
and jawans to foil the “wicked
acts or designs” of elements
inimical to the peace and pros-
perity of Jammu & 
Kashmir. PTI
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Around 32,000 devotees
offered prayers at the Lord

Ayyappa temple at Sabarimala
on Tuesday, even as police
prevented a 12-year-old girl
from Puducherry to proceed to
the hill shrine from Pamba.

While two women in the
barred age group of 10-50
years were stopped by police on
Monday from visiting the
shrine, on Saturday, when the
temple opened, at least 10
young women from Andhra
Pradesh were sent back.

Approximately 32,000
devotees offered worship on
Tuesday, Travancore
Devaswom Board (TDB)
sources said.

There was a dip in the
arrival of pilgrims against the
heavy rush seen since
November 16 evening, when
the shrine was opened.

There was heavy rain in the
afternoon, causing difficulties
to the pilgrims.

Unmindful of the heavy

showers, policemen standing
on the 18 holy  steps, helped the
devotees climb and offer
prayers.

A total of 9.6 lakh devotees
have made virtual Q booking
for darshan till 10 am this
morning, sources said.

The 12 year-old had come
with her father to offer prayers
at the shrine. 

The age of the girl, with
“irrumudikettu” (offerings to
Lord Ayyappa) had been
shown as 10 in the virtual Q
booking.

When women police per-
sonnel checked her Aadhaar
card it was found that she was
12-years-old following which
they did not allow her to pro-
ceed further from Pamba to the
temple complex, police
said.

After those accompanying
the child were informed about
the current situation in
Sabarimala, her father and
other relatives proceeded to the
temple.

Supporting the shrine’s tra-

dition, a nine-year-old Keralite
girl, who came to the temple
complex from Karnataka on
Monday, had a placard around
her neck inscribed with the
words “Ready to wait. Will visit
the shrine after attaining 50
years.”

The Pamba base camp is at

the foothills of Sabarimala,
about 5 km from the shrine.

The Ayyappa temple had
opened on November 16
evening for the two-month
long Mandala-Makaravillakku
puja.

A UDF delegation, which
visited Pamba and Nilackal

base camps on
Tuesday to have a
first hand experi-
ence of the facilities
for the pilgrims, said
they were inade-
quate.

The delegation
led by
T h i r u v a n c h o o r
Radhakrishnan and
P J Joseph said park-
ing facilities were
not enough and the
LDF government
had failed to provide
enough facilities for
pilgrims.

Radhakrishnan
said the arrival of
devotees may be
increase, but facili-

ties like toilets and drinking
water were lacking at the base
camps.

During the two-month
long pilgrimage season, the
Kerala Water Authority has
decided to provide 130 lakh
litres of water daily.

While at Pamba 60 lakh

litres would be distributed 70
lakh litres would be supplied at
Sannidhanam, a KWA press
release said.

The state and temple
precincts had witnessed
protests by right wing outfits
and BJP workers last year after
the LDF government decided
to implement the Supreme
court’s verdict of September 28,
2018 allowing women of all age
groups to offer prayers at the
shrine.

Though the apex court did
not stay its earlier order allow-
ing entry of women in the Lord
Ayyappa temple, the LDF gov-
ernment in Kerala this time
said the shrine is not a ground
for activism and made

it clear that it would not
encourage women who want to
visit the temple for
publicity.

A five-judge bench of the
Supreme Court had referred to
a larger bench the matter relat-
ed to entry of women into the
hill temple and other issues
related to various faiths. 
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Guwahati: Newly appointed NRC
State Coordinator Hitesh Dev Sarma,
who is embroiled in a row over his
alleged social media posts criticising
the updation work of the National
Register of Citizens, has not joined
office, official sources said on
Tuesday.

Sarma, an Assam Civil Service
officer, was appointed on November
9 as the NRC State Coordinator in
place of Prateek Hajela who was
released from his duties two days
later.

The office of the NRC Authority
is headless for more than a week.

“The new State Coordinator
has not joined yet. We have not
received any official communication
regarding his date of joining,” an offi-
cial at the NRC Authority told PTI.

Sources said Sarma has not
stepped into the office of the NRC
Authority here after his new appoint-
ment. He had earlier served as its
executive director from 2013 to
2016.

“We are clueless about when he

will join. We have come to know
from media reports that he is on a
month-long leave,” the official
said.

Repeated calls to the
Commissioner of the Personnel
Department which is responsible for
appointments of government offi-
cials, remained unanswered.

At present, NRC Authority
Executive Director Chandana
Mahanta is the in-charge of the NRC
Authority and looking after the
day-to-day affairs since Hajela, the
previous State Coordinator, was
released.

Hajela, an IAS officer, was trans-
ferred to his home state Madhya
Pradesh following a direction from
the Supreme Court which 
supervised the updation of 
the National Register of Citizens
(NRC).

Published on August 31, the
updated final NRC, which validates
bonafide Indian citizens of Assam,
has left out over 19 lakh 
applicants. PTI

Jammu: Drass emerged as the
coldest place in Jammu &
Kashmir, and Ladakh, record-
ing a low of minus 11.5 degrees
Celsius, as the mercury dipped
in most parts of the two Union
Territories on Tuesday, a
Meteorological (MeT)
department spokesman said.

The weatherman has pre-
dicted light to moderate rain or
snow in plains and moderate
snow over higher reaches of the
two Union Territories on
Thursday and Friday with pos-
sibility of temporary disruption
of traffic on Srinagar-Jammu
and Srinagar-Leh highways.

Drass town, popularly
known as ‘the gateway to
Ladakh’, recorded a minimum
of minus 11.5 degrees Celsius,
making it the coldest recorded
place in the region, the
spokesman said. 

He said Leh town of
Ladakh continue to freeze at a
low of minus 6.8 degrees
Celsius, while Kargil town
recorded a night temperature of
minus 3.2 degrees
Celsius. PTI

Mathura (UP): Sixteen farmers have been
arrested for allegedly burning stubble and two
lekhpals suspended for dereliction of duty in
Uttar Pradesh’s Mathura district, officials said
on Tuesday.

District Magistrate Sarvagya Ram Mishra
said a total fine of � 13.05 lakh is being real-
ized from the guilty farmers through tahsil.

While 300 cases of stubble burning have
been identified, two lekhapals (revenue offi-
cer) have been suspended for failing to prevent
the farmers from burning their crop residue,
the DM told reporters.

He said the lekhpals were responsible for
preventing stubble burning but they failed in
their mission, resulting in punitive action
against them.

The district magistrate said farmers were
given full opportunity for preventing stubble
burning.

Through ‘Kisan Pathashala’, they were not
only apprised of hazardous effects of stubble
burning, but also tutored on alternative use of
stubble, Mishra added.

He said, these ‘pathashalas’ have helped
reduce stubble burning cases.

While last year 1,046 cases of stubble burn-
ing were identified using satellite images, the
number has gone down to 459 so far this year,
he said.  PTI
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The Kerala High
court on Tuesday

made it clear that
vehicle parking shall
not be allowed on the
roadside from
Nilackal to Pamba
during the Sabarimala
pilgrimage season as
the Government informed that
light vehicles of 12-seater
capacity will ferry devotees till
Pamba.

A division bench of Justices
C T Ravikumar and N
Nagaresh said the police can
take appropriate action against
unauthorised parking.

The State Government
informed the court that 12-
seater capacity light vehicles
can take passengers till Pamba,
which is five km from the
shrine, and they have to return
to Nilackal for parking.

The court also permitted
the Kerala State Road
Transport Corporation to
employ 1386 drivers tem-
porarily from the Public
Service Commission list during
the Sabarimala season.

The order was issued on
an application filed by KSRTC
seeking permission to appoint
experienced drivers for 504
buses during the season.

The court permitted
KSRTC to employ drivers from
PSC list from November 16,
2019 to January 31, 2020.

Patna: A special court here has
issued a production warrant
against RJD chief Lalu Prasad,
who is lodged in a jail in
Ranchi, in connection with a
defamation case.

Special MP/MLA court
judge Kumar Abhinav on
Monday issued the production
warrant against Prasad in the
case filed by Uday Kant Mishra,
a member of Bihar State
Disaster Management
Authority, for making objec-
tionable comments against him.

The court asked the author-

ities of Birsa Munda jail in
Ranchi to produce Prasad
before it on December 2, 2019,
which is the next date of hear-
ing in the case, Mishra’s coun-
sel V S Dubey told PTI.

The Rashtriya Janata Dal
(RJD) supremo is in the high
security jail following his con-
viction in several fodder scam
cases. 

The court on Monday
issued fresh production warrant
against Prasad as he could not
be produced before it via video
conferencing, Dubey said.PTI

Srinagar: Several schools
reopened here on Tuesday after
remaining closed for over three
months due to the unan-
nounced shutdown following
the Centre’s decision to abro-
gate Article 370 provisions,
even as life was inching towards
normalcy in Kashmir, officials
said.

The move by several pri-
vate schools to resume classes
came as public transport has
started to ply in the Valley and
life was fast returning to nor-
malcy, they said.

The managements have

decided to open the schools
from 10 am to 1 pm and stu-
dents have been asked to come
without wearing the uniform,
the officials said.

The city and most areas
elsewhere in the valley saw a
significant improvement in the
movement of public transport
on Monday. The officials said
the intra-district as well as the
inter-district connectivity has
improved significantly.

Auto-rickshaws and inter-
district cabs have been plying
for a while now, but in the last
few days, the movement of

intra-district cabs across the
valley has also increased, they
added.

The officials said the pri-
vate transport was plying
unhindered.On Sunday, the
rail service from Srinagar to
Banihal also resumed.

The train service in the val-
ley was suspended due to secu-
rity reasons on August 3 —
days before the Centre abro-
gated the Jammu & Kashmir’s
special status under Article
370 of the Constitution and
bifurcated the State into two
Union territories. PTI
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Gotabaya (Gota) Rajapaksa’s deci-
sive victory in the presidential
election was not entirely sur-
prising though it has shocked
the liberals in Colombo,

becoming the most ethnically polarised ver-
dict. Gota has shown that presidential
elections can be won without the ethnic
minority vote. Ever since the Mahinda
Rajapaksa regime was voted out  of power
in 2015 and following the passage of the 19th
Amendment, Gota’s choice was natural as
19A had ruled out a third term for the
President and raised the bar for age to 35
years, thus rendering Mahinda and his son
Namal Rajapaksa ineligible for contesting
the presidential election. 

For an Army Colonel, Gota’s decade as
the Defence Secretary to elder brother and
former President Mahinda Rajapaksa facil-
itated the straightening of many wrinkles in
defence and national security, though many
of his Army colleagues and friends had
turned adversaries. By the time Gota
became a presidential hopeful, he was
accused of corruption, human rights viola-
tions during the war, “white van” disappear-
ances, murder of the editor of a newspaper
and linkages to a Buddhist extremist group
targetting Muslims. But his image as a war
hero endured. 

Gota won exclusively on the plank of
national security. The catastrophic Easter
Sunday bombings by radical Islamists
linked to Islamic State (IS) were the result
of infinite bungling by an incumbent
Government already charged with lack-
adaisical performance. The clamour for
return of the Rajapaksas, who had ushered
in a decade of peace, began to pick up. Gota
sensed his moment. He blamed the
Government for dismantling the intelligence
apparatus he had established across the
country for surveillance and early warning.
The bombings were a clear systemic failure. 

As President, Commander-in-Chief
of the armed forces, Defence Minister or
whichever portfolio he assigns to himself,
Gota’s first task will be to ginger up the intel-
ligence network and reinstate the intelli-
gence grid and to eliminate the residual
sleeper cells of the IS linked to radicalised
Muslims in Sri Lanka. The reorganisation
of higher defence management, which
had become esoteric under his predecessor,
is bound to be revamped. The post-Easter
Sunday appointments of the chief of
national intelligence, Inspector General of
Police and Defence Secretary, who report
directly to the President, will be reviewed. 

Gen Shantha Kottegoda, whose term as
Army Commander was prematurely termi-
nated in mid-2000 to accommodate Gen
Sarath Fonseka, is current Defence Secretary.
The extended term of Chief of Defence Staff,
Admiral Ravi Wijegunaratne, a war hero
who had to go to jail, ends next month and
he may get an extension. Army Chief, Lt
Gen Shavendra Silva, another war hero

whose appointment in August
attracted Western criticism on
account of alleged human rights
violations, will certainly get an
extension beyond December.

As pledged, Gota will like-
ly arrange the release from jail
of military intelligence officials
under trial. Similarly, he will
end speculation over any
domestic or international
investigation about alleged war
excesses and also close the
United Nations Human Rights
Council (UNHRC) resolution
dated January 30, 2015, co-
sponsored with the US —
which has already quit the
council — on post-war transi-
tional justice and reconcilia-
tion. Most of the military is
jubilant about Gota’s return. So
excited was the Army that it
reportedly endorsed Gota’s
presidential candidature in a
newspaper advertisement.

Simultaneous with alter-
ations in defence and security
architecture, Gota will use his
executive and persuasive pow-
ers to change the Government
and make Mahinda the Prime
Minister. This can happen in
two ways: First by Prime
Minister Ranil Wickremesinghe
and his Cabinet resigning in the
aftermath of his party’s electoral
defeat. Ministers aligned with
the presidential loser Sajith
Premadasa have already
resigned and have urged

Wickremesinghe to quit, who
said he will consider. A snap
election could follow. 

Second, according to the
19th Amendment, the
President can dismiss the
Government four-and-a-half
years into its term, which is
sometime in February 2020 to
pave the way for a new
Parliament by August 2020. 

Either way, Mahinda will
now certainly be the next Prime
Minister. And as he recently told
a Tamil newspaper: “PM is the
real power.” The last and only
time two brothers have been
President and Prime Minister
together was a decade ago in
Poland with twins — the
Kaczynskis. By abolishing the
19th Amendment with a two-
thirds majority, the Rajapaksas
and the Sri Lanka People’s Party
(SLPP) may rule, preferably by
taking minorities along, till
kingdom come.

Gota must also attend to
the declining economy crippled
by the IS-linked terrorist
attacks. Soon after the war, the
economy was zipping at eight
per cent growth. The central
bank bonds scam under the
Wickremesinghe Government
was the proverbial last straw
that broke the people’s confi-
dence in the Government. 

Multi-lateral financial agen-
cies are uniformly predicting
GDP slipping below the

International Monetary Fund’s
(IMF) growth forecast of 3.5 per
cent for 2019. 

The Governor of the
Central Bank of Sri Lanka has
warned of a Greece-like crisis
unless deep structural reforms
are implemented. Colombo’s
total indebtedness to Beijing is
unknown but is estimated at 60
per cent of all foreign borrow-
ings. Mahinda had given very
generous concessions to China,
resulting in both Hambantota
and the Colombo Port City
projects being leased to
Chinese companies for 99
years. China and Sri Lanka
decided last month to establish
an international financial 
centre — to rival India’s
planned international financial
centre in Gandhinagar —
halfway between Dubai and
Singapore. Notwithstanding its
viability, the financial centre
will give China another
foothold in Sri Lanka. 

Where does the landmark
regime change in Sri Lanka
leave India given that it was
instrumental in dislodging
Mahinda in 2015? This time
around, India’s non-interfer-
ence is impeccable. With the
Rajapaksa redux, it is easy to
paint doomsday scenarios. The
Rajapaksa’s indebtedness to
Beijing started  during the war
when New Delhi rejected sev-
eral requests from Colombo for

military hardware to fight the
Liberation Tigers of Tamil
Eelam (LTTE). It was China
and Pakistan, who bailed them
out. Upon which India had
mocked Lanka for approaching
these countries when it was
willing to supply only non-
lethal stores in deference to
domestic political compulsions
in Tamil Nadu. The strategic
cost of India’s hedging lingers
though that constraint is gone.
Gota famously described New
Delhi’s non-interference in the
war as “management” of India.
China’s ingress in Sri Lanka
predates Rajapaksas.
Hambantota was offered twice
to India. The rest is history.

It will be unwise to go by
the track record of a feisty
wartime defence secretary, who
as part of the famed troika with
brother Basil and Secretary to
President Lalith Weeratunga,
dealt with an intransigent India.
Now President Gotabaya
Rajapaksa, who has said he will
be “neutral but friendly” in
foreign relations, must be
judged by his deeds not words.
Like Nepal, geography and his-
tory militate against Sri Lanka
being hostile to India. 

(The writer, a retired Major
General, was Commander IPKF
South, Sri Lanka and founder
member of the Defence Planning
Staff, currently the Integrated
Defence Staff.)
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Sir — This refers to the editorial,
“Dealing with a new Lanka”
(November 19). In 2015, voters
seemingly en masse voted to
defeat a supposedly corrupt
Rajapaksa regime, which was
blamed for many negatives,
including nepotism of the high-
est degree. This, with utter disre-
gard to the fact that it was the very
same leader, who along with the
defence guidance of his own
brother, had been responsible for
the defeat of the most feared ter-
rorist organisation. 

Five years on, people appar-
ently sought the very people to
salvage the country from the
abyss it is said to find itself in. Sri
Lankans feel that Gotabaya
Rajapaksa is their saviour and they
pinned new hopes from the new
President. 

Jayatheertha SA 
Hyderabad
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Sir — This refers to the editori-
al, “Dealing with a new Lanka”
(November 19). India’s relations
with neighbouring countries have

always remained wanting. One
can understand the thorny histor-
ical issues with those in the land-
locked arc of the Northwest to the
Northeast, the gateway of our
invaders. There was no reason for
the recurrent indifferent ties with
Sri Lanka. 

We were naive to be over
involved in the Indian Peace
Keeping Force (IPKF) operation.
This peace-keeping exercise not
only alienated our own Tamil sen-
timent but also earned the dis-
pleasure of the Sinhalese. Former
Prime Minister Rajiv Gandhi

paid the ultimate price.
Things may look better today.

But in the election of Gotabaya
Rajapaksa as the Sri Lankan
President, we have a proponent of
majoritarianism, much like our
own present dispensation and,
thus, they could vibe well. 

That said, the dormant
Tamilian schism, both at home
and in Sri Lanka, may well find
cause for resurgence. This is
where we need to tread with care
lest we repeat history.

R Narayanan 
Navi Mumbai
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Sir — This refers to the editorial,
“Dealing with a new Lanka”
(November 19). The election of
Gotabaya Rajapaksa as the Sri
Lankan President will have serious
repercussions back home. It is the
political shift that is a cause of
worry. If Mahinda Rajapaksa
becomes the Prime Minister, the
Tamil and Muslim populations
over there will suffer the most. 

But it will be better for the
Rajapaksa brothers to focus on
issues plaguing the country, most
importantly the economy. India,
too, needs to pay close attention to
the developments in the island
nation and protect the interests of
the Tamil population there.

Shivansh
Via email
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The  London  smog  of  November 1952  is
considered  to  be  the  worst-ever  such
case  of  environmental  hazard  which  led

to  the  death  of  a  few  thousand  people.
Winston Churchill, who  was  the  Prime
Minister  at  that  time,  himself  suffered  a
bronchial  attack due to the toxic air. Even
though  the  Clean Air  Act  came  up  only  in
1956, stringent  action  had  been  initiated  by
the  local  authorities  well  before  that,  bring-
ing  in  a  dramatic  improvement  in  the  state
of the environment in the city.

Back  home,  even  though the  National
Green  Tribunal (NGT),  in  the  case  of  Ganga
Lalwani  vs  Union of India (2015), had  made
burning  of  crop  stubble  a  penal  offence and
additionally, formulated a  National  Policy  for
Management  of  Crop  Residue, the  result  of
the  enforcement  effort  has  been  rather  half-
hearted  and  its  dismal  and disastrous results
are  being  experienced  by  all  of  us in the form
of a health emergency being declared in the
Delhi-National Capital Region (NCR).
According to medical experts, air pollution in
Delhi-NCR is no longer just a health risk, it has
become a hazard. Everyone in Delhi, particu-
larly asthma patients, infants, children and the
elderly are affected by this pollution. It doesn’t
matter whether a person is a smoker or not, the
toxic air people are breathing in is equivalent to
smoking 15 to 20 cigarettes a day. 

Except  for  the  States  of  Odisha ,  Andhra
Pradesh and  Tamil Nadu,  where  some  seri-
ousness  has  been  shown in combatting air pol-
lution,   the  enforcement  of  the  NGT’s  orders
and  follow-up  on  the  policy  in  some  of  the
other  States,  particularly  in  Punjab  and to
some extent  in  Haryana, has  been  very  poor.

However,  according  to  an  affidavit  filed
by  the  Central  Government  in  the  Supreme
Court (SC),  stubble  burning  has  gone  up  by
seven per cent  in  Punjab  and  gone  down  by
17 per cent  in  Haryana. In  order  to  address
this  problem,  a  new  Central  scheme,
“Promotion  of  Agricultural  Mechanisation  for
In-Situ  Management  of  Crop  Residue  in  the
States  of  Punjab,  Haryana,  Uttar  Pradesh  and
NCT  of  Delhi,”  was  approved  in  2018.  

This  provided  for  subsidising  machin-
ery  required  for  in-situ  management  of the
biomass, for  which  a  sum  of  �1,151.80 crore
has  been  allocated  for  the  period  of 2018-
2023. Out  of  this  provision,  Punjab  has  got
the  largest  share. The  objective  of  the  scheme
was  to  procure  agricultural  machinery  and
equipment  for  in-situ  management  of  crop
residue,  create  farm  machinery  banks  and
conduct  multi-media  awareness campaigns.  

Delhi,  leading  the  NCR  with  a  combi-
nation  of  adverse  factors,  has  already  bro-
ken  the  world  record  for  Air  Quality  Index
(AQI),  making  the  headlines  bold  and  telling.
But  perhaps  waking  up  will  take  some  time.
There  is  no  dearth  of  authorities  who  are,
and  were  aware  of  the  impending  environ-
mental  hazard,  but  instead  of  a  well thought
out  long-term  strategy  or  some  short-term
relief  our  approach  appears  to  be  a  classic
case  of  ad-hocism.  For  instance,  it  is  now
known  that  the  burning  of  stubble  is  respon-

sible  for  about  37 per cent  of  the  pollution,
which  is  more  or  less  of  a  seasonal  nature.
For  the  remaining,  it  is  understood  that  two-
wheelers,  whose  number  in  Delhi  alone  is
88 lakh, happen  to  be  the  source  of  about
33  per  cent  of  the  pollutants,  while  four-
wheelers,  whose  number  is  about  35 lakh are
responsible  for  just  about  15 per cent of it. 

In  these  circumstances,  forcing  some
four-wheelers  to  be  off  the  roads  is  bound
to  have  just  a  marginal  impact.  

On  the  other  hand, as  is  well  known,
the  two-stroke  two-wheelers  and  three-wheel-
ers  emit  a far  more  hazardous  mixture  of
hydrocarbons  and  nitrogen  oxides,  some  of
which  like  benzene  are  known  to  be  car-
cinogenic,  but  their  numbers  continue  to
increase.

In  respect  of  automobile emissions, com-
plete  combustion  within  the  engine  is  essen-
tial  to  reduce  the  extent  of  pollutants.  The
four-stroke  engine  is  cleaner  because  it  burns
pure  petrol;  the  two-stroke  engine,  on  the
other  hand,  burns  a  combination  of  lubri-
cating  oil  and  petrol  and  a  fair  amount  of
the  oil  is  emitted  as  unburnt  vapour. 

Some  94  per cent  of  the  two-and  three-
wheelers  in  India  are  powered  by  two-stroke
engines  that  are  simple  and  compact  in
design,  cheap  and  easy  to  maintain.  But  the
conventionally-designed  two-stroke  engines
produce  high  levels  of  hydrocarbons  in
exhaust  emissions — 5,500  parts  per  million
(ppm),  compared  to  850 ppm  from  four-
stroke  engines.  According  to  a  research  at
the Indian  Institute  of  Petroleum  at
Dehradun,  four-stroke  engine-powered  motor
cycles  have  been  observed  to  emit  just  one-
sixth  to  one-tenth  of  the  hydrocarbons  emit-
ted  by  two-stroke  engines.  In  addition,  their
fuel  economy  is  better  by  20  to  50  per cent.
However,  manufacturers  prefer  two-stroke
engines  because  they  are  more  powerful  and

have  greater  pick-up. In  the  long  run, elec-
tricity-powered  two-wheelers  could  be  a  suit-
able  alternative. The  latest  figures  available
for  usage  of  public  transport  in  Delhi  indi-
cate  that  the Delhi Transport Corporation
(DTC)  and  Delhi  Metro  carry  just  12  and
10 per cent  respectively  of  the  entire  com-
muter  traffic.  

This  is  an  extremely  low  proportion  and
obviously  leading  to  a  much  greater  usage
of  highly  polluting  two-wheelers.  Obviously,
we  have  to  create  conditions  for  encourag-
ing  greater  ridership  on  public  transport.  At
the  same  time  we  must  ensure  a larger  num-
ber  of  Compressed Natural Gas (CNG)  fuel
stations  so  as  to  reduce  the  waiting  time,
since  mostly  these  cater  to  public  transport
vehicles  or  taxis.  

Last  year  a  group  of  industries  had  con-
ducted  a  pilot  project  in  two  districts  of
Punjab  covering  an  area  of  16,000 acres  of
farm  land,  where  25,000 tonnes  of  rice  straw
were  processed  and  converted  into  fibre-based
cellulosic  products. The  details  of  the  pro-
ject  need  to  be  analysed  to  enlarge  its  scope.

The  apex court has  pulled  up  the
Government  of  India  as  well  as  the Delhi
Government  for  “passing  the  buck”  even  as
Delhi  and  nearby  areas  face  a  public health
emergency  due  to  the severe  air  pollution.  

Further,  the  Centre  has  been  asked  to
call  environmental  experts  including  those
from  the  Indian Institutes of Technology  so
that  their  views   on  the  current  situation
could  be  taken  into  account  for  suitable
directives. It  can  thus  be  easily  observed  that
a  rational  public  policy  based  on  scientific
inputs  needs  to  be  operationalised  while
ensuring  its  stringent  implementation  and
monitoring.

(The author is a former Governor and a
Senior Advisor at the Pranab Mukherjee
Foundation)
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Sri Lankan People’s Front candi-
date Gotabaya Rajapaksa,
younger brother of former

President Mahinda Rajapaksa, has
now taken over as the country’s
President. A retired Lieutenant-
Colonel, who presided over the coun-
try’s Defence Ministry for a decade
during his brother’s tenure (2005-
2014), Gotabaya swept the polls in the
Sinhala-majority districts, while his
main opponent Ranasinghe
Premadasa, garnered most of the
votes from the Tamil-dominated
north and east of the country. 

Gotabaya’s victory would mean
the return of the powerful Rajapaksa
family as he is expected to appoint his
brother Mahinda as the Prime

Minister, sooner than later. 
The new Sri Lankan President,

known as “terminator” for his role in
wiping out the Liberation Tigers of
Tamil Eelam (LTTE) a decade ago, has
faced lawsuits in Sri Lanka and in the
United States (US) over allegations of
staged killings of Tamil separatists, crit-
ics and journalists during the civil war.

In a fascinating interview with
this journalist in 2014, Gotabaya
revealed many things, including how
he the then government finished off
the LTTE.  Giving a graphic descrip-
tion of what happened in the last days
of the LTTE War IV, (the name given
to the fourth phase of the armed con-
flict between the Sri Lankan military
and the separatists), he pointed out
that the biggest advantage was that his
brother had full trust in him and the
then Army chief Sarath Fonseka.
Mahinda had the political will to neu-
tralise the LTTE. 

Second, the leadership agreed
with the defence assessment that a
large-scale expansion was needed
within a very short period. “We
briefed the President. It was not an
easy thing to achieve. You need to
recruit people, train them and also

equip them. But, we
did it,” he said. Giving
more details,
Gotabaya said that
the President also cre-
ated a core group to
cut down red tape.

“From our side it
was Basil Rajapaksa,
Lalith Chandrakumar
Weeratunga, who was
the President’s
Permanent Secretary
and me. From the
Indian side it was
their National Security Advisor MK
Narayanan, Foreign Secretary
Shivshankar Menon and Defence
Secretary VJ Singh, who were in the
loop. We coordinated everything. We
went to India and they came to Sri
Lanka. And we discussed everything,
even the operational plan and intelli-
gence inputs.”  

Gotabaya also exposed the dou-
ble face of the then Tamil Nadu
Chief Minister M Karunanidhi, who
put tremendous pressure on the
Manmohan Singh Government to
stop the war on the LTTE, while the
ruling DMK adopted a strategy of run-

ning with the hare
and hunting with the
hound. 

S h i v s h a n k a r
Menon in his book,
titled  Choices: Inside
the making of India’s
Foreign Policy, con-
firms that New Delhi
was in “intense” and
“constant” touch with
Colombo.

“I vividly
remember the atmos-
phere of the crisis

that built up during that period and
repeated visits from and to Colombo
in the first five months of 2009,”
Menon notes in his book, adding that
by mid-January 2009, the Sri Lankan
Army and leadership were convinced
that they had the measure of the LTTE
and the victory would be theirs. As a
strategy, the Sri Lankan Army strong-
ly occupied the north and the south
so that the Tigers were kept away and
were stopped from procuring military
supplies. 

As for the last phase of the
Eelam War IV, Gotabaya noted, that
even at the last minute

Thiruvenkadam Velupillai
Prabhakaran, the founder and leader
of the LTTE, broke from the line and
went into the small island with his
bodyguards. 

“Kandasamy Pathmanabha, a
Sri Lankan Tamil rebel, founder of the
Eelam People’s Revolutionary
Liberation Front and the LTTE’s
financier, spoke to Prabhakaran in
January 2009 over the phone asking
him to escape. We intercepted the con-
versation.  Prabhakaran refused to
hide at that time. Two weeks before the
war ended KP spoke to him again and
asked him to escape.  The LTTE Tiger
again refused,” he said. 

Gotabaya pointed out that, “Do
you think that such a person will come
out holding his hands up and surren-
der?”

The then Army chief Sarath
Fonseka, in an interview to this jour-
nalist also observed that the strategy
was to take on the LTTE in the jun-
gles. “By May 17, 2009 the troops cor-
nered the LTTE within an area of
400X400 metres. That night when they
tried to escape they were prevented
from doing so, by all three lines of
defence put up by the Army.

“On the night of May 18, the top
LTTE leadership divided itself into
three groups. They attacked the
Army’s forward defence line along the
Nandikadal lagoon and did manage to
break through. Jeyam, Pottu Amman
and Soosai led these three groups.
Prabhakaran and his closest guards
thought they would manage to escape
but in reality all these LTTE fighters
(around 250) had got trapped between
the Army’s first and second line of
defence. “After fierce fighting that
night, almost the entire leadership of
the LTTE was eliminated in that
area. “We discovered Prabhakaran’s
body on the morning of May 19. I got
the news of his death around 11 AM.
I got a phone call from the
Commander who gave me the infor-
mation. Looking back, I was confident.
I said I would finish the LTTE in three
years and I did it in two years and nine
months,” Fonseka said.

Those were different times but
today it is a time for peace and as
President how will Gotabaya deal with
the Tamil minorities in Lanka now?
The fact that the Tamils did not vote
for him reveals their apprehensions. 

(The writer is a senior journalist)
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The telecom regulator will
wait for operators to report

their new tariffs to the authori-
ty before taking a view on
whether the revised pricing is
within the regulatory frame-
work, according to a Trai source.
Confronted with intense com-
petition and unprecedented
statutory dues, Bharti Airtel
and Vodafone Idea on Monday
announced a hike in mobile
phone call and data charges
from December saying the
increase was warranted for via-
bility of their business. The two,
however, did not quantify the
increase in rates but said that the
hike will be effective beginning
next month.

A senior Trai official told
PTI that the regulator will wait
and watch to see the finer details
of the announcement. “Let them
report the tariffs, and we will see.
Also, the tariffs are under for-
bearence,” the official said.
Another official said that as

things stand now there is no
move to initiate any consultation
on floor price. On Monday
evening, Vodafone Idea, in a
statement, announced plans to
raise tariffs for the first time in
3 years only to be followed by a
similarly-worded statement min-
utes later from Airtel. Vodafone
Idea and Bharti Airtel, the two
large telecom operators, last
week had reported a combined
loss of �74,000 crore for the sec-
ond quarter ended September
2019, mainly on account of
statutory dues arising from the
recent Supreme Court order on
adjusted gross revenue (AGR).

The apex court has upheld
the government’s position on
including revenue from non-
telecommunication businesses
in calculating the annual AGR
of telecom companies, a share of
which has to be paid as licence
and spectrum fee to the exche-
quer. The ruling over statutory
liabilities had prompted a rush
for provisioning by telecom
companies. 
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Ambani’s Reliance Jio on
Tuesday said it will increase
mobile phone call and data
charges in the next few weeks
in compliance with rules, as it
followed similar announce-
ments by Bharti Airtel and
Vodafone Idea on tariff hike.

Jio, which had stormed
the telecom sector with free
voice calls and dirt cheap data,
had for the first time last
month decided to charge
phone calls by its users to rival
phone networks to compensate
for interconnect usage charges.

In a statement on Tuesday,
Jio said that the telecom regu-
lator TRAI is likely to initiate
consultation process for revi-
sion in telecom tariffs.

The company underlined
its commitment to bringing the
40 crore 2G customers to expe-
rience and participate fully in
the Digital India eco-system,
and pledged its full support to
providing the best quality and
experience to all its customers.

"Like other operators, we
will also work with the
Government and comply with

the regulatory regime to
strengthen the industry to ben-
efit Indian consumers and take
measures including appropri-
ate increase in tariffs in next
few weeks in a manner that
does not adversely impact data
consumption or growth in dig-
ital adoption, and sustains
investments," Jio said.

The company did not
divulge the extent of price hike
in the offing.

"Despite the staggering
growth in data-consumption
and 4G coverage across the
country, there are still over 40
crore Indian consumers who
have not benefitted from the
advent of the latest technolo-
gies. We believe that the ambi-
tious objectives of the ‘Digital
India' mission can be achieved
only if India is made ‘2G-
mukt’ in the shortest time-

frame possible," Jio said.
The Government and the

sector regulator TRAI should
mandate this through policy, it
added.

"This requires continued
investment at an industry level.
The whole industry needs to
come up the curve and raise
standards to meet the aspira-
tions of Indian citizens and ful-
fill the nation's digital agenda,"
the statement added.

The operator - known for
its aggressive stance on pricing
since it launched services in
2016 - said it is committed to
bringing the 40 crore 2G cus-
tomers to experience and par-
ticipate fully in the Digital
India eco-system.

The company said it will
continuously innovate in the
digital eco-system to provide
affordable services and prod-
ucts to Indian consumers.

"Jio is committed to always
being regulatory compliant,
and work with the industry to
keep the telecom sector a
vibrant part of the Indian econ-
omy and a vital engine for our
country's growth," it said. PTI
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on Tuesday categorically stated
that it does not intend to revise
its fiscal deficit target of 3.3 per
cent of gross domestic product
(GDP) for the current financial
year notwithstanding slowdown
in economic activities.

“No sir,” Minister of State
for Finance Anurag Thakur
said in a written reply in the
Rajya Sabha to a query if the
Government intends to revise
fiscal deficit in view of the eco-
nomic slowdown

The Minister further said

expenditure of various
Ministries and departments of
the Government is as per the
estimates approved by
Parliament.

In the first half of the finan-
cial year, 53.4 per cent of Budget
Estimates was spent by various
ministries and departments.

Thakur also listed out the
steps taken by the Government
to boost economic activities.

The real GDP growth
slowed to an over six-year low
of 5 per cent in the first quar-
ter of the current financial year.

Replying to another ques-
tion, Singh said non-perform-
ing assets of banks, after reach-
ing a peak of �10,36,187 crore
as on March 31, 2018, have
declined �97,996 crore to
�9,38,191 crore as on June 30,
2019.

Banks have also "effected
record recovery" of �4,27,115
crore over the last four finan-
cial years and the first quarter
of the current financial year,
including recovery of �1,56,702
crore during the financial year
2018-19.  PTI
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London: Tata Steel has con-
firmed cuts of up to 3,000 jobs
across its European operations as
part of a wider restructuring and
cost-cutting strategy to counter
stagnant steel demand in Europe
and global overcapacity.

The Indian steel giant said
it plans to lower employment
costs with the "estimated reduc-
tion" in employee numbers,
about two-thirds of which are
expected to be office-based
white-collar roles – a majority
expected at its Netherlands unit.

"The information shared
with the European Works
Council select committee lays
out the case for change, explains
our transformation programme
and gives a first overview of the
organisational impact," a com-
pany statement said. 

"A transformation is need-
ed to mitigate the current struc-

tural and cyclical headwinds and
create the foundation for the
company's future success.
Stagnant EU steel demand and
global overcapacity have been
compounded by trade conflicts
which have turned the European
market into a dumping ground
for the world's excess steel capac-
ity," it noted. 

Through its proposed trans-
formation programme, Tata Steel
Europe said it is initially target-
ing a positive cash flow by the
end of its financial year ending
March 2021. It is also aiming for
an EBITDA margin of around 10
per cent throughout the market
cycle. "We intend to align on our
approach and the process going
forward and engage with various
stakeholders to develop the pro-
posed decisions and ensure com-
pliance with all European and
national obligations. PTI
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New Delhi: Yes Bank on
Tuesday reported a lower net
profit of �1,084.03 crore for
2018-19 compared to
�1,720.28 crore announced
earlier due to higher non-per-
forming assets assessed by
the Reserve Bank.

The divergence in net
non-performing assets (NPAs)
of the bank — the difference
in bad loans reported by the
bank and the assessment done
by the RBI — stood at �2,299
crore for 2018-19, Yes Bank
said in a regulatory filing.

The private sector lender
had reported a net profit of
�1,720.28 crore in 2018-19.

"The adjusted (notional)
net profit after tax for the year
ended March 31, 2019 after
taking into account the diver-
gence in provisioning was at
�1,084.03 crore," it said.

The divergence in provi-
sioning was at �978 crore.

Additionally, the bank said
that it intends to convene a
meeting of its board of direc-
tors by the end of this month
to finalise its capital raise.

Market regulator Sebi 
has put in place tighter dis-
closure norms, directing all
listed banks to disclose any
divergence in bad loan provi-
sioning within 24 hours 
of receiving RBI's  r isk 
assessment report, rather than
waiting to publish the details
in their annual financial
statements. PTI
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Mumbai: The rupee recovered
from initial losses to settle
higher by 13 paise at 71.71
against the US currency on
Tuesday, propped up softening
crude oil prices and gains in
domestic equity markets.

Forex traders said the rupee
consolidated in a narrow range
following lack of cues on the
domestic as well as the global
front. During the day, the
domestic unit f luctuated
between a high of 71.68 and a
low of 72.

"The Indian rupee opened
lower at 71.97 a dollar, tacking
cues from most Asian curren-
cies as a lack of progress in US-
China trade talks had an impact
on risk appetite. However, the
rupee recovered from day's low
amid stronger domestic equity
and lower crude oil prices," said
VK Sharma, Head — PCG &
Capital Market Strategy, HDFC
securities. PTI
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In a candid admission that the
Punjab & Maharashtra

Cooperative (PMC) Bank had
taken it for a ride, the Reserve
Bank of India (RBI) on Tuesday
informed the Bombay High
Court that the PMC Bank had
submitted “fraudulently manip-
ulated data” to it for sample
checks.

In a detailed affidavit filed
before a HC bench of Justices
Satyranjan Dharmadhikari and
Riyaz Chagla, the RBI stated:
“Since transaction testing is not
done in the RBI inspection,
and the bank submitted fraud-
ulently manipulated data to RBI
for sample checks, the sample of
accounts picked for inspection
did not contain undisclosed
HDIL related accounts. The
disclosed HDIL related accounts
were seen and majority of them
were assessed as NPAs”

In an affidavit filed before
the high court, Rajlaxmi Sethi,
Assistant General Manager,

Department of Co-operative
Bank Supervision, RBI, stated:
“Further, non-monitoring of
end use of funds despite instruc-
tions to this effect contained in
the Master Circulars on
Advances and conflict of inter-
est of Shri Waryam Singh as
Chairman of PMC bank and as
a former director of HDIL group
was also commented upon in
the report along with the attempt
by the bank to show disclosed
accounts of HDIL group as
standard by sanction of new
loans to close/regularise the old
NPA accounts in non-adherence
to RBI Master Circular (MC)
dated July 1, 2015 on lRAC
norms”.

“The bank had also sanc-
tioned mortgage overdraft lim-
its to a wholly owned group
company of HDIL while the pre-
sent Chairman (then director) of
the bank was one of the
Directors in the company. This
was a violation of para 5.1 of the
then RBI Master Circulars on
Board of Directors dated July 1,

2010 and July 2, 20l2,” the RBI
stated, in its inspection report
that has been made part of its
affidavit filed before the high
court.

“Waryam Singh chaired the
Board meeting to ratify the
approval of the mortgage over-
draft, in which he was directly
interested in non adherence to
para 2.3 (b) (iii) of RBI Master
Circular on Board of Directors
- UCBs, requiring non-partici-
pation by the Directors con-
cerned Board discussion, if a
proposal in which they are
directly' or indirectly interested,
comes up for discussion/to dis-
close their interest, well in
advance, to the Board of the
bank,” the affidavit stated.

“The Inspection team had
also established the relationship
between the Chairman of the
bank and HDIL promoters,
which might have acted as the
primary consideration for sanc-
tion of credit facilities and result-
ed in their utilisation to payoff
one-time settlement dues with

other lenders,” the affidavit stat-
ed.

The high court is hearing a
PIL seeking the removal of
restrictions on the withdrawal
amount from PMC Bank came
up for hearing. The HC bench
heard the matter and scheduled
the next hearing of the case for
December 4.

The RBI’s affidavit before
the high court should be seen in
the context of a finding during
the ongoing investigations that
the PMC Bank’s exposure to the
HDIL group was nearly 73 per
cent of its total loan book size of
Rs 8,880 crore as of September
19, 2019. 

The Economic Offence
Wing (EOW) of the Mumbai
police, which is investigating the
case,   suspects a nexus between
some of the accused and realty
group HDIL, whose mammoth
loan defaults are said to have
caused a liquidity crisis at the
bank, leading to appointment of
administrator and restrictions
on withdrawal of funds.
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Market benchmark Sensex
rose by 186 points on

Tuesday, driven by substantial
gains in Reliance Industries,
Bharti Airtel and HDFC Bank
amid positive trends in global
equities. The 30-share index
ended 185.51 points, or 0.46
per cent, higher at 40,469.70
with 11 of its constituents clos-
ing with gains. The broader
Nifty of the National Stock
Exchange rose by 55.60 points,
or 0.47 per cent, to end at
11,940.10. Reliance Industries
led the gains, rallying nearly 4
per cent to its life-time high of
Rs 1,514.95 (intra-day) on BSE.
It became the first Indian com-
pany to hit the Rs 9.5 lakh-
crore market capitalisation
level. Telecom stocks surged
after two older players
announced a hike in data and
mobile telephony plans from
next month.

Bharti Airtel jumped to a
fresh 52-week high before set-
tling up 7.36 per cent on BSE.
Vodafone Idea rallied 34.68 per
cent. The two players have
announced a hike in mobile
phone call and data charges
from next month. “The
increase in tariffs will help the
telecom industry players ser-
vice huge debt on their balance
sheets. This would have a pos-

itive impact on the banking
sector which fuelled a sharp
rally in PSU banks,” Sunil
Sharma, Chief Investment
Officer, Sanctum Wealth
Management.

Among banking stocks,
Axis Bank rose by 3.43 per cent,
SBI by 1.57 per cent, IndusInd
Bank by 1.26 per cent and
HDFC Bank by 1 per cent.
Among other gainers,
PowerGrid jumped 2.44 per
cent Tech Mahindra by 1.84 per
cent and Infosys by 1 per cent.
On the other hand, Yes Bank
dropped 2.66 per cent to
emerge as the biggest Sensex
loser, M&M fell by 2.19 per
cent, and Tata Steel by 2.02 per
cent.  TCS, Tata Motors and
Hero MotoCorp also declined.

“Domestic indices ended
higher on the back of buying
seen in the PSU bank, infra and
energy stocks. Telecom stocks
also edged higher after talks of
raising tariffs from December
onwards while energy stocks
were lifted by a sharp fall in
crude oil prices,” Paras Bothra,
President of Equity Research,
Ashika Stock Broking, said.
Sectorally, BSE telecom rallied
8.52 per cent, followed by BSE
energy, power, teck, oil and gas,
utilities and bankex. However,
BSE metal, auto, FMCG 
and IT indices fell up to 
0.94 per cent.
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Reliance Communications’
Committee of Creditors

(CoC) will hold a meeting on
November 20, the company
said in a regulatory filing on
Tuesday. Last week, Reliance
Communications Chairman
Anil Ambani along with four
directors had resigned from
the company, that is going
through insolvency process.

The company posted a
consolidated loss of Rs 30,142
crore for September 2019
quarter due to provisioning
for l iabi l it ies  af ter  the
Supreme Court ruling on
statutory dues. This had
marked the second highest
loss posted by any Indian
corporate till date, after VIL’s
Rs 50,921 crore losses. “... we
wish to inform you that the
11th meeting of Committee of
Creditors of  Reliance
Communications Limited is
scheduled to be convened on
Wednesday, November 20,
2019,” RCom said in a BSE fil-
ing. During July-September
2019, RCom set aside Rs
28,314 crore on account of
provisioning following the
Supreme Court order on cal-
culation of annual adjusted
gross revenue (AGR) of tele-

com companies. The apex
court, last month, upheld the
government’s position on
including revenue from non-
telecommunication business-
es in calculating the annual
AGR, a share of which has to
be paid as licence and spec-
trum fee to the exchequer.

RCom’s total liability
includes Rs 23,327 crore
licence fee and Rs 4,987 crore
spectrum usage charges. The
company is going through
insolvency proceedings fol-
lowing an application filed by
Swedish telecom gear maker
Ericsson.  The National
Company Law Tribunal has
handed over control of the
company to an insolvency
resolution professional.
Sources estimate that RCom
Group’s total secured debt is
around Rs 33,000 crore.
Lenders have submitted claim
of around Rs 49,000 crore in
August. RCom has put its all
assets for sale which include
spectrum holding of 122 MHz
that the company before
insolvency proceedings esti-
mated to be around Rs 14,000
crore,  towers business 
for Rs 7,000 crore, optical
fibre network Rs 3,000 crore
and data centres  worth 
Rs 4,000 crore.
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Bulgaria’s Deputy Prime
Minister for Economic and

Demographic Policy Mariyana
Nikolova on Tuesday invited
businesses from India to invest
in the nation, pitching it as a
gateway to the European
Union, thereby offering duty
free access to a market with 500
million consumers.

Addressing the India-
Bulgaria Business Forum here,
Nikolova said the nation offers
attractive conditions and envi-
ronment conducive to the
development of successful busi-
ness and investment projects.
“One of the things we are par-
ticularly proud is our tax pol-
icy, we have some of the low-
est tax rates in the European
Union. Besides having a cor-
porate tax of only 10 per cent,
we do not tax profit reinvest-
ed in municipalities with high
unemployment rates,” the
Bulgarian Deputy Prime
Minister said.

She said the country’s
labour market has a skilled
workforce and operating costs
are reasonable. “Our strategic
geographic location and our
membership in the European
Union provide unhindered and
duty free access to a market
with 500 million consumers,”
she added.

New Delhi: The Union Cabinet
will soon consider a proposal
to bring down Government
stake in central public sector
enterprises (CPSEs) to below
51 per cent even while retain-
ing the State control, sources
said.

Besides, the Cabinet head-
ed by Prime Minister Narendra
Modi is likely to take a call on
the merger of public sector gen-
eral insurance companies.

The Budget for 2018-19
had proposed the merger of
three public sector general
insurance companies and sub-
sequent listing of the merged
entity on stock exchanges.

Last week, Finance
Minister Nirmala Sitharaman
said the Government would
move forward on the merger of
the three State-owned general
insurance companies —
National Insurance Company,
United India Insurance and
Oriental Insurance Company
— as announced in the previ-
ous Budget.

In her Budget Speech of
2019-20, Sitharaman had
announced the Government
has been following the policy
of disinvestment in non-finan-
cial public sector undertakings

maintaining the Government's
stake not to go below 51 per
cent.

"The Government is con-
sidering, in case where the
undertaking is still to be
retained in Government con-
trol, to go below 51 per cent to
an appropriate level on a case-
to-case basis. The Government
has also decided to modify pre-
sent policy of  retaining 51 per
cent Government stake to
retaining 51 per cent stake
inclusive of the stake of the
Government controlled insti-
tutions," she had said.

Such a move is possible by
amendment to Section 241 of
the Companies Act.

Sources said the
Government envisages that the
Government can bring down

its stake in a public sector
undertaking by roping in other
State-owned entities to retain
the public sector nature.

For example, the sources
said, if LIC picks up stake
which lowers the Government
holding below threshold level
of 51 per cent, the companies
still are majority controlled by
the Government.

The Government fixed an
ambitious disinvestment target
of �1.05 lakh crore for the cur-
rent financial year, up from
�90,000 crore projected in
Interim Budget 2019-20 in
February.

In 2018-19, the
Government raised �84,972
crore from CPSE disinvest-
ment, while in 2017-18, the fig-
ure was �1,00,056 crore.
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Script Open High Low LTP
SBILIFE 957.80 966.00 934.85 936.25
BHARTIARTL 427.00 445.45 421.55 439.25
YESBANK 65.50 67.25 63.00 64.15
SUNTECK 394.00 402.75 375.00 390.65
RELIANCE 1467.50 1514.95 1465.50 1509.80
CHOLAFIN 329.20 333.90 322.60 325.15
IDEA 4.91 6.39 4.91 6.02
TECHM 754.00 765.30 749.95 763.25
BALKRISIND 836.00 846.95 831.40 834.50
LEMONTREE 58.55 61.00 58.05 58.55
SBIN 326.90 331.75 322.20 330.30
IBULHSGFIN 210.00 217.90 210.00 212.70
AAVAS 1670.00 1699.00 1660.40 1689.90
TATASTEEL 412.00 414.85 400.20 401.90
MARUTI 7200.00 7200.00 7031.00 7044.00
ASIANPAINT 1740.10 1746.75 1719.20 1721.00
AXISBANK 729.90 750.00 726.05 747.85
GLENMARK 373.00 373.85 347.50 350.45
ICICIBANK 498.90 502.00 489.80 493.15
INFY 710.90 714.40 706.00 712.80
RBLBANK 324.80 327.60 319.15 322.50
HDFCAMC 3454.00 3604.15 3454.00 3583.10
BANKBARODA 96.00 99.50 95.85 98.90
INFRATEL 228.95 256.25 228.50 250.10
RNAM 350.65 376.60 350.65 364.95
JUSTDIAL 530.00 566.50 530.00 559.70
TATAMOTORS 171.00 171.85 167.15 167.75
TCS 2152.00 2153.95 2105.10 2108.30
INDUSINDBK 1380.00 1408.65 1375.00 1392.10
HDFCBANK 1266.00 1275.00 1262.00 1272.40
JINDALSTEL 145.40 145.90 138.30 139.10
ZEEL 294.05 295.00 282.60 285.75
LT 1367.30 1378.25 1362.00 1365.35
FLFL 396.00 411.85 396.00 404.65
L&TFH 98.00 101.95 97.80 99.90
CANBK 213.00 222.90 209.55 221.10
ASHOKLEY 82.50 82.50 80.20 82.00
DMART 1829.00 1864.95 1806.60 1841.05
HINDUNILVR 2055.00 2055.00 2029.50 2036.95
GRASIM 775.00 793.20 772.00 785.70
PETRONET 275.00 275.50 271.05 272.05
SIEMENS 1553.20 1590.65 1546.50 1579.70
BHEL 54.20 56.00 52.50 55.60
ACC 1490.00 1501.80 1481.00 1489.55
PNB 62.20 64.85 62.10 64.15
BANKINDIA 71.50 75.35 70.85 74.20
HDFC 2238.50 2238.55 2203.00 2213.15
LICHSGFIN 425.00 430.75 418.80 422.10
ULTRACEMCO 4125.00 4125.00 4084.80 4099.95
DELTACORP 200.00 208.75 195.10 197.45
DLF 216.50 217.75 212.15 215.20
BAYERCROP 3625.00 3733.45 3625.00 3709.85
MGL 1030.00 1058.20 1030.00 1046.30
DCAL 122.00 127.70 121.25 124.65
PNBHOUSING 525.30 575.00 525.30 562.30
ASHOKA 95.25 95.55 94.00 94.40
BAJFINANCE 4153.00 4182.00 4125.10 4137.10
KOTAKBANK 1631.00 1631.00 1614.85 1623.30
VEDL 143.90 143.95 140.45 141.65
ADANIENT 202.00 202.40 196.40 199.75
CONCOR 570.90 572.55 564.80 567.85
UNIONBANK 54.80 60.00 54.80 59.00
RITES 301.00 324.80 300.00 314.55
NAUKRI 2713.50 2716.65 2583.05 2640.60
HDFCLIFE 571.85 577.60 565.60 570.25
LTTS 1434.10 1434.10 1414.40 1419.80
BATAINDIA 1701.00 1707.00 1681.00 1686.45
TATAELXSI 794.35 830.00 793.80 809.70
BANDHANBNK 557.95 557.95 534.00 536.00
INDIGO 1459.95 1468.15 1420.30 1424.45
HEROMOTOCO 2529.80 2529.80 2463.00 2468.45
AUROPHARMA 430.00 435.00 425.65 431.15
HINDPETRO 290.05 292.85 288.25 290.40
BERGEPAINT 491.00 493.90 483.45 485.35
BPCL 522.00 522.60 513.60 519.35
TITAN 1161.30 1168.00 1153.75 1163.30
CARERATING 497.85 497.85 477.55 478.95
UPL 549.95 556.80 538.40 551.15
ORIENTBANK 52.35 62.70 52.00 62.60
POWERGRID 190.65 195.90 190.20 195.30
APOLLOHOSP 1411.15 1420.65 1402.85 1410.20
SUNPHARMA 424.60 429.70 421.85 425.80
BAJAJFINSV 9082.00 9188.20 9082.00 9155.60
PIDILITIND 1325.00 1325.00 1288.05 1297.85
PVR 1744.00 1772.80 1734.60 1741.35
COLPAL 1549.00 1564.00 1530.05 1539.25
ITC 251.05 251.75 248.85 249.35
SPICEJET 110.00 111.35 107.55 109.40
CIPLA 461.00 477.50 461.00 471.75
NTPC 118.90 118.90 116.90 117.45
DISHTV 14.30 15.20 14.26 15.01
MCX 1180.50 1217.35 1165.75 1175.25
JSWSTEEL 251.00 251.00 246.70 247.85
M&M 573.15 575.40 559.80 560.60
SRTRANSFIN 1127.00 1130.05 1118.00 1126.65
MARICO 357.50 360.05 353.35 357.40
NCC 56.70 57.70 56.40 57.05
MUTHOOTFIN 720.90 727.20 698.80 706.80
PFC 118.05 119.40 116.80 118.40
LINDEINDIA 660.00 670.00 638.45 658.20
NIITTECH 1519.00 1535.45 1510.00 1530.40
PIIND 1421.15 1471.70 1410.00 1455.85
FEDERALBNK 87.00 88.70 86.15 87.90
SAIL 37.35 37.60 36.75 37.05
OMAXE 182.95 184.00 181.25 182.30
PEL 1761.90 1780.20 1754.65 1761.05
BAJAJ-AUTO 3160.00 3172.80 3123.75 3164.40
WOCKPHARMA 296.00 299.80 283.65 288.90

CEATLTD 952.60 966.00 949.70 954.45
RAJESHEXPO 724.00 724.00 698.50 705.85
GRAPHITE 297.70 303.95 297.60 301.60
MFSL 485.40 495.00 479.40 487.90
NBCC 38.40 38.40 36.80 36.90
MOTHERSUMI 134.50 135.10 133.40 134.10
ESCORTS 661.10 669.90 654.90 662.60
EICHERMOT 21686.40 21773.15 21442.95 21748.75
RAYMOND 717.00 727.90 694.60 700.30
ADANIPOWER 59.70 61.00 59.15 60.25
CASTROLIND 147.00 154.55 145.55 153.55
ADANIGREEN 95.50 97.50 91.95 96.20
IOC 132.00 133.55 131.80 133.00
SCI 60.25 63.35 59.20 62.55
TATACHEM 650.80 666.00 643.80 645.25
ICICIPRULI 521.15 522.10 504.10 505.40
CORPBANK 23.70 26.45 23.40 26.45
INDIANB 119.85 127.90 117.50 123.90
TATAGLOBAL 306.00 308.65 300.90 302.35
ONGC 135.40 135.40 132.80 133.15
LTI 1714.10 1715.50 1687.10 1690.65
AVANTI 509.00 518.90 496.45 508.70
GMRINFRA 21.40 21.40 20.55 20.75
HINDALCO 194.75 194.75 190.70 192.25
UJJIVAN 289.90 292.05 286.85 288.40
WIPRO 249.60 250.95 247.65 250.40
BRITANNIA 3125.10 3156.95 3113.50 3121.35

SUVEN 301.15 315.65 300.20 302.90
GAIL 125.00 125.75 123.20 125.20
MANAPPURAM 164.45 169.50 162.20 168.90
EXIDEIND 192.90 193.10 189.10 189.95
BHARATFORG 450.00 459.50 445.95 454.60
JYOTHYLAB 184.35 185.00 178.20 178.85
M&MFIN 327.05 335.15 324.65 327.70
SYNDIBANK 27.30 31.60 27.05 30.40
DABUR 455.00 456.40 448.30 454.30
IDBI 32.90 35.15 32.50 33.85
JUBLFOOD 1593.10 1605.00 1576.00 1592.90
LUPIN 747.00 754.35 740.70 747.45
UCOBANK 13.00 15.58 13.00 15.58
ITDC 353.35 387.45 346.80 381.20
CANFINHOME 383.95 409.75 383.85 393.55
FORTIS 142.60 144.55 141.65 143.85
RECLTD 140.90 143.45 140.00 142.95
COALINDIA 200.95 201.00 198.25 199.55
IDFCFIRSTB 42.60 43.05 42.45 42.80
NMDC 100.80 102.00 99.40 100.10
GICRE 246.00 261.00 236.05 256.35
LALPATHLAB 1618.40 1698.00 1610.60 1649.35
NOCIL 103.45 108.00 102.95 106.35
JAICORPLTD 96.95 98.25 95.20 96.05
GODFRYPHLP 1170.00 1245.20 1170.00 1223.30
PCJEWELLER 32.00 32.70 31.25 32.00
HEG 1009.20 1026.90 1007.00 1012.00
ABCAPITAL 82.00 84.05 81.95 83.60
SPARC 155.90 157.00 151.85 153.50
TATAMTRDVR 79.00 79.40 77.00 77.45
HINDZINC 211.20 216.50 208.70 215.60
VOLTAS 711.90 717.95 709.50 713.40
IRCON 408.05 422.30 406.05 416.75
BIOCON 261.15 262.45 257.40 258.75
LAXMIMACH 3424.90 3424.90 3159.90 3323.35
ANDHRABANK 17.45 20.85 17.45 20.25
BEML 942.60 947.15 926.30 936.45
CREDITACC 794.00 837.90 794.00 806.00
HAVELLS 670.25 673.20 662.40 665.55
PARAGMILK 147.60 156.65 146.00 154.50
NESTLEIND 14155.00 14198.70 14021.60 14107.25
AMARAJABAT 753.90 760.60 746.25 754.80
ALBK 25.80 27.10 25.00 25.80
IPCALAB 1178.50 1188.00 1133.05 1145.65
TEAMLEASE 2625.00 2625.00 2525.00 2549.90
STRTECH 123.00 126.55 122.30 122.95
CADILAHC 244.90 246.55 239.40 243.65
AUBANK 801.85 828.00 779.25 817.00
GREAVESCOT 138.00 142.70 136.40 138.80
BEL 110.30 111.90 109.65 111.45
ADANIPORTS 370.60 370.60 361.70 363.90
FRETAIL 337.00 337.00 323.55 328.10
APOLLOTYRE 170.80 170.80 167.45 167.80
TEJASNET 70.00 81.45 70.00 81.45
JKTYRE 67.80 69.20 67.05 67.30
TVSMOTOR 452.05 456.25 445.60 447.70

TATAPOWER 56.00 56.35 55.35 55.75
TORNTPOWER 294.00 294.95 287.30 288.30
PFIZER 4099.95 4114.95 4044.10 4051.60
PAGEIND 23729.95 23730.00 22945.00 23049.80
UBL 1270.00 1270.00 1223.20 1230.45
MRF 64400.00 64405.15 63400.00 63525.45
EQUITAS 88.90 90.95 88.20 88.70
DBL 406.30 423.00 404.25 415.45
POLYCAB 943.50 948.95 922.30 931.20
ICICIGI 1358.30 1359.00 1336.35 1340.80
HCLTECH 1139.00 1143.00 1129.40 1134.70
RVNL 24.60 24.75 24.15 24.25
IGL 417.40 420.70 415.90 417.75
CENTRALBK 20.95 23.80 20.65 22.75
COFFEEDAY 50.50 50.50 50.25 50.50
KTKBANK 75.05 76.95 73.95 75.30
NIACL 151.30 156.45 145.00 153.75
AMBUJACEM 201.90 202.35 198.80 201.25
BOMDYEING 79.75 80.00 77.60 77.95
SHREECEM 20000.00 20073.15 19692.25 20022.35
SUNTV 499.95 499.95 488.25 490.30
EDELWEISS 128.20 130.00 122.25 122.80
RADICO 305.00 308.65 299.20 301.25
SWANENERGY 102.45 102.90 100.50 101.90
JUBILANT 493.80 503.95 491.90 498.80
INDHOTEL 154.90 154.95 150.75 153.10
INTELLECT 143.60 153.00 143.20 148.60
NATIONALUM 42.40 42.50 41.90 42.05
DIVISLAB 1737.00 1746.75 1718.05 1732.60
SRF 3200.00 3229.10 3184.10 3202.45
NAVINFLUOR 919.00 935.05 892.00 898.95
GODREJCP 719.35 719.35 700.15 702.95
VENKYS 1725.00 1745.00 1691.50 1699.70
TV18BRDCST 22.30 23.00 22.20 22.80
IBREALEST 69.80 71.95 66.60 69.15
JINDALSAW 80.40 82.35 80.35 80.75
NESCO 624.25 639.50 624.25 632.75
DRREDDY 2736.25 2756.50 2724.15 2745.30
ADANITRANS 269.20 271.50 265.20 267.90
J&KBANK 32.00 34.75 31.10 33.65
GLAXO 1638.00 1671.00 1630.10 1640.50
INFIBEAM 43.90 45.30 43.90 44.55
GODREJPROP 891.80 897.00 876.70 883.35
GRANULES 128.10 129.60 126.70 128.65
INDIACEM 80.00 81.35 79.25 79.55
HEXAWARE 337.95 341.45 334.45 339.00
JSWENERGY 70.65 72.45 70.00 71.95
ENGINERSIN 103.50 104.90 102.90 104.55
EIDPARRY 196.90 199.20 192.95 194.75
FDC 195.95 204.30 192.05 198.30
ABBOTINDIA 12870.00 12871.05 12640.00 12775.30
PRESTIGE 304.00 304.00 295.00 297.35
ESSELPRO 134.45 150.15 134.45 147.60
JISLJALEQS 11.45 12.30 11.45 11.45
ABFRL 212.15 219.90 208.40 217.85
GUJGAS 197.90 197.90 193.15 194.25
BBTC 1151.80 1151.80 1109.30 1113.10
RCOM 0.55 0.59 0.55 0.58
WELCORP 136.55 138.95 135.10 136.80
BALRAMCHIN 144.95 147.00 142.55 145.70
IFCI 7.25 7.95 7.10 7.62
SUZLON 2.44 2.48 2.36 2.39
IBVENTURES 144.00 147.30 141.85 145.35
VBL 695.00 712.85 688.00 695.40
FORCEMOT 1030.40 1045.00 1016.10 1020.45
MINDTREE 704.50 709.45 702.95 705.20
BOSCHLTD 15125.00 15125.00 14924.05 14980.90
GSKCONS 8810.80 8810.80 8585.00 8740.75
ABB 1475.00 1479.55 1453.40 1471.40
DEEPAKNI 358.30 359.60 354.00 355.35
JAMNAAUTO 45.50 45.50 44.40 44.60
FINEORG 2037.55 2098.00 1997.00 2019.15
WHIRLPOOL 2320.00 2322.85 2260.00 2280.35
ADANIGAS 146.25 147.70 146.05 146.40
RAMCOCEM 796.45 798.60 786.75 792.65
SOUTHBANK 11.30 11.47 11.01 11.28
JAGRAN 50.95 50.95 46.30 46.65
GNFC 193.95 195.30 191.25 193.95
HINDCOPPER 37.55 40.15 36.95 39.20
RALLIS 180.75 182.40 177.35 179.00
EIHOTEL 151.50 152.00 147.10 149.85
GALAXYSURF 1579.85 1589.80 1542.55 1556.75
RAIN 105.35 107.15 103.00 103.40
IOB 9.96 11.46 9.96 10.83
COCHINSHIP 408.20 416.60 405.00 410.35
CROMPTON 264.45 267.90 264.25 264.85
METROPOLIS 1385.85 1440.00 1385.85 1412.15
DEEPAKFERT 103.05 104.30 97.90 99.30
NH 296.00 307.00 293.50 299.95
STAR 383.00 383.50 377.75 381.50
GODREJIND 443.65 446.65 434.00 443.40
ITI 87.50 88.00 86.10 87.05
SANOFI 6850.00 6940.00 6826.25 6908.10
BAJAJELEC 318.50 320.95 308.60 309.45
ALKEM 2101.00 2149.00 2101.00 2113.65
PHILIPCARB 127.00 128.25 124.65 125.55
VIPIND 447.50 447.50 437.10 439.25
HUDCO 43.00 43.05 42.10 42.35
TTKPRESTIG 6030.00 6045.45 5967.40 5990.25
MAXINDIA 74.85 78.80 74.85 77.80
TIMETECHNO 60.00 60.00 54.75 56.65
FSL 40.85 41.35 40.30 40.75
VINATIORGA 1945.50 1945.50 1901.00 1920.25
KAJARIACER 514.60 523.40 514.60 522.25
DCBBANK 180.80 181.70 178.00 178.50
QUESS 551.20 560.35 540.75 543.45
RCF 49.90 50.40 48.85 49.30
CUMMINSIND 558.20 566.80 558.20 562.75
HFCL 17.10 17.50 17.10 17.15

JSL 37.20 40.00 37.10 38.15
BLISSGVS 137.00 138.25 135.50 136.60
UNITEDBNK 8.90 9.71 8.80 9.68
MEGH 54.15 54.20 52.70 52.85
TRENT 513.60 519.70 503.00 506.55
DALBHARAT 837.50 854.35 833.40 845.25
PGHH 11105.00 11161.00 10975.00 10997.50
CAPPL 350.00 363.65 343.90 346.95
AEGISLOG 175.90 179.15 174.70 175.65
OIL 159.50 161.80 158.00 161.25
SHANKARA 320.40 327.85 316.00 317.40
SONATSOFTW 304.75 304.75 299.00 300.90
ENDURANCE 1045.00 1109.30 1041.30 1095.60
AJANTPHARM 976.20 982.00 968.00 971.55
GICHSGFIN 146.65 155.45 145.50 152.50
ZYDUSWELL 1530.70 1544.50 1517.95 1533.95
ZENSARTECH 185.80 187.45 181.00 185.10
ERIS 415.80 426.85 412.60 421.85
JSLHISAR 72.20 73.80 70.70 71.20
BAJAJHLDNG 3721.80 3791.50 3700.00 3732.40
OBEROIRLTY 506.65 519.75 501.45 514.30
MAHABANK 11.95 13.11 11.50 12.56
BALMLAWRIE 190.20 191.70 189.20 190.85
REPCOHOME 286.50 302.30 286.25 291.10
TIINDIA 446.20 449.00 446.00 447.10
MOIL 140.55 142.60 140.55 141.70
GSFC 70.90 71.00 70.25 70.60
RPOWER 3.61 3.61 3.61 3.61
KEI 531.10 531.75 517.15 530.55
PTC 56.60 57.20 55.20 55.35
GSPL 220.00 221.25 217.55 219.25
MAHINDCIE 149.10 153.20 146.95 147.40
ITDCEM 55.35 57.60 54.45 57.60
PGHL 4377.35 4378.80 4312.05 4326.40
IRB 71.00 72.00 70.40 71.50
INOXLEISUR 360.60 368.90 357.65 358.60
SOBHA 402.00 402.20 396.00 398.00
CENTURYPLY 170.30 176.50 170.30 172.15
CENTRUM 22.00 23.25 21.35 22.85
GILLETTE 7000.05 7138.40 6992.00 7105.70
SUDARSCHEM 393.60 403.00 393.00 396.45
MOTILALOFS 745.25 745.25 729.40 736.65
IDFC 35.10 35.20 34.25 34.45
ASTRAL 1074.00 1089.40 1053.50 1070.25
THOMASCOOK 139.55 143.60 137.65 142.40
BDL 326.35 333.50 325.20 328.90
KEC 280.25 281.10 277.05 278.80
TORNTPHARM 1787.00 1794.40 1755.45 1758.90
NETWORK18 23.95 26.20 23.65 25.75
CUB 216.00 216.20 214.80 215.15
MPHASIS 922.95 922.95 909.10 911.65
APLAPOLLO 1529.60 1536.85 1516.20 1525.80
KANSAINER 542.00 550.85 528.25 547.55
ASTRAZEN 2653.00 2662.00 2589.75 2599.40
CHAMBLFERT 158.25 159.50 155.40 158.10
LAKSHVILAS 19.95 19.95 18.90 19.05
EMAMILTD 324.70 324.70 310.05 314.05
BAJAJCON 238.20 239.30 236.25 238.60
HSCL 64.05 64.40 62.40 62.65
NILKAMAL 1314.75 1318.00 1280.95 1308.80
CRISIL 1505.60 1526.00 1497.50 1510.00
MMTC 18.20 18.80 18.10 18.45
NLCINDIA 53.35 54.00 53.10 53.40
TATACOFFEE 80.95 81.75 80.00 80.10
MAHSCOOTER 4840.00 4868.15 4808.00 4828.90
IIFL 154.00 157.70 149.00 157.00
CHOLAHLDNG 475.00 497.45 475.00 492.25
JBCHEPHARM 396.40 397.50 394.30 396.60
MINDAIND 339.40 342.85 335.00 341.15
RELAXO 551.75 555.00 544.00 548.75
BIRLACORPN 653.15 653.15 637.50 646.60
LUXIND 1316.00 1355.00 1292.40 1339.50
TRIDENT 61.05 61.85 60.45 60.50
CHENNPETRO 141.00 141.00 137.35 137.80
TATAMETALI 591.10 596.70 571.50 574.40
WELSPUNIND 52.40 53.45 52.35 52.50
3MINDIA 22455.15 22455.15 22199.95 22244.20
HEIDELBERG 188.05 191.80 187.20 191.45
CCL 206.15 215.25 204.80 210.55
ISEC 304.00 311.80 303.00 306.95
PERSISTENT 649.00 664.80 649.00 660.80
ORIENTELEC 183.15 190.45 181.60 187.05
SCHNEIDER 66.65 66.65 64.00 64.45
JMFINANCIL 94.45 94.45 92.65 93.35
WABAG 169.15 171.45 167.25 168.20
MINDACORP 96.35 96.70 92.50 93.00
KRBL 196.00 196.00 190.10 190.95
NATCOPHARM 550.00 560.15 547.00 549.35
FCONSUMER 22.80 23.50 22.75 23.05
AIAENG 1641.80 1650.95 1631.00 1647.70
AKZOINDIA 1920.75 1920.75 1900.00 1908.30
CYIENT 400.00 400.00 393.00 397.25
HONAUT 27160.00 27160.00 26900.00 26979.80
GODREJAGRO 469.00 473.05 469.00 472.45
ADVENZYMES 163.70 165.00 160.30 161.35
SREINFRA 8.99 9.13 8.66 8.70
JCHAC 2015.00 2075.00 1964.10 2027.40
PNCINFRA 186.65 191.80 184.00 188.95
THERMAX 1025.00 1046.20 1025.00 1040.50
ATUL 4035.80 4055.85 4035.65 4048.75
NHPC 23.25 23.45 23.25 23.35
KNRCON 246.85 246.85 235.00 236.85
THYROCARE 566.30 566.30 538.00 540.15
KALPATPOWR 446.80 451.00 438.60 439.85
DCMSHRIRAM 326.55 331.10 320.00 320.70
LAURUSLABS 341.95 349.05 332.10 341.35
SJVN 24.60 24.65 24.50 24.55
JPASSOCIAT 2.13 2.14 2.10 2.13
IFBIND 704.00 705.90 681.10 685.40

TIMKEN 899.00 910.00 860.00 861.55
CGPOWER 15.67 15.67 14.33 14.49
KPRMILL 660.05 683.40 660.00 675.60
COROMANDEL 475.10 476.80 471.35 475.55
INDOSTAR 186.80 190.00 181.15 183.40
PHOENIXLTD 735.35 738.05 724.10 732.75
GESHIP* 295.00 297.00 294.00 296.30
ASTERDM 155.00 155.00 151.00 152.55
VGUARD 231.75 231.75 230.45 230.85
HAL 795.00 798.40 781.80 783.05
JKCEMENT 1166.10 1178.40 1163.85 1176.55
JKLAKSHMI 291.75 292.55 282.40 284.15
SYNGENE 320.55 326.25 319.30 324.95
SYMPHONY 1213.10 1218.95 1200.00 1201.85
SADBHAV 119.50 125.55 119.50 122.30
APARINDS 472.55 472.55 447.00 448.25
FINOLEXIND 578.65 578.70 565.00 566.50
PRSMJOHNSN 68.80 69.25 68.05 68.15
TAKE 103.10 103.10 98.90 99.45
APLLTD 550.75 561.00 549.00 549.30
GHCL 207.60 207.60 204.25 206.70
RELINFRA 34.95 34.95 34.95 34.95
BASF 947.10 960.00 947.10 953.95
BLUESTARCO 797.00 799.40 793.00 794.85
SOMANYCERA 177.75 179.90 175.00 175.70
STARCEMENT 100.60 101.00 97.60 98.20
SUPREMEIND 1140.00 1145.00 1139.00 1140.95
VARROC 438.00 452.00 438.00 444.90
NBVENTURES 61.20 63.50 60.20 62.50
SUNDRMFAST 462.85 468.40 462.15 466.95
GAYAPROJ 87.35 89.75 86.00 86.85

ALLCARGO 95.00 95.15 94.20 94.45
JSWHL 2309.00 2345.00 2231.00 2283.25
BLUEDART 2150.00 2165.00 2140.00 2143.40
WABCOINDIA 6200.05 6239.00 6200.00 6213.30
RELCAPITAL 19.00 19.00 19.00 19.00
MAGMA 40.00 40.95 38.10 38.70
GDL 87.45 91.55 87.15 88.20
SHK 120.00 122.00 114.95 115.85
GMDCLTD 59.45 59.65 58.60 58.80
DHFL 20.95 20.95 20.95 20.95
OFSS 3065.00 3066.25 3038.50 3054.85
MRPL 47.85 48.15 47.50 47.80
GUJALKALI 416.85 416.85 407.50 409.00
HIMATSEIDE 129.20 129.95 127.95 128.35
UFLEX 205.60 205.60 200.75 201.05
CHALET 351.00 367.80 343.00 361.90
EVEREADY 54.80 54.80 51.85 52.05
REDINGTON 114.50 115.00 113.10 113.55
SHOPERSTOP 358.20 358.20 349.95 352.20
TNPL 180.40 180.40 176.00 179.35
MAHSEAMLES 380.55 385.30 378.10 382.80
HATHWAY 20.60 20.60 19.85 20.15
CARBORUNIV 306.85 309.10 306.80 307.50
VMART 1732.30 1775.00 1725.00 1756.85
CERA 2455.05 2461.70 2418.00 2424.75
DHANUKA 322.80 327.55 322.80 325.00
GPPL 84.90 86.75 84.40 85.90
GET&D 171.50 177.45 170.20 174.70
VTL 895.60 905.70 890.10 895.45
ECLERX 438.25 440.00 433.50 433.75
FINCABLES 358.00 364.60 355.70 361.05
WESTLIFE 378.00 378.00 369.20 369.65
ORIENTCEM 75.00 75.80 73.85 74.55
HERITGFOOD 319.75 322.45 315.55 319.35
IEX 142.90 144.15 142.80 143.65
SHRIRAMCIT 1335.00 1342.05 1307.85 1320.45
SFL 1310.00 1320.00 1308.00 1313.95
GRINDWELL 598.60 602.40 595.05 598.25
LAOPALA 143.55 143.55 137.00 140.80
VSTIND 4400.00 4417.40 4365.00 4410.10
RATNAMANI 949.55 970.00 949.50 958.75
TCNSBRANDS 727.65 742.90 713.25 717.95
SCHAEFFLER 4472.40 4497.80 4380.10 4396.00
MAHLOG 396.00 396.65 391.00 391.00
SUPRAJIT 177.25 179.00 176.45 176.70
TVSSRICHAK 1721.90 1791.25 1714.00 1773.70
SHILPAMED 295.00 299.40 295.00 298.00
MASFIN 709.50 731.00 709.05 725.00
SKFINDIA 2132.10 2135.60 2126.35 2134.50
TATAINVEST 814.75 817.05 812.50 815.25
TVTODAY 293.25 293.25 286.20 289.85
MAHLIFE 396.35 397.80 389.15 392.55
IBULISL 70.00 70.00 70.00 70.00
TRITURBINE 97.40 98.20 97.35 97.40
MHRIL 224.00 224.90 222.40 223.15
GEPIL 697.15 704.00 697.15 699.25
SIS 941.85 945.50 932.00 938.60
SOLARINDS 1010.00 1029.95 1010.00 1022.30
INOXWIND 32.80 33.15 32.70 32.80
DBCORP 141.90 143.85 141.00 141.85
GULFOILLUB 862.90 862.90 860.00 860.00

�������	

SCRIP OPEN HIgh LOW LTP CHANGE
NIFTY 50 11919.45 11958.85 11881.75 11940.10 55.60
INFRATEL 227.95 259.85 227.70 251.65 24.85
BHARTIARTL 426.90 445.65 421.45 444.65 35.45
AXISBANK 725.00 750.20 725.00 749.80 26.85
RELIANCE 1467.00 1514.90 1465.00 1511.55 52.35
POWERGRID 191.00 196.00 190.20 195.95 5.30
CIPLA 461.20 477.50 459.55 473.30 12.70
GRASIM 775.00 793.50 772.00 789.00 19.50
SBIN 325.80 331.80 322.10 331.40 6.30
TECHM 754.00 766.00 752.00 763.25 11.45
INDUSINDBK 1382.00 1409.00 1374.55 1395.00 20.60
EICHERMOT 21600.00 21799.95 21424.20 21780.05 302.65
INFY 709.90 714.00 705.00 712.80 7.60
HDFCBANK 1265.30 1275.00 1261.10 1274.75 12.70
IOC 132.40 133.60 131.75 133.50 0.95
BAJAJFINSV 9070.00 9189.00 9066.30 9163.00 58.75
DRREDDY 2741.00 2760.45 2724.50 2751.00 14.00
TITAN 1158.80 1167.80 1153.10 1164.00 5.20
WIPRO 248.20 251.15 247.70 250.45 1.00
GAIL 124.70 125.80 123.15 125.30 0.50
LT 1364.50 1378.20 1361.50 1369.50 5.00
UPL 551.00 556.75 538.10 550.20 1.20
SUNPHARMA 425.00 429.90 421.60 425.20 0.65
NESTLEIND 14110.00 14211.90 14009.60 14100.00 14.45
NTPC 117.75 118.30 116.80 117.50 0.05
BAJAJ-AUTO 3156.00 3171.50 3122.10 3156.30 -0.60
HINDALCO 193.60 194.00 190.65 193.25 -0.35
BPCL 520.65 521.90 513.50 520.70 -1.05
KOTAKBANK 1629.90 1631.10 1614.15 1623.00 -4.20
COALINDIA 200.95 201.30 198.25 199.75 -0.55
BAJFINANCE 4165.00 4182.15 4126.25 4140.00 -14.90
ADANIPORTS 367.50 368.15 361.55 364.00 -1.65
BRITANNIA 3140.90 3158.35 3110.00 3124.50 -16.40
ONGC 135.00 135.10 132.80 133.10 -0.80
ITC 251.75 251.80 248.80 249.25 -1.50
HCLTECH 1139.00 1143.50 1128.65 1133.90 -7.20
MARUTI 7146.00 7155.00 7032.00 7054.00 -44.45
JSWSTEEL 249.40 250.85 246.60 248.00 -1.60
ULTRACEMCO 4130.00 4130.00 4085.25 4097.00 -29.35
VEDL 143.75 143.90 140.40 142.30 -1.10
ICICIBANK 497.95 502.00 489.85 494.30 -4.05
HINDUNILVR 2060.05 2060.05 2030.00 2039.00 -17.20
HDFC 2235.60 2238.75 2202.20 2215.70 -20.60
ASIANPAINT 1747.95 1748.00 1718.50 1723.00 -16.00
HEROMOTOCO2520.00 2520.00 2463.10 2473.00 -29.90
TATAMOTORS 170.80 171.75 167.10 167.90 -2.20
TATASTEEL 414.00 414.85 400.00 403.00 -7.05
TCS 2153.00 2154.65 2105.00 2110.00 -42.60
ZEEL 293.75 293.75 282.50 288.00 -6.15
M&M 573.75 575.00 559.65 561.00 -12.70
YESBANK 65.00 67.25 63.05 64.20 -1.65
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SCRIP OPEN HIgh LOW LTP CHANGE
NIFTY NEXT 50 28152.10 28174.95 28006.70 28071.90 -82.10
IDEA 4.85 6.40 4.85 6.15 1.70
HDFCAMC 3464.00 3604.00 3461.00 3584.05 136.85
GICRE 246.90 262.00 236.00 255.20 9.75
BANKBARODA 96.00 99.55 95.80 99.40 3.50
PNB 62.05 64.85 62.05 64.40 2.00
L&TFH 97.90 101.90 97.70 99.80 2.20
IBULHSGFIN 210.20 218.00 210.05 213.00 4.30
HINDZINC 211.00 216.50 208.75 215.00 4.25
PEL 1760.00 1780.95 1753.00 1769.00 24.00
SIEMENS 1554.05 1590.00 1545.55 1575.00 20.40
AUROPHARMA 429.40 435.00 425.30 430.60 5.45
NIACL 150.20 156.50 147.00 152.90 1.55
CADILAHC 242.00 246.95 239.25 243.90 2.40
SHREECEM 19900.00 20077.95 19688.30 20065.00 195.70
BAJAJHLDNG 3707.10 3794.25 3705.00 3727.00 25.10
AMBUJACEM 201.45 202.45 198.70 202.45 1.25
PFC 118.20 119.45 116.80 118.30 0.70
DMART 1835.00 1864.95 1806.00 1840.00 10.55
MARICO 356.25 360.30 353.20 357.00 1.70
DABUR 455.90 456.65 448.60 456.50 1.40
HINDPETRO 291.40 292.85 288.15 291.00 0.85
LUPIN 746.80 754.85 740.70 748.00 1.45
NHPC 23.35 23.50 23.30 23.35 0.00
DLF 217.30 217.75 212.05 215.90 -0.10
HDFCLIFE 571.00 577.50 565.60 570.10 -0.35
PIDILITIND 1305.00 1306.00 1288.00 1303.30 -1.95
SRTRANSFIN 1125.60 1130.00 1117.90 1124.50 -1.85
ASHOKLEY 82.30 82.45 80.20 82.00 -0.15
CONCOR 570.90 572.55 564.55 567.80 -1.35
ACC 1499.00 1502.90 1481.00 1488.20 -3.90
DIVISLAB 1738.00 1746.50 1717.45 1730.00 -5.95
MOTHERSUMI 134.50 135.20 133.40 133.85 -0.45
NMDC 100.60 101.90 99.35 99.90 -0.35
OFSS 3063.95 3079.00 3040.00 3045.30 -10.65
HAVELLS 670.80 673.70 661.80 664.45 -2.90
MCDOWELL-N 612.75 617.35 607.15 609.55 -3.15
PETRONET 273.15 275.65 271.25 271.60 -1.55
BIOCON 260.60 262.70 257.40 259.00 -1.50
PGHH 11107.00 11199.95 10985.00 10990.00 -69.05
BOSCHLTD 15142.90 15142.90 14912.00 14920.00 -128.85
COLPAL 1558.25 1564.10 1530.50 1533.10 -15.55
BERGEPAINT 490.90 493.80 483.20 485.25 -5.45
ICICIGI 1355.55 1359.30 1335.10 1338.20 -15.05
UBL 1245.10 1250.00 1223.50 1230.00 -16.70
PAGEIND 23500.00 23699.00 22959.90 23044.65 -428.95
GODREJCP 718.00 721.45 700.05 701.90 -15.40
INDIGO 1460.00 1468.00 1422.20 1428.15 -31.85
ICICIPRULI 520.70 522.15 503.30 504.40 -16.25
BANDHANBNK 555.00 555.00 534.00 536.10 -22.55
SBILIFE 954.95 970.00 930.00 936.95 -63.10
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The United States no longer
believes that Israeli settle-

ments in the Palestinian terri-
tories are illegal, Secretary of
State Mike Pompeo announced
on Monday, in the latest pro-
Israel shift by Washington.

The statement puts the
United States at odds with vir-
tually all countries as well as
UN Security Council resolu-
tions and was hailed by Israeli
Prime Minister Benjamin
Netanyahu, a close ally of
President Donald Trump who
is days away from potentially
losing office.

“After carefully studying
all sides of the legal debate,”
Pompeo told reporters, the
United States has concluded
that “the establishment of
Israeli civilian settlements in
the West Bank is not, per se,
inconsistent with internation-
al law.”

“Calling the establishment
of civilian settlements incon-
sistent with international law

hasn’t worked. It hasn’t
advanced the cause of peace,”
Pompeo said.

Pompeo said that the
United States was not neces-
sarily considering the settle-
ments legal either but instead
would defer to the judgment of
Israeli courts.

The Palestinian Authority
— which has refused negotia-
tions through the Trump
administration, which it con-
siders biased -- denounced the
latest decision.

Washington is “not qual-
ified or authorized to cancel
the resolutions of interna-
tional law, and has no right to
grant legal ity  to any 
Israeli settlement,” Palestinian
presidential spokesman Nabil
Abu Rudeinah said in a 
statement.

But Netanyahu said that
the US shift “rights a historical
wrong” for the 600,000 Israeli
settlers who live in the West
Bank and east Jerusalem
among around 2.9 million
Palestinians.

Washington: US Chief Justice
John Roberts said that the
Supreme Court has issued a
temporary stay of a federal
appeals court ruling that grant-
ed a House Committee access
to eight years of President
Donald Trump’s financial
records from his accounting
firm.

The ruling was set to go
into effect on Wednesday. The
subpoena from the House
Oversight and Reform
Committee will be unenforce-
able while the Supreme Court
decides whether to take up the
case, reports Xinhua news
agnecy.

The House panel said on
Monday in a letter to the
Supreme Court that it would
agree to the temporary stay to
allow the justices to weigh in.

Trump’s legal team on
November 15 had asked the
Supreme Court to put a hold
on the panel’s subpoena, argu-
ing that if the lower court rul-
ings are allowed to stand, any
committee of Congress could
subpoena any personal infor-
mation it wants from a
President. IANS

Washington: A slim majority
of Americans believe President
Donald Trump should be
impeached and removed from
office for his controversial
Ukraine actions, according to
the first poll after the launch of
public hearings in Congress.

Fifty-one per cent of those
asked said they think Trump
should be tried and convicted
in the US Senate, while anoth-
er six per cent favour impeach-
ment but not removal, accord-
ing to the ABC News-Ipsos poll
released Monday.

That appeared to represent
an increase from before the
hearings in the House
Intelligence Committee began
Wednesday. An average of pre-
vious polls showed about 48
per cent supported Trump’s
removal, according to the web-
site FiveThirtyEight.

The ABC-Ipsos poll sug-
gested as well a drop in the
number of people opposing
impeachment, to 38 per cent,
compared to the
FiveThirtyEight average of
about 46 per cent. But a quar-
ter of all those polled did not
think Trump did anything
wrong. AFP
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China insisted on Tuesday it
alone held the authority to

rule on constitutional matters
in Hong Kong, as it con-
demned a decision by the city’s
high court to overturn a ban on

face masks worn by pro-
democracy protesters.

The statement raised hack-
les among activists in Hong

Kong after months of violent
protests over concerns that
Beijing is chipping away at the
autonomy of the financial hub.

Hong Kong: Arms covered in
cling film and torches in hand
as they drop into the sewers,
clusters of pro-democracy pro-
testers still inside a Hong Kong
campus are plotting increas-
ingly ingenious — and des-
perate — ways to escape a
police siege.

Among the detritus of a
scorched and graffiti-sprayed
concourse at Hong Kong
Polytechnic University, sever-
al plastic covers -- some with
torches placed above them --
betray extraordinary under-
ground escape plans.

Protesters have removed
metal manholes, some making
exploratory forays into the
fetid tunnels, following
rumours of successful exfiltra-

tions from a campus ringed for
three days by baton-wielding
police determined to arrest
them.

Pockets of protesters, some
with thick bandages wrapped
around their knees in antici-
pation of a long crawl to free-
dom, knot the holes discussing
an unlikely — and highly dan-
gerous — breakout.

AFP reporters saw one
group on their stomachs prac-
tising crawling. Another group
hugged each other in consola-
tion after apparently agreeing
not to take the route down into
the unknown.

“The people outside can’t
help us,” a protester told local
television as he prepared to
descend into a sewer. “So what

can we do?” One protester, gas
mask on, and cling film
wrapped around his arms, car-
ried a torch as he descended
with his backpack down the
metal rungs into the subter-
ranean gloom. AFP
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Asenior North Korean offi-
cial has put forward new

conditions for talks with the
US, saying Washington should
give up its hostile policy before
coming to the negotiation table
with Pyongyang.

“The US always calls for
negotiation for denucleariza-
tion, but there is no room to say

about the negotiation before
the complete and irrevocable
withdrawal of its hostile poli-
cy toward the DPRK, the root
cause of the nuclear issue of the
Korean peninsula,” the state-
run Korean Central News
Agency reported on Tuesday
citing Kim Yong Chol, chair-
man of the Korea Asia-Pacific
Peace Committee, as saying on
Monday night.

Lahore: Ailing former Pakistan
Prime Minister Nawaz Sharif on
Tuesday left for London from
here in an air ambulance for fur-
ther treatment. He was accom-
panied by his brother, Pakistan
Muslim League-Nawaz (PML-
N) President Shehbaz Sharif
and other personnel, including
his personal physician Adnan
Khan, reports Dawn news.

The air ambulance, which
arrived from Doha on Tuesday
morning, is equipped with an
intensive care unit and an oper-
ation theatre, with a team of doc-
tors on board. IANS

Colombo: Sri Lanka’s former
strongman President Mahinda
Rajapaksa has sought the resig-
nation of Prime Minister Ranil
Wickremesinghe after his
younger brother Gotabaya
Rajapaksa became the President,
asserting that governance will
improve if the President and the
Cabinet are from the same party.

Addressing the media after
a religious ceremony organised
for his 74th birthday on Monday,
the Opposition Leader in
Parliament said it would be
more effective to have a
Government where the
President and the Cabinet are
from one party . PTI
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Washington: The US is grave-
ly concerned by the deepening
political unrest and violence in
Hong Kong, Secretary of State
Mike Pompeo has said, urging
the city’s government to
address public concerns and
China to honour its promises

of liberties.
Pompeo’s remarks came

amid a dramatic escalation in
unrest, with Hong Kong police
threatening to fire live bullets
if demonstrators did not stop
using weapons in the latest
anti-government protests. PTI
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Bringing the structural fundamentals of a
classroom through the wide reach of dig-

ital technology, PaperVideo — India’s first dig-
ital classroom for supplementary learning, has
launched its Math curriculum for Classes VIII
to XI. PaperVideo’s digital classroom, which
is free for all students, offers a comprehen-
sive and holistic Math programme congru-
ent with CBSE, ICSE, HSC, SSC and all State
Education Boards of India. 

Research has stated that the lack of qual-
ity teachers and curriculum are the primary
reasons why India consistently ranks low in
all global education indexes. The Annual
Status of Education Report for 2018 mentions
that 61 per cent of Indian eight graders strug-

gle with simple Math. Another shocking
observation made by the researchers suggests
that only 26.6 per cent of Class VIII students
are fluent in subtraction — a fundamental
arithmetical function.

Chirag Arya, Founder, PaperVideo, said:
“The education sector has a critical role to play
in driving the economic and social develop-
ment in the country. Lack of access to qual-
ity education has been a persistent barrier for
students beyond metro cities. Through
PaperVideo, we want to bridge this gap and
bring academic resources to those who need
it.”  

The curriculum is based on a structured
learning method which helps students to har-
ness their optimum potential, resulting in a
high-quality personalised learning arena. 

The three-day 47th National
Convention of Company

Secretaries of the Institute of
Company Secretaries of India
was inaugurated at Jaipur,
Rajasthan on November 14, 2019
and was concluded on November
16, 2019 with much gusto.

Attended by more than 1,800
participants from across the
nation and abroad, the National
Convention comprised Technical
Sessions on areas of profession-
al interest and various
Motivational and Special
Sessions. Two special sessions
were dedicated to artificial intel-

ligence and appearance before
quasi-judicial bodies.

The valedictory session of
the convention was graced by Dr
Sudhanshu Trivedi, National
Spokesperson of Bharatiya Janata
Party, Dr Satish Poonia, State

President, Bharatiya Janata Party,
Rajasthan and Ashish Chauhan,
Managing Director and Chief
Executive Officer, BSE Limited.

In his concluding address for
the event, CS Ranjeet Pandey,
President, ICSI thanking all the
delegates for their tremendous
participation said that: “We have
made great progress so far as a
profession. In the last 51 years of
our history, we have become a
profession to reckon with. Our
membership has doubled and the
members are taking up roles of
insolvency professionals and reg-
istered valuers.” 
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The British Council, UK’s
international organisation

for educational opportunities
and cultural relations, is host-
ing ‘Study UK Fair’ on
Saturday, November 23, 2019
at British Council, 17,
Kasturba Gandhi Marg, New
Delhi . 

The education fair will
host anyone who aspires to
study in the UK and wants be
a part of its rich and vibrant
culture. Representatives from
over 40 UK universities will be
present at the fair to address

face-to-face queries.
The fair also welcomes

parents, teachers and educa-
tionists.

The education fair pro-
vides a unique opportunity to
meet academic institutions-
from the UK under one roof
and seek information on appli-
cation procedure, shortlisting
of courses and institutions,
scholarships and financial
assistance, post-study work
opportunities, IELTS and
much more.

Interested candidates can
register at the venue or online
on British Council’s website.

������	�����	���
Lakshya Bhartee Institute

of International Hotel
Management invites applica-
tions for admissions to its
under graduate programmes
and post graduates pro-
grammes in Hotel
Management. 

Eligibility: For BSc in
Hotel Management, applicants
must have passed Class XII
from a recognised central/
State board or from a recog-
nised university. Selection will
be based on personal inter-
view. For MSc in Hotel
Management, applicants must
complete their graduation
from a recognised university.

Duration: Three years for
BSc and two years for MSc. 

How to apply: Log on to
www.lbiihm.com. 

L ast date to apply :
November 29, 2019.
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Thadomal Shahani Centre

for Management invites appli-
cations for admissions to  its
Professional Diploma in
Banking Management course.

The bankers of tomorrow
will need the skills to manage
these new innovations along
with having knowledge of core
banking applications. This
course provides highly sub-
sidised banking programme to
fresh college graduates and
create the bankers of the
future.

In keeping with this, the
course includes a smart phone
enabled Banking Mobile App
through which students can
view banking jobs available
and see how their skills match
with the job requirements and
learn the subjects needed to
get the desired job. The lec-
tures are conducted only on
weekends which are taught by
the real time Bankers on var-
ious subjects such as Core
Banking, Banking Processes,
Consultative Selling, Interview
Preparedness and Language &
Communication.

Duration: Four months
How to apply: Log on to

https://ask.careers/courses/pro-
fessional-diploma-in-banking-
management/ or contact —
022 6670 1111/91 99300
88330.

L ast date to apply :
November 29, 2019.
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The University of

Strathclyde, Glasgow invites
applications for admissions
to its new MSc Manufacturing
Management course.

Eligibility: First or upper
second-class honours degree,
or equivalent, in a relevant
engineering, technology, sci-
ence or business-related dis-
cipline.

IELTS 6.0 overall with no
individual component below
5.5.

Fee: £20,900 for interna-
tional students for 2020/21.

How to apply: Log on to
https://www.strath.ac.uk/cours-
es/postgraduatetaught/manu-
facturingmanagement/#whythi
scourse or contact - eng-admis-
sions@strath.ac.uk.

/��������������
Education and Career

Times invites applications for
admissions to its content writ-
ing courses for 2019-2020 ses-
sion.

Eligibility: Anyone who
has appeared for or passed
Class XII exam can enroll for
content writing courses at
ECT. You should be able to
read and understand English
language to be eligible to
attend the class.    

How to apply: Log on to
https://ect.co.in or contact
7827916060.

L ast date to apply :
November 29, 2019.

The last six months have been
tough on the Indian economy,

which is adversely impacting employ-
ees and individuals across the indus-
try. GDP touched a six-year low. The
auto sector and FMCG were the main
sectors that were severely impacted.
Infrastructure projects slowed down,
unemployment increased, invest-
ments reduced. 

One can see and feel the impact
of the slowdown. Reports say around
2.30 lakh jobs have been lost in the
auto sector. The majority of the fast-
moving consumer goods (FMCG)
companies have reported a decline in
volume growth in the April-June
quarter. 

The slow down has a percolating
effect on employee engagement and
performance. There is high pressure
to deliver on business results, stress
is high, demands are high, resources
are low. There are budget cuts.
Training, travel is frozen. News of lay-
offs, decrease in consumption, shut
down days at factories further impact
sentiments. Low motivation further
impacts productivity, retention and
triggers the vicious downward spiral.

This brings us to the question,
how can organisations, and employ-
ees as individuals tide over this peri-
od. Well, in our opinion, the econo-
my has its cycles, and if we are expe-

riencing a slowdown, we will experi-
ence a boom as well. And we suggest
that organisations and individuals
spend this time preparing for the
boom.

What should organisations do
during the slowdown?

We understand the budgets are
tight and some tough calls might need
to be taken. But it is at this time that
the true mettle or organisational cul-
ture and leadership is tested.
Maintaining transparency and ongo-
ing communication to avoid any
sudden big decisions is key. This will
help in ensuring that employees con-
tinue to trust the management and
insecurity is kept at bay.

Managers and leaders will play an
important role, and organisations will
see the emergence of new leaders.
Managers who hold teams together

in these difficult times are your lead-
ers of tomorrow.

This is also the time to think
innovatively and invest in employee
development. Use technology, open
sources, in house resources, leaders
from other companies to come and
hold guest lectures. These are zero
budget initiatives but will keep
employees engaged. Reskilling, rede-
ployment, cross-functional projects
are easy wins.

Carry out those internal devel-
opment projects that one never found
the time for. Streamline processes, use
internal resources to automate, devel-
op apps. Create internal communi-
cation and involvement platforms.
Work on improvement areas. Work
on the intranet, update your policies
and communicate, communicate &
communicate. Keep the atmosphere

positive. 
Gear up for the future. What will

you need when the economy starts to
lookup? Focus the attention of
employees in that direction and get
everyone working towards hope.

What can Employees do?
The onus is not entirely on the

organisation. Every employee has a
role to play. We are responsible for our
skill development as well. Read,
explore new developments in your
fields, and attend industry events and
conferences, volunteer for cross-
functional/location projects.

Work on your branding, leverage
social media, publish opinions, take
guest lectures at institutes, do social
work, contribute to society. 

Grow your Network. Professional
networking platforms and events are
good areas to find peers with com-
mon interests as well as industry men-
tors.

On a personal front, spend more
time with your family. Connect with
friends from school, college or wher-
ever last you met them. Focus on your
health. Join the gym again. Take that
bucket list holiday. Rekindle that
hobby that you never had the time for!

In a nutshell, take charge and pre-
pare yourself for tomorrow.
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	����"������&#2!����-#2 Agrowing domain in the tech

industry, cloud computing
involves the delivery of services such
as servers, storage, databases, net-
working software, analytics and
intelligence over the internet. A
popular option for businesses to
increase productivity, performance
and security of their services, cloud
computing reduces the require-
ment for large upfront investments
in hardware.

Offering valuable services to
organisations, the demand for cloud
computing services is on an expo-
nential rise. As per IDC, the Indian
cloud computing market is expect-
ed to grow to $4 billion by 2020 with
an annual growth of more than 30
per cent, thereby creating one mil-
lion new jobs in India.

Here are few job roles one can
take up to advance their career in
this domain.

DevOps: A set of applications
that automates the processes
between software development and
IT teams, DevOps builds, tests,
and releases software faster and
more reliably. A DevOps manager
needs to manage the infrastructure,
ensuring that everything is perfectly
in tune with the needs of the appli-
ance. A DevOps manager should be
adept with managerial skills to
maximise the predictability, effi-
ciency and security of the opera-

tional processes.
Cloud Architect: Responsible

for bridging the gap between com-
plex business problems and solu-
tions in the cloud, a Cloud Architect
converts the technical requirements
of a project into the architecture that
will guide the final product. They
manage the cloud computing archi-
tecture in an organisation including
the front-end platforms, servers,
storage, delivery and networks. 

Cloud Software Engineer:
Responsible for any duties related to
cloud computing, including design,
planning, management and support,
the roles of a Cloud Software
Engineer can be broken into mul-
tiple divisions. A Cloud Software
Engineer is responsible for over-
seeing the development of the pro-
gramming systems, maintaining

them and ensuring that they func-
tion correctly.

Cloud System Administrator:
With primary job responsibilities of
configuring the cloud management
service and manage these services,
a Cloud System Administrator
works in a mixed Windows and
Unix software environment. They
also lead, oversee and maintain
multi-user computing environment
as per the organisation’s require-
ments. They are required to possess
strong technical knowledge of vir-
tual machines such as IaaS, PaaS and
SaaS. These professionals are usu-
ally responsible for the design and
development of disseminated soft-
ware modules that combine with
cloud service providers.
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Science has been one of the most
popular streams among most of
the students. It is the stream
which opens gates to popular

courses including Engineering,
Medicine and other ailed disciplines.
The majority of students with science
background (medical and non-med-
ical) in Class XII are inclined towards
engineering and medical career
options. These courses attract most of
the aspirants as they offer high salary
packages and high esteem of respect
in the society. If not engineering and
medicine then what are other career
opportunities for Science stream stu-
dents? Students don’t explore other
career options. They are generally pres-
surised by their parents/friends/soci-
ety to believe that engineering and
medicine are only two options avail-
able after studying PCM and PCB in
Class XII.

There was a time when the craze
for engineering and medicine was at
its peak as option in other streams was
limited. But now the scenario is
changing exponentially. The number
of applicants is increasing as the num-
ber of seats available is limited. As per
a report the selection in the last five
years is around only a per cent. This
is because engineering students lack
advanced digital skills including arti-
ficial intelligence, machine learning,
data science and wireless technologies
among others that the companies
require.

But still most of the science stream
students tend to go for medical and
engineering option. The two disci-
plines of the stream have reached the
saturation point. This has made stu-
dents to opt for other academic
avenues to satisfy their creative aspects
while offering great career prospects
in the future. Many generations have
been and are a part of this vicious cir-
cle. But now, more and more students
are opting for unconventional cours-
es like management, law and hotel
management. Not only opportunities
in private sector and MNC’s, these
courses provide a gateway for the
Government jobs as well.

	�����	���
Management as a career choice

offers a solid foundation for a reward-
ing career. The statistics suggest that
the postgraduate management colleges
have witnessed an upswing in the
number of students from the science
background opting for it. 

After completing MBA and grad-
uation degree in management many
students aspire for the jobs in Public
Sector Units (PSU). 

Along with higher pay, trans-
parency in promotion and medical
facilities, Job security is the prime rea-
son that makes a government job a
lucrative option. Some of the job
opportunities that a student can opt
after completing management degree
include.

� Banking sector: Banking sector
offers number of job opportunities for
management graduates in the public
sector which includes personnel offi-
cer, marketing officer, and additional
programme officer. These are recruit-
ed via competitive exams like Institute
of Banking Personnel Selection (IPBS)
while some banks like State Bank of
India and other PSU’s conduct their
own exam for the recruitment.
� Management and operational
manager: Various PSU’s offers vacan-
cies in different departments such as
managerial role, operations, HR and
Finance etc.  The criteria for this posi-
tion are either on entrance on merit
basis which are conducted by few

PSU’s.

���
Law, as a career, is more than

black and white but is now one of the
most promising career options with
immense opportunities. 

The exam for it is called Common
LAW Admission Test (CLAT). Along
with private sector and entrepre-
neurship, there are some career oppor-
tunities in Public sector. Some of them
include:
� Legal Advisors and Consultants
in legal departments: A student pos-
sessing qualification required by
department of legal affairs and leg-
islative department can practice as a
legal advisor and consultant. These
officers can reach the level of secre-
tary to the Government with the pas-
sage of time and their performance.

Legislative counsels are also
appointed in the official wing of leg-
islatives department for Hindi and
regional languages. 

All these posts are filed through
UPSC exam and State Public Service
Commission on regular basis. These
officers are also recruited in the legal
branches of Indian Army, navy and
Air force.
� Judiciary: A person holding a law
degree can also work at a junior cadre
posts of Magistrate or sub- Judge.
These are generally recruited through
UPSC exam or through Public service
Commissions.
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A global Industry, Hospitality

offers exciting opportunities to grad-
uates who wish to travel, and take up
careers both nationally and interna-
tionally. Over the last decade and a
half, as the Indian economy has
grown, the hospitality industry in our
country has also grown by leaps and
bounds.

The hospitality industry in India
will need 3.5 million skilled employ-
ees over the next five years, with an
international investment of �3,300
crores, a wide range of jobs will be cre-
ated. Job opportunities for hotel man-
agement graduates in public include
� Marketing and sales executive: A
person holding a degree in hotel
management can apply in various
hotels operated by government. The
role of marketing and sales executive
involves maximising hotel’s revenues
by developing programmes to increase
occupancy making profitable use of
accommodation.   
� Client Executives and other allied
opportunities: Various Government
authorities like sports authority of
India, Indian navy hospitality services
and State Tourism department invites
applications for various posts includ-
ing client executives and other job
opportunities for hotel management
graduates. The recruitment is done
through interviews only.
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India is at a strange crossroad. Education
is evolving at the speed of lightning, the rate
of unemployment is also skyrocketing,

doubling in the past two years. According to
the State of India’s Environment report (2019),
the unemployment rate has gone up from 4%
to 7.6% in the last two years. This can be con-
tributed to the fact that one should not blame
the employers but the lack of employability
amongst students. The complaint is unani-
mous — a lack of employability is rampant as
students get entrenched in bookish knowledge
while failing to grasp basic practical skills like
as communication, aptitude, ability to think
on their feet and so on.

There is an evident skill gap that is
required to be bridged to harness prosperity
for the nation and at the pace at which hir-
ing is evolving, it is even more essential to pick
up the pace, rather remaining behind. Yet,
institutions and schools, as well as parents/stu-
dents, aren’t aware of the importance of incul-
cating vocational training and nurturing
skills into the regular curriculum. 

Here are a few salient reasons why voca-
tional and skill training is essential for the pre-
sent scenario:

Cultivates learning style: Every person
comes with his style of learning that remains
incomparable to the rest and this holds for stu-
dents as well. Some students can simply read
and understand a concept, while others have
a penchant for probing further to unearth an
interesting feature that would encourage the
assimilation of knowledge.

Yet, our curriculum is molded in such a
way that individual minds are forced to be slot-
ted into a particular type of learning that is
fit for society.

In such situations, it is the students who
are unable to learn properly as their natural
pace of learning faces a severe roadblock,
inhibiting them to apply their faculties to the
fullest. Vocational training provides the space
for learning at one's own pace.

Cultivates job readiness: The transition
that one goes through from educational to
occupational level is huge as one move to a
stage where he has to apply all the lessons
learnt all this while. And yet, more often than
not, they fail at grasping every basic that is
required from them, making work even more
difficult.

Adapting to the corporate world, with its
set of ups and downs, remains a challenge that
people fail to tackle. Vocational training
enables students to adapt to the corporate
world at a much faster rate; adding depth their
portfolio and helping them materialize their

vision. With vocational training, young pro-
fessionals wouldn't shy away from taking the
initiative to work. 

Cultivates communication and critical
thinking: Irrespective of whichever segment
you work for, communication skills are the
kernel of growth and development.

Vocational training improves the level of
communication as it exposes the students to
a plethora of people from all walks of life- both
novices and veterans, therefore giving them
the industry experience and exposure need-
ed to enhance their portfolio. As for critical
thinking, students would learn the process of
actively and skillfully conceptualizing, apply-
ing, analyzing, and/or evaluating information
gathered. This would further urge them to
expand their thinking and function aptly. 

Why Government and private entities
need to work together to harness this trend:
There is a requirement for the proper admin-
istration of vocational education by various
states government and better co-ordination
between different state departments and
agencies, to secure relevant talent. 

While there is a place for promises, what
the Indian educational scenario needs is an
actionable approach, which organizations
like Youth4work are trying to bring in, via pro-
viding a variety of skill-building courses to
enhance career and growth. Soon the draught
of employability will meet the right skilled
force to empower the nation that is as vivid
as India.
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The IIT Hyderabad’s
Center for
Healthcare

Entrepreneurship (CfHE)
invites Applications for its
Fellowship for 2019-20.
The fellowship is dedicated
to achieving universal
healthcare solutions
through entrepreneurship
and providing successful
applicants with training
and incubation opportuni-
ties

The fellowship is dedi-
cated to achieving univer-
sal healthcare solutions by
igniting the spark of entre-
preneurship and providing
successful applicants with
training and incubation
opportunities. 

The Center is inviting
applications for admission
to the prestigious CfHE
fellowship for the year
2020 starting from January
2020.

The Fellowship pro-
vides a stipend of �50,000
per month during the first
year of training, which
includes deep clinical
immersions in private and
public hospitals and expo-
sure to the healthcare
industry. 

For more details:
http://hc.iith.ac.in

Application deadline:

The last date to apply is
November 30, 2019.

Interested candidates can
apply at http://bit.do/cfhe-
application2019-II.

The Erasmus Mundus
award is now available to
pursue a master degree
programme. The
University of Glasgow is
the leading partner in the
consortium of universities
that have developed this
multiple master pro-
gramme.

Nationality: All
nationalities (Programme
and partner countries).

Eligibility: Copy (or
copies) of your official
degree certificate(s); copy
(or copies) of your official
academic transcript(s),
showing full details of sub-
jects studied and
grades/marks obtained;
Official English transla-
tions of the certificate(s)
and transcript(s); Two ref-
erence letters on headed
paper; CV; Evidence of
your English Language
ability (if your first lan-
guage is not English); copy
of the photo page of your
passport (Non-EU students
only)

How to apply:
Applicants can apply as an
Erasmus Mundus scholar-
ship student and a self-
funded student through
the online application.

Appication deadline:
It is Janaury 31, 2020.
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With varied surround-
ings turning into can-
vases, art is expanding

beyond galleries. In the realm of
art and technology, visual art
and immersive lightning is an
emerging career platform which
is grasping the attention of the
youth today. It is a thought
process that knows no bound-
aries which culminate into a
visual language.

The dynamic world with an
intersection of art, design and
technology provides an array of
career opportunities from set-
designing to creating 3-D mod-
els with projection-mapping.
These range of careers open
new doors to every creative
enthusiast. 

If you are creative and
imaginative, a degree in visual
arts could be just what you are
looking for to express yourself.
Students interested in this field
can apply for the visual arts
degree — Bachelor of Visual
Arts or Bachelor of Design and
Bachelor of Fine Arts. Some of
the popular specialisations are
animation, digital composition,
game developing, fine arts,
multimedia, and many more. 

If you’d like to make a liv-
ing through art and design,
keep reading and looking out
for common paths with the
major careers they lead to.

There’s a growing need for
people who can understand,
operate, and provide innovation
through 3D printing and mod-
elling concepts. This rapidly
advancing technology calls for
engineers who can understand,
maintain, and operate this
equipment.

Mechanical, industrial, or
software engineers will have a
better grasp of what’s involved
in producing accurate working

models and components for
manufacturing architectural
designs.

�����������
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An exhibition designer is

someone who creates displays
and fixtures for large exhibi-
tions, shows, businesses,
museums, libraries, and gal-
leries. They are specially
trained in the art involved
in the layout design and
may work exclusively for a
museum, gallery, or a pri-
vate firm. 

Activities inherent to the
career include concept and
design development, schemat-
ic design, construction docu-
ment development, fabrication
and installation.
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Video game devel-

opers, also known as video
game programmers, write code
for games for various platforms
such as PCs, consoles, web
browsers, and mobile phones.
They take inputs from game
designers with ideas sketches,
dynamics and mechanics and
develop a final playable game.
Creativity and strong analytical
frame of mind are the crucial
key skills required to be a devel-
oper in the field of digital gam-
ing. 

������		����
Programmers develop soft-

ware and the chief process
involves writing various lines of
code.

Coding (a common phrase
used for programme develop-
ment) is achieved by analysing
and implementing algorithms,
understanding data structures,
solving logical problems, and
more. It is the role of a com-
puter programmer to assure
that the software responds
appropriately to users/viewers
and provide the desired func-
tionality.

+��.�������/���.������
An artist’s constant struggle

to commercialise his artwork in
the mainstream market is not
new to us. This is where the
guidance and mentorship of a
visual art consultant can prove
extremely beneficial.

Art consultants are
required to have in-depth
knowledge of various forms of
art and different artistic tech-
niques and language. Although
there are no absolute academ-
ic requirements, and it is pos-
sible for a person who is an art
enthusiast to start their own
firm and work in this role, for-
mal post-secondary training is

an asset.
Strong sales skills, negotia-

tion skills, and customer service
skills are a great add-on to art
consultants.

�������������������
Installation art is an artis-

tic category which uses three-
dimensional works that often
are site-specific and designed to
transform the outlook towards
space or to give away certain
message.

In order to be an installa-
tion artist, students can choose
a specialisation in the following
creative expressions: Sculpting,
painting, applied art or art his-
tory in their graduation cours-
es. Installation artists are hired
by several firms, museums, gal-
leries, toy industries, and even
film industries to create and
beautify atmospheres, mould
figures and provide artistic
advice for film direction and
sets. 
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Set designers pick back-

grounds, lighting, props, and
other items to create the envi-
ronment for stage productions,
films, and shows. They work
with directors and production
crews to design or recreate the
appearance and atmosphere of
a specific era, place or location
according to the theme.

Set-designers play many
roles and most commonly have
expertise such as knowledge of
design software and computer-
aided design (CAD) pro-
grammes, awareness of prop-
erties of various materials as
well as the ability to use con-
struction tools, read blueprints,
draw set sketches and con-
struct set models. 
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Lionel Messi scored a late
penalty as Argentina drew

2-2 with Uruguay in a friend-
ly held in Israel on Monday,
with the Jewish state consid-
ering the match a victory.

The game pitted Messi
against his Barcelona team-
mate Luis Suarez, and it
looked as though the
Uruguayan had gotten the
better of him as he scored one
goal and set up another to
give his team a 2-1 lead going
into injury time.

But a ball into the box
was handled by a Uruguayan
defender, and Messi calmly
slotted the resulting penalty
home to ensure an engaging
friendly ended all square.

The 32-year-old had ear-
lier teed up Manchester City
striker Sergio Aguero to make
it 1-1, after Edinson Cavani

had opened the scoring.
Suarez scored a free-kick

from outside the box to give
his side the lead before Messi’s
late intervention.

The game had been
dubbed by organisers as an
important moment for Israel,
following the cancellation of
another Argentina match a
year earlier after pressure
from pro-Palestinian cam-
paigners.

On the pitch at times it
felt like the Messi show, with
the crowd chanting his name
and every mazy run greeted
by vociferous cheering.

While not at his electric
best, he showed moments of
quality — slaloming past
defenders and forcing
Uruguay goalkeeper Martin

Campana into a number of
smart saves.

The match comes after
the cancellation of a pre-
World Cup friendly fixture
between Argentina and Israel
in June 2018 after boycott
calls.

That match had been due
to be played in Jerusalem,
sparking Palestinian anger
and criticism of Argentina
online.

Israel considers Jerusalem
its “indivisible” capital, while
Palestinians claim the eastern
part of the city — occupied by
Israel in 1967 and later
annexed — as the capital of
their future state.

Monday’s game was held
in the Israeli commercial cap-
ital Tel Aviv.
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Denmark and Switzerland
secured spots at Euro 2020 at
the expense of the Republic of

Ireland on Monday as Roberto
Mancini’s Italy completed a perfect
qualifying campaign by scoring nine.

Ireland needed to beat Denmark
in Dublin to clinch qualification for
next year’s 24-team European

Championship finals, but Matt
Doherty’s late header was only
enough to earn Mick McCarthy’s
men a 1-1 draw at the Aviva
Stadium.

A closely-fought con-
test, low on technical
quality, swung the vis-
itors’ way when the
unmarked Martin

Braithwaite stuck
out a boot to
divert a
Henrik Dalsgaard
cross into the net
on 73 minutes.

However, Ireland
scored a late equaliser to

draw 1-1 in Copenhagen in June and
they repeated the feat here as
Wolverhampton Wanderers right-
back Doherty headed in an Enda
Stevens cross with five minutes left.

Needing to win, the home side

then threw everything at their oppo-
nents in the dying moments, but
Denmark held on to clinch second
place in Group D behind Switzerland.

“We had opportunities but I am
not going to criticise the lads,”
McCarthy told Sky Sports.

“They have been brilliant. We lost
one game out of eight. I am very proud
of them. We can beat anyone in the
play-offs.”

The Danes, European champions
in 1992, can now look forward to play-
ing at home during the finals, with
Copenhagen one of the 12 host cities
chosen for the tournament.

Switzerland secured top
spot with a 6-1 away win
against minnows Gibraltar as
Cedric Itten scored twice.
Skipper and Arsenal outcast
Granit Xhaka netted their
final goal.

Italy had already
wrapped up qualification from Group
J but they saved their best for last,
making it 10 wins from 10 by ham-
mering Armenia 9-1 in Palermo with
seven different scorers.

Serie A top scorer Ciro Immobile
and Nicolo Zaniolo both scored
braces, while Nicolo Barella and
Alessio Romagnoli found the net
before Chelsea midfielder Jorginho
converted a penalty.

Riccardo Orsolini came off the
bench to score on his Italy debut and
Federico Chiesa finished off the scor-
ing after Edgar Babayan had pulled
one back for Armenia.

It was an 11th straight win in all
for Mancini’s side, with Italy scoring
nine times in a game for the first time
since beating the USA 9-0 at the
London Olympics in 1948.

“We had the right approach to the
game and you don’t score nine goals
by chance,” Mancini purred.

“We need to improve various
aspects of the game but for me it will
be really difficult to leave some peo-
ple at home when I select the squad
for the finals. They would all deserve
to be there.”

Having wrapped up a historic first
qualification for a major tournament
three days earlier, Finland lost 2-1 to
Greece in Athens despite Norwich
City striker Teemu Pukki giving them
a first-half lead with his 10th goal in
eight international games.

Bosnia and Herzegovina finish
fourth in the group despite a 3-0 win
in Liechtenstein, but they will have
another chance to qualify via the play-
offs next March.

LAST GAME FOR MORENO
Meanwhile, Group F winners

Spain rounded out their qualifying
campaign with a 5-0 destruction of
Romania at a barely half-full
Metropolitano Stadium in Madrid.

Gerard Moreno scored twice
after Napoli midfielder Fabian Ruiz
opened the scoring. Adrian Rus put
through his own net in first-half stop-
page time and Real Sociedad striker
Mikel Oyarzabal wrapped up the win
amid reports the match was Robert
Moreno’s last as coach.

Having already qualified as run-
ners-up in the same group, Sweden
defeated the Faroe Islands 3-0, while
Norway, who go into the play-offs,
won 2-1 in Malta.

The final automatic qualifying
berth will be decided after Wales host
Hungary with the winner going
through from Group E, while a draw
in Cardiff could allow Slovakia to pip
both of them by beating Azerbaijan.
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Luis Enrique will return
as coach of Spain and

replace Robert Moreno
ahead of Euro 2020, the
Spanish Football
Federation (RFEF) con-
firmed on Tuesday.

Moreno took charge
in June after Luis Enrique
had resigned to take care
of his daughter Xana, who
died in August of bone
cancer.

“Today we can con-
firm Luis Enrique returns
to his position of work,”
RFEF president Luis
Rubiales said in a press
conference at the nation-
al team’s training base in
Las Rozas.

Rubiales said Luis
Enrique has a contract
until the 2022 World Cup
in Qatar and that it will be
up to him whether
Moreno is offered a
chance to resume his pre-
vious role as assistant
coach.

The pair were close
friends and also worked
together at Barcelona,
Celta Vigo and Roma but
Moreno appears upset at
the manner of his depar-
ture.

“Luis Enrique stepped
down because of the worst
possible thing that can
happen to a father,”
Rubiales said.

“He has always been
the leader of our project
and he has a contract
until (the) World Cup in
Qatar.”

Luis Enrique was
appointed Spain’s coach
after the 2018 World Cup
and his readiness to
return will be welcomed,
after the death of his nine-
year-old daughter three
months ago.

But the RFEF’s han-
dling of the change has

been clumsy, with reports
emerging before Spain’s 5-
0 win over Romania on
Monday that he would
not lead the team at next
year’s finals.

Moreno did not
appear for his post-match
press conference and
reportedly left the players’
dressing room in tears.

Rubiales said Moreno
also chose not to show up
for a meeting with the
RFEF on Tuesday.

“We had a meeting set
up with Robert Moreno at
10am this morning,”
Rubiales said.

“But he did not come,
only his two lawyers.”

Moreno said in
September he would be
“the first and most
delighted to step aside” if
Luis Enrique decided he
wanted to come back but
he may have hoped for
more transparency
around the decision.

Rubiales rejected
accusations of dishonesty,
insisting he spoke to Luis
Enrique in October and
then again on Monday,
having learned he was
ready to return through
Moreno.

“It was clear that as
soon as Luis Enrique felt
strong enough to return,
the door would be open
for him,” Rubiales said.

“I have been honest
about that. Nobody can
feel tricked.”

Rubiales added: “We
thank Robert Moreno for
his work, he did a very
good job, and we are very
happy with what he did.

“But I repeat that
Robert Moreno told us
that he had spoken to
Luis Enrique, who told
him he wanted to return.
We found out Luis
Enrique wanted to come
back through Moreno.”

	��/������� Pep Guardiola’s agent has
ruled out a return to Bayern Munich at
least until the Spaniard’s contract expires
at Manchester City in 2021, according to
reports.

The German champions are current-
ly looking for a new head coach following
the sacking of Niko Kovac after a 5-1
thrashing at Eintracht Frankfurt at the start
of the month.

Caretaker boss Hansi Flick will remain
in charge at least until Christmas when the
Bundesliga goes into recess but the
Germans are already on the lookout for a
possible high profile replacement.

“Pep is content and very happy in
Manchester. His contract is until June
2021,” Guardiola’s agent Josep Maria
Orobitg told German daily Bild on
Wednesday, having also been quoted by
websites SPOX and Goal.

“Guardiola always fulfils his con-
tracts.

“I haven’t spoken with anyone in
Germany about him — neither with
intermediaries nor club bosses.

“Pep has good memories of Munich
and still has friends there, but at the
moment he has shown no interest in
returning to Germany as a coach.

“That is something that is just as
impossible at the moment as it was last
summer with Juventus.

“I deny all rumours.”
Guardiola won the German league and

cup double in his final season at Bayern
in 2016 having lifted the Bundesliga title
in each of his three seasons at the Munich
club, who he joined in 2013.

Ajax coach Erik ten Hag and Paris
Saint-Germain’s Thomas Tuchel have
been linked to Bayern, but both have made
it clear they will not leave their respective
clubs this season. AFP
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Newly-appointed Montreal Impact boss
Thierry Henry vowed to learn from the

mistakes of his disastrous reign at Monaco on
Monday but called for patience as he attempts
to revive the fortunes of the struggling Major
League Soccer outfit.

Speaking at his first press conference since
his appointment by Montreal last week, the
42-year-old former France and Arsenal super-
star insisted he is ready for the challenge
despite his troubled tenure with Ligue 1 side
Monaco.

Henry was sacked by Monaco in January
after only 100 days in charge as the team nose-
dived into the relegation zone following his
appointment, with just five wins in 20 match-
es.

“For me, the way I put it is always [either]
you win or you learn, and I learned a lot there,”
Henry said of his spell at Monaco.

“It’s about coming back, always. You have
to get up and be in front of what happens. The
only mistake that you can make is not learn-
ing from what happened.”

Henry, who was also an assistant coach
to Belgium during the country’s 2018 World
Cup campaign, where they finished third, said
his experiences were part of his evolution as
a manager.

“You have to start somewhere,” he said of
his time with Belgium and Monaco.

“I learned a lot about myself. It’s about
fighting. This isn’t just my story but the story
of everyone in life. Everyone falls. It’s about
how you get up.”

The Impact’s sporting director Olivier
Renard said Henry beat out several candidates
under consideration for the Montreal position.

After meeting Henry in mid-October, it

was decided then that he should take on the
job of rebuilding the foundering franchise, he
said.

Henry, who spent four years in MLS with
the New York Red Bulls at the tailend of his
playing career, meanwhile urged Montreal’s
fans to be patient, saying success won’t come
overnight.

“We have a fresh start and we’re going to
move forward to rebuild the team,” Henry told
reporters.

“We know the direction we want to go, but
you can’t build a new team in two months, or
three months or even a year,” he said. “We have
a lot of hard work ahead of us, and it will
require patience.

“We also need to win back the support of
fans. I think this is very important because fans
and the city, the community need to feel a con-
nection to the team. It’s up to us to bring them
back on our side.”
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Karen Khachanov and Andrey Rublev
helped Russia open the inaugural

Davis Cup Finals with a 3-0 victory over
defending champions Croatia in Madrid
on Monday.

World number 17 Khachanov
clinched the point for Russia by fighting
back to beat Croatian number one Borna
Coric 6-7 (4/7), 6-4, 6-4, after Rublev had
earlier seen off Borna Gojo 6-3, 6-3.

“When you’re playing not only for
yourself, but for your country, you have to
fight harder,” said Khachanov.

Russia, who are without US Open run-
ner-up Daniil Medvedev due to exhaus-
tion, can wrap up a place in the quarter-
finals with victory over Rafael Nadal’s Spain
in their second Group B tie on Tuesday.

The 18 nations have been split into six
groups of three at the Caja Magica, with
the pool winners and two best runners-up
to play in the last eight of the first edition
of the revamped tournament.

The teams face off in two best-of-
three-set singles matches and one doubles
rubber in each tie.

Khachanov and Rublev completed the
clean sweep later on Monday with a 7-6
(7/3), 6-4 doubles win over Ivan Dodig and
Nikola Mektic.

CANADA DOWN ITALY
Canada claimed a 2-1 victory over

well-fancied Italy to strike first in Group
F.

World number 12 Fabio Fognini
slumped to a 7-6 (7/5), 7-5 defeat by Vasek
Pospisil, ranked 150th, before rising star
Denis Shapovalov edged out Matteo
Berrettini 7-6 (7/5), 6-7 (3/7), 7-6 (7/5).

“I’m really happy to get the win

against a player like Matteo who has had
such a good season,” said Shapovalov.

“I always love representing my coun-
try... It’s not often you get to play as a team,
so it's amazing.”

Italy, who won their only Davis Cup
title in 1976, were the favourites in
Group F with Fognini and
Berrettini both having enjoyed
excellent seasons.

The 20-year-old
Shapovalov saved three
set points before
snatching the first set
in a tie-break, only
for Berrettini to level
the match in a second-
set breaker.

A clash without a single break of
serve, was decided by another tie-
break, with Shapovalov reeling off the
last three points to win after two hours
and 52 minutes on court.

Berrettini and Fognini boosted
Italy’s hopes of making the quarters with
a hard-fought doubles success over
Shapovalov and Pospisil, winning 6-2,
3-6, 6-3.

Canada take on the United States
on Tuesday, with Italy facing the
Americans the following day.

Belgium made a victorious start in
Group D with back-to-back singles
wins against Colombia.

The South Americans are playing
at the top level of Davis Cup tennis for
the first time, having never played in the
old World Group.

Steve Darcis saw off Santiago
Giraldo 6-3, 6-2, before world num-
ber 11 David Goffin had to battle
back from a set down to avoid a
shock against 194th-ranked

Daniel Elahi Galan Riveros,
winning 3-6, 6-3, 6-3.

But the world
number one doubles
pairing of Juan

Sebastian Cabal
and Robert
Farah grabbed a
historic win for
Colombia by
battling past
Sander Gille
and Joran
Vliegen 6-7
(5/7), 6-4, 7-6
(7/3).
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Dismissing Pakistan’s review
appeal, the International Tennis

Federation (ITF) on Tuesday
announced Kazakhstan’s capital Nur-
Sultan as the neutral venue for the
upcoming Davis Cup tie between
India and Pakistan.

Pakistan Tennis Federation
(PTF) had filed an appeal contesting
the ITF Davis Cup Committee’s
November 4 decision to shift the
November 29-30 tie to a neutral
venue.

PTF had argued that if Indian pil-
grims can visit Pakistan without any
security threat, why can’t the Indian
team play matches in Islamabad, but
the Independent Tribunal of the
world governing body kept the games
at a neutral venue.

“The Pakistan Tennis Federation
(PTF) appealed the Davis Cup
Committee decision to move the tie
from Islamabad. The appeal was
dismissed by an independent tribunal
on Monday 18 November,” ITF said
in a statement.

“Further to the decision of the
PTF not to nominate a neutral venue,
in accordance with Davis Cup regu-
lations, the Davis Cup Committee has
voted in favour of the tie being host-
ed by the ITF on neutral ground at
the National Tennis Centre in Nur-
Sultan (previously Astana),
Kazakhstan on 29-30 November,” the
statement added.

The matches will be played on
indoor courts since extreme cold con-
ditions there won’t allow them to be
staged outside.

“Playing indoor suits our players.
It will work in our favour, not that our
players can’t play on grass but they a
lot more comfortable on hard courts.
The weather conditions are harsh and
though we are playing indoors, it still
affects the body,” India coach Zeeshan
Ali said.

“The quality of tennis is better
playing indoors because factors like
sun and wind do not affect the
matches.” The tie was scheduled to be
held in Islamabad in September but
was pushed to November 29-30 after
India expressed concerns about the
safety of their players due to diplo-
matic tensions between the two
nations.
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New Zealand and England will take
their cricketing rivalry into the Test

arena on Thursday after finding them-
selves evenly matched in recent limited-
overs thrillers.

England have bragging rights after
winning a rollercoaster World Cup
final in July, then edging the Black Caps
3-2 in a desperately close Twenty20
series completed earlier this month.

Both the one-day decider and T20
series needed tie-breakers to find a win-
ner and there will be no shortage of
mutual respect when the rivals face off
again on Thursday in the First Test at
Mount Maunganui.

On paper, there again appears to be
little to separate the teams, with New
Zealand second in the Test rankings and
England third.

But England skipper Joe Root is
painfully aware that his team underper-
formed when it lost a two-Test series in
New Zealand last year after underesti-
mating the Black Caps’ bowlers on their
home turf.

Pacemen Trent Boult and Tim
Southee bundled the tourists out for 58
in the first innings of the opening Test
as England tried to play what Root
described as “fast forward” cricket.

England’s skipper said his team
would be taking a more measured

approach this time, with batsmen plac-
ing an emphasis on protecting their
wickets.

“We have to be prepared to play
some attritional cricket at times,” he said.

“We have to try to bat longer... it
would be nice to get used to batting for
120 overs more regularly, especially in
the first innings.”

The series will not count towards the
World Test Championship, giving new
England coach Chris Silverwood room
to experiment in his first Test series in

charge.
He is expected to hand opening

batsman Dom Sibley his debut, partner-
ing Rory Burns, with Root moving down
to fourth in the order.

New Zealand will take the oppor-
tunity to blood speedster Lockie
Ferguson, who has already excelled in
limited overs internationals and was
described as “an extreme talent” by
short-ball specialist Neil Wagner.

“I know he’s raring to go. If he gets
the opportunity he’ll make the most of

it,” Wagner said.
New Zealand will also be bolstered

by the return of captain Kane
Williamson, who sat out the T20 series
with a nagging hip injury.

It will be the first Test match ever
staged at Mount Maunganui’s Bay Oval,
which has been hosting limited-overs
internationals since 2014.

The beachside venue is Wagner’s
home ground and he said the wicket
could take time to get used to.

“It’s been a pretty good wicket that’s
tended to be on the flatter side but there’s
always pace and bounce that you can
work with,” he said.

“It’s also got it’s own unique chal-
lenges with wind that swirls around a
bit.”

SQUADS
New Zealand: Kane Williamson (capt),
Todd Astle, Tom Blundell, Trent Boult,
Colin de Grandhomme, Lockie
Ferguson, Matt Henry, Tom Latham,
Henry Nicholls, Jeet Raval, Mitchell
Santner, Tim Southee, Ross Taylor, Neil
Wagner, BJ Watling
England: Joe Root (capt), Jofra Archer,
Jonny Bairstow, Stuart Broad, Rory
Burns, Jos Buttler, Zak Crawley, Sam
Curran, Joe Denly, Jack Leach, Saqib
Mahmood, Matthew Parkinson, Ollie
Pope, Dominic Sibley, Ben Stokes, Chris
Woakes.
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With Pakistan set to chal-
lenge Australia in a two-

Tests series starting Thursday,
former Australia skipper Ricky
Ponting believes that Babar
Azam could be a threat for the
home team as the World Cup-
winning skipper feels that
Babar is yet to play to potential.

“We haven’t seen the best
of him yet,” Ponting told crick-
et.com.au. “Twenty-odd Tests
for an average of 35 — he’s bet-
ter than that. He averages 54 in
one-day cricket at a strike-rate
of about 90. He’s a very, very
classy player.

“He’s a really exciting tal-
ent and probably the guy I’m
looking forward to seeing the
most this summer. I’ve seen the
Aussies a lot and I’ve seen a lot
of the Kiwis, but I’m really
excited to see him. He could be
anything,” he added.
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Pakistan coach Misbah-ul-
Haq said that pitching the

ball consistently on the blind
spot or near the top of the off
stump would be key to dismiss-
ing Australian stalwart Steve
Smith.

Smith returned to Test
cricket by taking the Ashes by
storm earlier in the year. In the
five-match series that was held
across August and September in
England, Smith scored a whop-
ping 774 runs at an average of
110.57. He carried the good
form into the recently conclud-
ed T20I series against Pakistan
at home.

“As far as Steve Smith goes,
there’s a blind spot for every top
batsman in the world; as a
bowler you’re always interested
in pitching the ball there,”
Misbah is quoted as
saying by
ESPNCricinfo.

“It’s important
that we bowl with
consistency there.

Our bowlers are executing the
plans very well right now, and
hopefully we’ll be able to build
that kind of a pressure, and stay
disciplined especially early in the
innings. No matter how good a
batsman is batting, it’s about
consistency and bowling the
maximum balls in those areas
that build pressure and the bats-
man respects you, and you force

him to make a mistake.”
Pakistan are going into the

series with a pace attack that
consists of Mohammad Abbas,
Shaheen Afridi, Muhammad
Musa and the 16-year-old
Naseem Shah.

“All the batsmen you talk to,
any batsman in the world, that’s
the area where you have to
defend a ball, and that is a six to
eight metre spot where you
have to play the top of off
stump,” he said. “That’s the area
from where if it’s happening then
that creates a great chance. Even
if it’s not happening, you have
less chances to do anything
with the ball.

“So it’s about consistency,
and top players in the world, if
you miss those areas, that spe-
cial length and line, then they are

good enough to just cash in
on that. So you have to

be very, very disci-
plined, just keep

the ball there, and
if it’s happening
you are already

in the game.”
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At the floodlit Eden Gardens,
wrist spinners landing the
pink ball with scrambled

seam will be far more difficult to
pick than finger spinners, feels
senior off-spinner Harbhajan
Singh.

India will be playing its much-
awaited first Day/Night Test against
Bangladesh at the Eden Gardens
from Saturday and there is a lot of
curiosity regarding how the pink
ball would behave.

"Wrist spinners will have one
advantage if you see because it's
going to be very difficult to pick the
seam (with black stitches) of pink
ball," Harbhajan told PTI during an
interaction.

India has a wrist spinner in
Kuldeep Yadav but Harbhajan did-
n't want to talk on selection mat-
ters.

"Well, that's the team manage-
ment's call and I can't comment.
But then Bangladesh need to play
the Indian pacers on the seamer
friendly track before spinners are
fully operational," he said, referring
to their performance against Mohd
Shami and Co. In the first Test.

"And also between 3.30 and
4.30 pm, the time of sunset in
Kolkata where seamers are known
to do maximum damage. But yes
we need to figure out more about
spinners if we want to play more
D/N Tests in future."

He reminded how Kuldeep
turned out to be lethal during the
2016 Duleep Trophy, played with
the pink ball.

"If you remember Duleep
Trophy, no one could effectively
read Kuldeep from his wrists. Leg
spinners got lot of wickets during
that edition," Harbhajan said.

He explained why wrist spin-
ners are more effective.

"When a finger spinner bowls,
the ball is released with seam so
that there is turn and bounce.
When you are bowling the googly,
the seam will be scrambled and
very difficult to pick," he explained.

However, someone like a
Muttiah Muralitharan might just be
very effective.

"But there are exceptions like
Muttiah Muralitharan, who could
have been a killer with the pink ball
despite being a finger spinner

because unlike other finger spin-
ners, both his off break and doos-
ra were released with scrambled
seam," said one of India's greatest
spinners.

However, the pink SG in gen-
eral will be a challenge for the spin-
ners with the extra lacquer that will
be applied to keep its colour intact
under lights.

"More lacquer means that you
will not have a good grip on the
ball, especially finger spinners.
And the ball starts skidding from
the hand."

He then went on to explain the
fundamental difference between
bowling with white ball and pink
ball when the dew sets in.

"A lot of people think that the
ball will be like a slippery soap bar
as it happens with white ball in
D/N games. It's not the same. The
white ball becomes slippery
because the white lacquer goes off
the skin of the ball gets wet.

"With extra lacquer, pink ball's
skin wont get wet but the stitches
will be very soggy. And therein lies
problem with finger spinners.

Also the format of the game
makes it difficult.

"In 50 overs or 20 over crick-
et, whenever the ball gets wet, you
can just alter the length a bit and
let the batsmen play on backfoot
getting those singles.

"But in a Test match, you will
not have a field setting like that.
You have to pitch it up. Now land-
ing six deliveries on one spot
while trying to grip a wet seam can
be a challenge because trying the
ODI length will be easy meat for
batsmen."

For spinners to be more effec-
tive, they have to play more games
at the domestic level.

"If BCCI creates a window so
that all top national players are
available for a couple of specific
rounds in Ranji Trophy, then you
can learn more.

"Even Duleep can go back to
pink ball but only if stars play. With
no disrespect to any player, if top
players dont play here, the purpose
is lost and no advantage gained
while playing next pink Test," he
concluded. 
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India speedster Mohammed
Shami said altering length to

keep the batsmen guessing would
be key when India take on
Bangladesh in their maiden Pink-
ball Test.

Shami, who has been in terrif-
ic form, returned with the figures
of 3/27 and 4/31 in the first Test at
Indore to achieve his career-best
ranking, said he intends on keep-
ing things simple for the historic
Test.

“What one thing bowlers
should do is keep an eye on the
wicket and how is it behaving, so
what I do is as the pitch gets slow-
er I keep pushing myself and
when I notice that the batsman is
uncomfortable I go over the top...
So the length has to keep chang-
ing,” Shami said on Nerolac Cricket
Live on Star Sports.

Meanwhile, former India cap-

tain Sunil Gavaskar cautioned
Mayank Agarwal, who scored a
double century in the Indore Test,
saying opposition would be better-
prepared to counter him in future
matches.

“He is enjoying Test cricket,
this is his first year and hopefully
he keeps scoring on the second
year also because in the second sea-

son there is a lot more data avail-
able of you to the opposition.

“But he has been batting beau-
tifully, the way he balances himself
without falling on the offside as he
plays so straight and his movement
of the front and back foot has been
fantastic making him the man in
form who is full of confidence,”
Gavaskar said. 

Former India opener Gautam
Gambhir said the Men in Blue have
a complete bowling unit with
quality spinners and pacers in their
ranks.

“If you see other oppositions,
some teams have got quality fast
bowling attacks, some have qual-
ity spinners but if you look at this
Indian side, they’ve got two qual-
ity spinners, three quality seamers
plus Jasprit Bumrah and
Bhuvneshwar Kumar who are not
in the playing 11.

“So they’ve got proper 5 seam-
ers plus Kuldeep Yadav.”
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Australia coach Justin Langer has reck-
oned opener David Warner will put his

bad form in the Ashes this year behind him
in the upcoming Test series against Pakistan.
Warner had a horrible outing during the
Ashes campaign this year as he managed just
95 runs at an average of 9.5 from five games.

“I cannot wait to see him play well.

When he simplifies the game, stays still and
watches the ball, keeps his mind clear, we
know there’s no more destructive player in
the world, probably,” Langer was quoted sa
saying by cricket.com.au.

“He loves batting in Australia, he loves
batting, basically. We are looking forward to
him having a great summer. I know how
important he is to our team, that’s why I had
no doubt after the Ashes that he’d be in the
first Test of the summer,” he added.

When Pakistan last toured Australia,
Warner averaged 71.20 across three Test
matches.

Earlier, Aussie spinner Nathan Lyon felt
that Warner would come out all guns blaz-
ing in the two-Test series against Pakistan.

“Dave is a world-class player. I’m expect-
ing him to come out here and play excep-
tionally well,” Lyon had told reporters on
Saturday.

“No doubt, he would have been down
and disappointed about the Ashes that he
had. But he was still part of the side to go
over there and retain the Ashes, which is
pretty bloody special, if you ask me,” he
added.
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